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ABSTRACT 

Dongpu Cao, Ph.D. 
Concordia University, 2008 

Vehicle suspension design and dynamics analysis play a key role in enhancement of 

automotive system performance. Despite extensive developments in actively-controlled 

suspensions, their commercial applications have been limited due to the associated high 

cost and weight. Alternative designs in either passive or semi-active suspensions are 

highly desirable to achieve competitive vehicle performance with relatively lower cost 

and greater reliability. This dissertation research proposes two hydro-pneumatic 

suspension strut designs, including a twin-gas-chamber strut, and systematically 

investigates various concepts in roll- and pitch-coupled suspensions employing hydraulic, 

pneumatic and hybrid fluidic interconnections between the wheel struts. The proposed 

strut designs, including single- and twin-gas-chamber struts, offer larger working area 

and thus lower operating pressure, and integrate damping valves. Nonlinear mathematical 

models of the strut forces due to various interconnected and unconnected suspension 

configurations are formulated incorporating fluid compressibility, floating piston 

dynamics, and variable symmetric and asymmetric damping valves, which clearly show 

the feedback damping effects of the interconnections between different wheel struts. 

The properties and dynamic responses of the proposed concepts in roll- and pitch-

coupled suspension struts are evaluated in conjunction with in-plane and three-

dimensional nonlinear vehicle models. The validity of the vehicle models is demonstrated 
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by comparing their responses with the available measured data. The analyses of the 

proposed coupled suspensions are performed to derive their bounce-mode, anti-roll, anti-

pitch and warp-mode properties, and vehicle dynamic responses to external excitations. 

These include road roughness, steering and braking, and crosswinds. The results suggest 

that the fluidically-coupled passive suspension could yield considerable benefits in 

enhancing vehicle ride and handing performance. Furthermore these offer superior design 

flexibility. 

The suspension struts offer a large number of coupling possibilities in the three-

dimensions, some of which however would not be feasible, particularly for commercial 

vehicles where suspension loads may vary considerably. A generalized analytical model 

for a range of interconnected suspensions is thus developed, and a performance criterion 

is formulated to assess the feasibility of a particular interconnection in a highly efficient 

manner. The handling and directional responses of a three-dimensional vehicle model 

employing X-coupled hydro-pneumatic suspension are evaluated under split-p. straight-

line braking and braking-in-a-turn maneuvers. The results clearly show that the X-

coupled suspension offers enhanced anti-roll and anti-pitch properties while retaining the 

soft vertical ride and warp properties. Fundamental pitch and vertical dynamics of a road 

vehicle are also considered to derive a set of essential design rules for suspension design 

and tuning for realizing desirable pitch performance. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

1.1 Introduction 

Heavy vehicles, with considerably higher location of center of gravity (e.g.) and 

larger load variations, exhibit roll and directional control performance characteristics that 

are considerably different from those of the light vehicles [1-3]. Constrained by the 

regulations on vehicle track width, heavy vehicles generally yield significantly larger 

lateral load transfers during cornering, and thus exhibit lower roll stability [1, 2]. The 

braking/acceleration is known to induce vehicle pitch motions and substantial 

longitudinal load transfers, particularly in vehicles with floating cargoes, as in the case of 

partly-filled tank trucks [4-6]. The dynamic load variations cause significant changes in 

normal loads on tires, which directly affect longitudinal and cornering forces developed 

by the tires during cornering and/or braking, and thus the handling and directional control 

performance in an adverse manner. 

Owing to the excessive safety risks associated with accidents involving heavy 

vehicles and increasing demands from the professional drivers, the requirements for 

improved ride and handling qualities, and high durability and maintainability have been 

steadily growing [7-11]. A number of advanced control systems have been developed to 

enhance directional performance and stability of road vehicles through control of the 

forces and moments in the yaw plane [6, 12, 13]. The applications of such control 

systems for heavy vehicles, however, have been limited due to associated cost, weight, 

complex packaging and system reliability concerns [7-11]. Alternatively, design of 



vehicle suspension also affects the vehicle performance characteristics in a significant 

manner by tuning the forces transmitted to the vehicle body and the dynamic wheel loads 

[3, 6, 14, 15]. The design of a road vehicle suspension, however, involves complex 

compromises among different measures related to ride vibration, road-holding and 

directional performance [3, 15]. Apart from these, the anti-roll and anti-pitch 

characteristics of a vehicle suspension also form a vital design objective to limit the 

lateral and longitudinal load transfers. The primary goal for heavy vehicle suspension 

design is thus to seek a satisfying compromise among ride vibration, road-holding, 

handling, and roll and pitch performances of the vehicle under different maneuvers and 

external excitations. 

The current design practices for heavy vehicles generally utilize leaf or air springs in 

conjunction with passive anti-roll bars to realize a compromise among ride vibration, roll 

stability and directional performance [1-3]. Hydraulic dampers are also commonly used 

to achieve control of the resonant oscillations as well as high frequency vibration [15-17]. 

Owing to the unreasonable risks associated with potential vehicle rollover, the present 

design approach emphasizes on realization of high effective roll stiffness, which 

generally yields stiffer suspension with relatively poor ride comfort. Multiple wheel axle 

(tandem and tri-axle) suspensions employ load equalizers to evenly distribute the loads 

on individual tires, while the equalization is limited to either static or low-speed load 

transfers [18-20]. The transverse mechanical interconnections, such as anti-roll bars, are 

commonly employed as auxiliary roll stiffeners to achieve high effective roll stiffness and 

thus lower roll deflection of the vehicle body during steering maneuvers [1-3, 21]. The 
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use of anti-roll bars, however, tends to add weight, and deteriorates ride responses to 

some extent [21, 34]. 

Various hydro-pneumatic struts have been developed to realize compact suspension 

designs with integrated pneumatic spring and hydraulic damping to achieve improved 

ride comfort and ride height control. Such suspension struts have been employed in 

military vehicles for about half a century, and are considered to offer the most significant 

potential for commercial vehicle applications [14, 22-24]. Moreover, these suspensions 

offer greater design and tuning flexibilities in either passive or active manners. A few 

studies have shown that transverse and fore-aft interconnections between the struts can 

help achieve desirable roll and pitch-attitude control [25-32]. A number of reported 

studies, however, have employed very large size struts with small effective working area, 

which would require excessive working pressure [25, 27, 28, 32]. The use of a hydro-

pneumatic strut in parallel with passive load-sharing springs has also been suggested in 

order to reduce operating pressure [29, 31, 32]. The results revealed that the load sharing 

by the additional springs significantly limits the effectiveness of the roll-interconnections 

[29]. Moreover, the reported studies have considered strut designs with external gas 

chamber and damping valves. The reported experimental and analytical studies, however, 

have clearly shown that hydraulically interconnected suspension struts could help 

enhance the anti-roll and anti-pitch performance without affecting the vertical ride. 

In this dissertation research, the concepts of two integrated suspension struts, namely 

single-gas-chamber and twin-gas-chamber struts, which comprise gas chamber(s) and 

damping valves within the same unit, are explored to realize interconnections in the roll 

and pitch planes. The interconnections are realized through hydraulic, pneumatic or 
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hybrid fluidic couplings. The most important feature of the compact struts is their large 

effective working area, which permits relatively lower operating pressure for a given 

load. The roll-plane, pitch-plane and three dimensional models of a heavy vehicle are 

developed and validated. The interconnection arrangements in the roll, pitch, and 

combined roll and pitch planes are proposed and systematically analyzed to study their 

properties and response characteristics under various excitations. The performance 

characteristics of the twin-gas-chamber strut suspensions are also explored, in terms of 

suspension properties and vehicle dynamic responses. 

1.2 Literature Review 

The formulation and analyses of interconnected vehicle suspension require essential 

fundamental knowledge of various relevant subjects. These include the ride and handling 

dynamic behaviors of vehicles, road roughness characterization and tire-road interactions, 

compressible fluid flows, tire dynamics, suspension design, damping valves, performance 

requirements and analytical methods in vehicle dynamics. The design, tuning and 

properties of vehicle suspension strongly influence a wide range of performance 

measures of the vehicle. Consequently, the vehicle suspension forms an important 

challenging design task. Heavy vehicle suspension design, and its effects on the roll and 

pitch dynamics, handling and directional stability, ride dynamics, and vehicle-road 

interactions of heavy vehicles, typically single-unit vehicles, are reviewed in the 

following sub-sections. This is followed by a review of design features of various passive 

as well as controlled interconnected suspensions. 

1.2.1 Heavy Vehicle Suspension Design 
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The design of vehicle suspension strongly affects the ride, handling, suspension 

travel, road friendliness, roll and directional stability, and braking/traction performance 

of the vehicle in highly complex and conflicting manners. Owing to the relatively low 

roll stability limits and large payload variations of heavy vehicles, the design of a 

suspension forms a more challenging design task. The fundamental issues in suspension 

design for heavy road vehicles have been discussed by Cole [3], while various advanced 

controlled suspension systems for commercial vehicles and their feasibilities have been 

reviewed by Palkovics and Fries [11]. The reported studies [7-9, 33-36] have suggested 

that while the advanced controlled suspension systems could help improve the vehicle 

ride and handling performance, recent technical trends in heavy vehicle suspension 

design are focusing on more cost-effective passive systems. These studies have also 

concluded that conventional passive suspension designs could not satisfy the various 

vehicle performance requirements, and must involve compromises among different 

conflicting measures. 

It is well known that natural frequencies of front and rear suspensions should be 

maintained to be relatively constant under various load conditions [3, 11, 33, 35]. Heavy 

vehicles, however, exhibit considerably large load variations. Rear suspension of a heavy 

vehicle could have a loaded/unloaded ratio of 5:1, while that of front suspension is 

generally about 2:1 [8]. Therefore, it has been suggested that when developing a new 

suspension concept, the load variation should be taken into account [35]. Heavy vehicles 

generally employ either leaf or air springs [3, 33-35]. Leaf springs exhibit hysteretic 

behavior due to interleaf friction, which could considerably deteriorate the ride 

performance [35]. Alternatively, air or pneumatic springs are being employed more 
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commonly for their superior ride performance [35]. Compared to leaf springs, air springs 

exhibit varying spring rates with load changes, low hysteresis and damping, and a 

relatively constant natural frequency over a wide range of loading conditions by using 

ride-height leveling valves [35]. 

The pneumatic suspensions invariably employ hydraulic dampers to achieve adequate 

control of resonant responses and oscillatory vibrations under different maneuvers and 

excitations. High damping is desirable for controlling resonant responses of vehicle body 

and unsprung masses, while the isolation of ride vibrations under random road roughness 

inputs necessitates low damping. High damping is also beneficial for inhibiting the 

oscillatory motions of vehicle body during steering and/or braking or acceleration 

maneuvers. Moreover, asymmetric damping in compression and rebound is desirable to 

control motions of vehicle body and unsprung masses under abrupt road inputs [116]. 

Passive hydraulic dampers can be tuned to achieve a compromise among these different 

conflicting performance requirements. Positioning of the dampers, however, is generally 

determined by packaging requirements, instead of optimized damping performance, 

because of which the tuning of roll damping is much less flexible [9]. 

Similar to air springs, hydro-pneumatic suspensions could also provide superior ride 

performance, which could conveniently integrate ride-height valves to realize relatively 

constant suspension natural frequency. Furthermore, hydro-pneumatic suspension offers 

compact design and integrated damping valves within the same strut. A range of hydro-

pneumatic suspensions have been employed in military vehicles, and are regarded to hold 

the most significant potential for commercial vehicle applications [14, 22-24]. A few 

studies have suggested that the hydro-pneumatic suspension struts are the key technology 
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candidates for the development of the future heavy vehicles for military applications [22, 

24]. 

Apart from the basic suspension components (springs and dampers), anti-roll bars are 

also widely used in heavy vehicle suspension systems to improve vehicle roll stability 

and to balance the roll moment distribution between the front and rear axles [3]. The use 

of anti-roll bars permits relatively lower vertical suspension rate for enhanced ride 

comfort, and provides additional design flexibility for tuning of the handling quality. An 

anti-roll bar, however, adds considerable weight, and deteriorates ride comfort to some 

extent [21, 34]. Moreover, the use of very stiff anti-roll bar would significantly reduce 

effective roll damping, which is undesirable for control of dynamic roll response of heavy 

vehicles [21]. 

Owing to the extreme design challenges for the primary suspension for heavy 

vehicles, Palkovics and Fries [11] have suggested that the ride comfort of driver could be 

improved by tuning secondary suspensions at the cab and the seat. This could provide an 

additional freedom to achieve a better compromise between the driver's comfort and the 

other performance measures. The potential ride improvement by the secondary 

suspensions, however, is limited by their design spaces. For vehicle ride and handling 

analysis, Cole [3] suggested that considerations of vehicle motions at frequencies below 

25 Hz were adequate for suspension design and tuning. This frequency range essentially 

incorporates the vibration modes related primarily to rigid-body motions of the vehicle 

body and unsprung masses, and the first structure bending mode [3]. The bending mode 

of the chassis frame, which could be in the 6-7 Hz range, is considered only in a few 

studies, where the nodes occurred close to the attachment points of the suspension system 
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[3, 35]. The suspension dampers are therefore not effective in controlling such vibration 

motions [3]. 

1.2.2 Roll and Pitch Dynamics of Heavy Vehicles 

The steering and/or braking maneuvers of heavy vehicles generally induce vehicle 

roll and/or pitch motions, and therefore lateral and/or longitudinal load transfers [3-6]. 

While the rotational motions adversely influence the ride comfort, the dynamic load 

transfers affect the normal tire forces, and thus cornering and braking forces developed 

by tires in the yaw plane, which directly influence the directional and braking dynamic 

responses and stability of heavy vehicles [3-6]. Considering the relatively small track 

width and large wheelbase, and high e.g. location of a heavy vehicle, the roll dynamics 

and stability limits have been extensively explored in the literature [1-3]. Goldman et al. 

[37] reviewed roll dynamics of road vehicles. Winkler [2] presented the fundamental 

aspects associated with rollover dynamics of heavy vehicles. These studies have 

invariably concluded that heavy vehicles generally exhibit low static rollover threshold 

(SRT) and could rollover before the tire-road adhesion limit is reached. Due to the fact 

that some heavy vehicles may exhibit yaw instability at lateral acceleration levels lower 

than their rollover threshold, El-Gindy [40] redefined SRT as 'the maximum lateral 

acceleration level in g's beyond which static rollover of a vehicle occurs'. The SRT of a 

loaded heavy vehicle often lies below 0.5 g [2, 3]. For such vehicles, a relatively small 

improvement in the physical stability, in terms of rollover threshold, could yield rather 

large reduction in the rollover accident rates [2, 3]. These studies have also concluded 

that the improved roll stiffness and roll damping could help improve roll stability of 

heavy vehicles. 
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Ervin [1] investigated the influence of size and weight variations on the roll stability 

of heavy vehicles. It has been observed that the SRT decreases decidedly by increasing 

the axle load. For a single unit vehicle, a 10% increase in axle load yields an average of 

0.025g reduction in the SRT. Roll stability is improved by increasing the width allowance 

for vehicles. An approximate 3% increase in the roll stability limit can be achieved with 

only 1% increase in both track width and transverse spring spacing. An increase in the 

payload e.g. height yields considerable reduction in the roll stability limit, of the order of 

-0.0024g/cm of increase in payload e.g. height. However, the weights and dimensions of 

commercial vehicles are governed by the road regulations. 

The vehicle roll motion generally involves complex rotations of the sprung and 

unsprung masses. The sprung mass rolls with respect to the suspension roll center, while 

the unsprung masses roll about their roll center, respectively, which are often considered 

to lie in the ground plane [1,3]. For a typical heavy vehicle, about two third of the total 

roll angle of the vehicle involves rotation about the suspension roll center [1]. The roll 

moment consists of primary overturning moment, caused by the lateral acceleration 

induced by a directional maneuver, and lateral displacement moment, caused by roll 

motion of the vehicle e.g. A reduction in the roll motion of the sprung mass can thus 

largely decrease the lateral displacement moment, and thereby improved roll stability 

limit. In view of the ride quality implications of harder suspension springs, the roll 

stability limit is generally enhanced by introducing auxiliary roll stiffeners, such as anti-

roll bars. Cole [105] investigated the roll control of heavy vehicles using five different 

suspension configurations through simulations. The study involved relative analyses of 

different passive and active suspensions, and concluded that an increase in the stiffness of 
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anti-roll bar of a passive suspension can improve the roll stability, while the ride comfort 

is decreased. Cebon [21] has suggested that additional roll stiffness of anti-roll bars 

should be limited such that the SRT of a vehicle does not exceed 90-95% of the static 

stability factor (SSF). The SSF, also called as track width ratio (TWR), is defined as the 

ratio of half track width to vehicle e.g. height [37]. Rakheja et al. [41] investigated roll 

properties of 72 different heavy vehicle configurations, involving different combinations 

of suspensions, tires and loading, and concluded that the SRT of a heavy vehicle is 

generally 72% of the SSF, due to compliance of vehicle suspension and tires. Goldman et 

al. [37] showed that treating a multiple-axle vehicle suspension system as a lumped 

suspension tends to overestimate the SRT of the vehicle. 

Winkler [2] suggested that a heavily loaded semi-trailer could exhibit a roll mode 

natural frequency as low as 0.5 Hz, which is in the range of excitation frequencies arising 

from emergency type of steering maneuvers. This suggests the significant importance of 

roll damping for controlling the roll resonant responses during such emergency 

maneuvers. Winkler [2] also reported that it is relatively hard for heavy vehicle drivers to 

perceive their proximity to rollover while driving. The rollover threshold of a heavy 

vehicle varies continuously with dynamic load transfers in the roll plane, which 

diminishes the driver's perception of the stability limit of the vehicle. Moreover, the 

flexible nature of the tractor frame tends to isolate the driver from the roll motions of the 

trailer, which could serve as an important cue for the impending rollover. The 

compliances of vehicle's structural frame, suspension and tires can also contribute to the 

rollover process. A number of studies have established the relative contributions of 

various vehicle design factors to the vehicle roll stability limit, namely the axle loads, 
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structure compliance, track width, e.g. height, etc. [1, 2]. These studies have shown that 

the effect of structural or articulation compliance may be small. The combined effect of 

all compliances on roll stability could be significant. 

Static roll stability is the dominant quality factor affecting the rollover probability of 

the vehicle. The roll behavior of a vehicle in a dynamic maneuver, however, could differ 

from the static roll response. A number of measures have thus evolved to assess the 

dynamic roll behaviors of commercial vehicles. These include the lateral load transfer 

ratio (LTR), roll safety factor (RSF), effective lateral acceleration (ELA), normalized 

roll-response of semitrailer sprang mass (NRSSM), etc. [37, 39, 42]. Cooperrider et al. 

[43] concluded that the lateral acceleration required to induce rollover is a function of the 

time duration of its application. When the lateral acceleration exceeds the static rollover 

limit, it needs to be sustained for only a finite time to cause rollover. For instance, for a 

typical heavy vehicle, a lateral acceleration of 110% of its static limit can produce 

rollover if sustained for about 1 second, while the acceleration of 120% of the static limit 

needs to be sustained for only about 0.6 second to cause rollover. For vehicle 

combinations and tank vehicles, the roll dynamics may play a more important role in 

rollover [2, 40]. White [38] investigated the influence of ride-height leveling system on 

roll stability of heavy vehicles with air suspension system, and concluded that the current 

mechanical ride-height leveling system does not affect the roll stability during a rapid 

directional maneuver. 

While the roll dynamic behavior of heavy vehicles has been extensively reported in 

the literature, relatively fewer studies have explored the pitch dynamic responses. The 

performance characteristics of a heavy vehicle are also related to its pitch motion, which 
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include the ride, handling, suspension stroke and dynamic tire loads. This is partially 

attributed to the relatively large wheelbase and coupling between the vertical and pitch 

motions of heavy vehicles. Moreover, heavy vehicles are generally characterized by 

highly variable gross vehicle weight (GVW) and load distributions, compared with 

passenger cars. Passenger cars are generally designed to achieve front/rear load 

distribution ratio and dynamic index Q^lab) close to unity [3,15], where k is the radius of 

gyration of the sprung mass in pitch, and a and b are the longitudinal distances from the 

center of gravity (e.g.) to the front and rear wheel centers, respectively. These ratios are 

significantly different for heavy vehicles, where the dynamic index may assume a value 

greater than 1 for two-axle vehicles, leading to pitch mode natural frequency lower than 

the bounce mode frequency [44]. 

Both the pitch and bounce motions can be induced by the vehicle-road interactions, 

braking or acceleration. The time delay between the road excitations at the front and rear 

wheels, which is referred to as wheelbase filtering, contributes to the vehicle pitch. 

Considering the human ride comfort, the vehicle pitching is perceived as more annoying 

than bouncing [3, 15]. This is attributed to higher human sensitivity to vibration in the 

vicinity of the pitch frequency. The vehicle pitch motion predominates around 1 Hz, to 

which human body is known to be more sensitive in view of the comfort perception [45]. 

A large number of studies have investigated the pitch responses due to wheelbase 

filtering effect under constant forward speeds [46, 47], while only a few studies have 

investigated the influences of suspension properties on pitch dynamic responses of road 

vehicles. It has been suggested that a relatively softer front axle suspension than the rear 

suspension could help reduce the pitch motion of an automobile [6]. This design 
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approach, however, has been argued on the basis of transient responses of a vehicle to a 

road bump excitation, particularly the phase between the responses caused by interactions 

of the front and rear ends with the bump, which depends upon the forward speed, the 

nature of road bump and vehicle wheelbase. Moreover, this approach may induce larger 

pitch motion due to dynamic load transfer under braking. The suspension design for pitch 

suppression thus involves complex challenges associated with considerations of wide 

ranges of operating speeds, road roughness and maneuvers. 

Crolla and King [48] investigated this design approach through simulations 

performed at different speeds in the 10-40 m/s range under random road excitations. The 

study concluded that this design approach could help reduce pitch motion but deteriorate 

the vertical ride quality. On the basis of the analysis of a half car pitch plane model, 

Sharp [47] concluded that this design approach is beneficial in pitch suppression at higher 

speeds with very little compromise in terms of bounce acceleration response. At lower 

speeds, however, the compromise between pitch and bounce accelerations was observed. 

The study further concluded that the suspension stiffnesses implied would be impractical 

in terms of the attitude control of the automobile. The vast majority of the studies on 

pitch dynamics have focused on automobiles, while the effects on pitch response of 

heavy vehicles have been mostly limited to load equalizers for the suspension systems 

[18,19]. 

Although the suspension designs with lower pitch stiffness are preferred for ride 

comfort, the relatively large wheelbase generally yields higher effective pitch stiffness, 

which is in contrast with the effective roll stiffness [17]. The use of a fore-aft 

interconnection between the axle suspensions has thus been suggested to reduce effective 
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pitch stiffness. The fore-aft load transfer caused by acceleration or braking, however, can 

be reduced by higher suspension pitch stiffness. A wide range of suspension linkages 

have also been explored to achieve improved anti-dive and anti-rise performances of the 

front and rear suspensions, respectively, under vehicle braking, and anti-lift and anti-

squat of the front and rear suspensions, respectively, under traction [17, 49]. It has been 

suggested that anti-pitch suspension geometry tends to induce wheel hop, while adversely 

affecting the handling dynamics of vehicles [17,49]. 

Sharp [50] pointed out the importance of vehicle attitude (roll and pitch motions) 

control. The driver's perception the path preview is significantly deteriorated in the 

presence of excessive pitch motions. In order to improve the path perception ability of a 

driver with minimum effort, the roll and pitch responses of the vehicle body to the 

maneuvers and excitations arising from road and/or crosswind should be minimized. 

For heavy vehicles, a number of concepts and designs in load equalizers have been 

proposed to equalize the axle loads in a tandem or tri-axle configuration [18, 19]. Such 

load equalizers, however, do not yield satisfactory dynamic performance [19, 20]. 

Dahlberg [5] investigated braking-induced pitch motion and longitudinal load transfer, 

and their effects on yaw dynamics of heavy vehicles. The study concluded that yaw 

dynamics and stability are strongly influenced by pitch motions and longitudinal load 

transfer during braking-in-a turn. It has been emphasized that the roll and pitch motions 

during steering and braking/acceleration should be minimized in order to improve driving 

safety and comfort of the heavy vehicles [51]. A suspension design with improved roll 

and pitch performance thus offers considerable potential for improving the ride comfort, 

handling and directional dynamic performance of heavy vehicles. 
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1.2.3 Handling and Directional Stability of Heavy Vehicles 

The considerations of vehicle dynamics (ride and handling) in the practical vehicle 

design have been discussed by Crolla [14]. Sharp [50] presented a comprehensive 

overview of vehicle dynamics and the performance measures. Macadam [63] reviewed 

and discussed the contributions of human drivers to vehicle handling dynamics and 

control. Handling and directional dynamic responses and stability of heavy vehicles, 

especially articulated vehicles, have been reviewed and discussed in a number of studies 

[62, 100-104]. El-Gindy [40] reviewed the performance measures of heavy commercial 

vehicles in North America, and suggested that future transportation technology should 

involve the development of heavy vehicles with measurable and predictable levels of 

performance in various safety-related maneuvers. Uys et al. [70] briefly reviewed the 

criteria for handling performance of vehicles, while Crolla et al. [99] investigated the 

correlations between objective vehicle performance metrics and subjective ratings. These 

reported studies have concluded that the correlations between objective handling 

performance measures and subjective evaluations are not well understood yet. These 

studies also emphasized the handling and directional dynamic responses and stability of 

heavy vehicles as one of the critical issues in vehicle development and suspension design. 

An understeering vehicle is known to be directionally stable, while a vehicle 

combination with an understeering tractor, the vehicle combination is considered to be 

directionally stable [6]. It would therefore be desirable for road vehicles to be understeer 

for various operating conditions [6, 73, 85]. A number of studies have further suggested 

that the understeer coefficient of a vehicle should be maintained to be relatively constant 

during both the linear and nonlinear tire slip angle ranges in order to retain consistent 
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driver's control [72, 86, 88, 92]. Some other studies, however, have preferred the 

understeer coefficient increasing with an increase in lateral acceleration (or during the 

nonlinear tire operating range), so as to improve vehicle yaw or directional stability 

during tight or emergency maneuvers [3, 6, 58, 73]. 

The suspension design strongly affects the roll moment distribution and thus 

distribution of load transfer between the axles, which influences the vehicle handling and 

directional stability [3]. For typical trucks and tractors, the drive axle is much stiffer in 

roll mode than the steer axle, while it carries larger load with greater e.g. height. This 

results in the proportion of load transfer within the drive axle greater than the proportion 

of weight on the drive axle. As the lateral acceleration level increases, the understeering 

vehicle tends to approach oversteer behavior, causing directional stability limit to 

decrease. For some vehicles, the usable region of lateral acceleration is determined by 

potential yaw instability, instead of the SRT [3, 40, 94]. 

During transient maneuvers, the roll moment distribution depends on the distribution 

of both effective roll stiffness and roll mode damping between the front- and rear-axle 

suspensions [86]. Changing the normal load distribution among the four corners of the 

vehicle also affects the vehicle yaw response. Higher front suspension damping and 

lower damping of the rear suspension result in greater understeer tendency [91]. 

The forces and moments arising from steering and braking maneuvers cause lateral 

and longitudinal dynamic load transfers, which may result in significant reduction in the 

stability limits and controllability of the vehicle [4-6, 80]. Vehicles tend to be understeer 

during an acceleration-in-a-turn maneuver, while a braking-in-a-turn maneuver could 

result in an oversteer tendency. This is considered to be highly undesirable, since 
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traction-in-a-turn is a normal driving situation, while braking-in-a-turn is generally 

regarded as a critical driving situation [61]. Apart from dynamic load shifts, variations in 

static load distributions among different axles could also affect the handling 

characteristics of a vehicle due to the nonlinear properties of tires [6]. The forces and 

moments developed by tires govern the handling characteristics of a vehicle. The 

cornering forces generated by slip and camber mechanisms are responsible for lateral and 

yaw motions, aligning torques developed at the front tires contribute to steering wheel 

feel, while the vertical forces affect the roll dynamics of the vehicle [56]. A higher 

cornering stiffness generally correlates well with a better handling from the subjective 

evaluation. From the objective performance measures, high cornering stiffness is also 

considered to be desirable, especially on the rear axle, which tends to improve the 

vehicle's response time and directional stability [55, 56]. It has also been noted that when 

the cornering force capability of rear axle tires saturates, yaw rate and sideslip angle of 

the vehicle increase exponentially, which could possibly cause a directional instability 

[83]. 

For the front-wheel-steer road vehicles, a steering maneuver causes increasing slip 

angles and cornering forces to change the trajectory of the vehicle. The longitudinal path 

deviations contribute to centrifugal inertia forces that need to be balanced by centrifugal 

forces on both the front and rear tires. It is at this point that the rear tires develop lateral 

forces and thus slip angles. The generation of lateral forces on the rear tires therefore lags 

behind that on the front tires [13, 59]. 

Although an understeering vehicle is defined as a stable system, a reduction in yaw 

damping is known to occur above the characteristic speed. The reduced yaw damping 
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could lead to significantly oscillatory response, particularly at high steering frequency 

inputs associated with an emergency type of directional maneuver [95]. It has been 

suggested that reducing the understeer tendency and thus increasing the characteristic 

speed could make the vehicle response less steering-frequency dependent at relatively 

high speeds. This reduction in understeer tendency, however, would increase the yaw 

gain. It is also well known that an understeering vehicle exhibits reduced yaw damping 

with an increase in vehicle speed [95, 96]. From the driver's perception point of view, an 

understeering vehicle could thus appear to have a loss of control at the rear especially at 

relatively high speeds due to higher yaw gain and reduced yaw damping associated with 

high frequency steering inputs. Moreover, a maneuver-induced large lateral acceleration 

causes a decrease in yaw response for an understeering vehicle as the steering angle 

increases. Consequently, an evasive maneuver that necessitates a large steering angle 

input can be relatively difficult [84]. 

The vehicle roll motion is strongly coupled with yaw motion [3]. The vehicle roll 

instability is strongly correlated to the lateral acceleration level, while the yaw instability 

is strongly influenced by both lateral acceleration and vehicle speed [82]. A vehicle is 

generally stable in roll when the lateral acceleration is lower than a certain threshold, 

irrespective of vehicle speed. The yaw instability however, could occur at relatively low 

lateral accelerations (e.g., 0.1~0.2g) at high vehicle speeds. A roll instability could thus 

be prevented by limiting the vehicle lateral acceleration, while a yaw instability may still 

occur. It has been suggested that during a maneuver-induced roll instability situation, the 

vehicle typically encounters greater oversteer together with significantly large sideslip 

angle [92]. Oversteer, which is generally followed by a loss of directional control, is 
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often induced by a rapid change in the steering angle at relatively high speeds. This leads 

to a rapid change in the direction of the lateral force of the front axle, while the rear axle 

force may act in the opposite direction due to the time lag. In this relatively short 

duration, the opposite directions of the front and rear lateral forces would generate a large 

yaw moment leading to a possible rapid spin-out. 

It has been reported that in dynamic rollover tests vehicles generally experience 

sustained body roll oscillations during a portion of the road edge recovery maneuver, 

where steering angle is held constant [97]. It has been concluded that these undesirable 

oscillations are induced by the coupling among the vehicle roll, heave and subsequently 

yaw modes that result from jacking forces of suspension system. These jacking forces 

cause bounce motions of vehicle body, which also in turn influence tire normal loads and 

thus the lateral forces, affecting the vehicle yaw response. Sustained roll, heave and yaw 

oscillations could therefore occur even during a steady-state portion of maneuver. 

The dynamic tire loads induced by the road roughness also affect the vehicle handling 

dynamics. It has been found that as the surface roughness increases, vehicle handling 

behavior becomes more erratic [75]. The study concluded that on relatively smooth roads, 

the overall understeer/oversteer characteristic will not change significantly, up to lateral 

accelerations of 0.6g. Over a relatively rough road, the understeer/oversteer behavior 

differs considerably in a wide range of lateral acceleration levels, where the originally 

understeering vehicle could shift to oversteer behavior. 

Vehicle handling and directional dynamics can be generally assessed in three distinct 

ways: (i) subjective rating of actual vehicles; (ii) objective open-loop tests conducted 

using an instrumented car; and (iii) analytical methods [57]. Simulation-based design and 
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analysis methods significantly reduce the development time and cost, and result in 

prototypes that are much closer to the final product [71, 85, 87, 89, 91-93]. Computer 

simulations of vehicle dynamics could further provide absolute control of vehicle 

properties (mass, tire properties, etc.), test repeatability, ability to eliminate the risks 

associated with track tests, ability to conduct tests that would be physically impossible, 

ease of varying individual vehicle characteristics, and ability to discriminate small 

differences in performance. 

The levels of required modeling refinements, however, have been long debated in 

developing vehicle models for handling simulations. Industry analysts and engineering 

specialists often generate quite complex models to achieve greater accuracy. Experienced 

academic researchers, however, have put forward the view that typical industry-used 

vehicle models are too complex and inefficient as design tools [64, 65, 71]. Sharp [65] 

suggested that models do not possess intrinsic values; an ideal model should possess 

minimum complexity and be capable of solving the concerned problems with an 

acceptable accuracy. 

The simple linear road vehicle models could provide accurate handling analyses up to 

a lateral acceleration of 0.3g, while most vehicles tested for handling evaluations 

experience a lateral acceleration up to 0.8g [54, 68]. A linear analysis for heavy vehicles 

is valid only up to lateral accelerations of about O.lg, since such high e.g. vehicles could 

generate significant load transfers across the axles under lateral acceleration above O.lg 

[3]. It has also been noted that the inclusion of longitudinal and lateral load transfers is 

helpful for predicting handling and directional dynamic responses of road vehicles [6]. 

The nonlinear 14 degree-of-freedom (DOF) full vehicle model, capturing the basic 
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vibration modes of rigid-body sprung and unpsrung masses, represents a quite useful tool 

for predicting the vehicle dynamics without introducing the complexity of multi-body 

codes. Moreover, it is a good compromise between the requirements of accurate 

prediction of vehicle response and rapid simulation time [69, 81]. A 14 DOF vehicle 

model offers the flexibility of modeling nonlinear suspension stiffness and damping 

components and can further simulate the vehicle responses to normal force inputs, as in 

the case of a semi-active/active suspension or controlled anti-roll bar systems. Moreover, 

the 14 DOF model, unlike the conventional 8 DOF model, is capable of evaluating 

vehicle behavior even after wheel lift-off and thus can be used in developing and testing 

the validity of rollover prevention strategies. For nonlinear vehicle dynamics analysis, the 

Magic Formula tire model has been widely accepted as a leading tire model [6, 66, 96]. 

A variety of maneuvers have been employed to assess vehicle handling and roll 

characteristics, which can generally be divided into two types: open-loop and closed-

loop. For open-loop maneuvers, time history of steering angle input is pre-defined, which 

is not dependent on the response of the vehicle. In closed-loop maneuvers, the steering 

angles are computed using paths upon appreciated consideration of vehicle and human 

driver responses. Automotive industries generally employ closed-loop tests to evaluate 

the vehicle performance. Such tests, however, are not quite repeatable due to involvement 

of the human drivers. It is thus often difficult to draw concrete conclusions from the test 

results [78]. The modeling of an actual driver is also a complex task, due to wide 

variations in individual perception, reaction and neuromuscular abilities [63, 138]. The 

use of a simple driver model might, in some cases, hide meaningful results available from 

open-loop simulation [53, 90]. Moreover, open-loop simulation is inherently repeatable 
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and thus yields uniform vehicle comparisons and design studies [73, 88]. The open loop 

stability is definitely desirable. Although the driver might be able to stabilize an 

inherently unstable vehicle to a certain extent, the added driver's work load might induce 

fatigue and/or reduced concentration on other driving tasks. Additionally, increasing 

immunity from external disturbances correlates with the requirements of consistent and 

robust open loop dynamics of vehicles [54]. 

For open-loop simulations, two types of steering inputs are generally used: identical 

or parallel and differential steer angles inputs [53]. A steady turn analysis, based on 

average parallel steer angle, could result in as much as 5% higher lateral acceleration, 

compared to that based on differential left and right side values [53]. A property common 

to most suspension systems is roll steer, which can be appropriately simplified and 

represented by a constant roll steer coefficient. Apart from axle steer, pitch, bounce, and 

roll motions of the chassis can also cause small steer angle variations of the left- and 

right-front wheels. The consideration of these additional steer options is not 

recommended with the parallel steer analysis [53]. The approximations resulting from the 

average steer angle analysis would negate the accuracy gained by considering these steer 

options. 

International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has set for the guidance on 

handling maneuvers and running conditions, in order to facilitate comparisons of 

different vehicles under more uniform test conditions [106-109]. The standard, however, 

does not define an evaluation criterion. Consequently, different vehicle manufacturers 

adopt different performance metrics [79]. 
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The handling qualities are evaluated via subjective ratings and objective measures, 

while the corrections between objective performance metrics and subjective ratings have 

not yet been clearly established. A number of objective handling and directional 

measures, however, have been proposed in the literature [13, 54, 55, 59, 60, 61, 67, 73, 

90, 92]. These include: (a) understeer gradient; (b) yaw rate; (c) lateral acceleration; (d) 

vehicle sideslip angle; (e) time delay in the yaw rate and lateral acceleration responses; 

(f) roll deflection and rate; (g) pitch deflection and rate; and (h) TB (product of steady-

state sideslip angle and yaw rate peak time under a step steer input test) factor, or vehicle 

characteristic. A number of assessment criteria for good handling and directional 

behavior have also been suggested, such as: shorter time delay in the yaw rate and lateral 

acceleration responses, smaller phase lag between the lateral acceleration and the yaw 

rate, a reasonably good compromise between the requirements of sufficiently high yaw 

damping and rapid responsiveness of vehicle to steering input, smaller body sideslip 

angle, higher response immunity to external disturbances, lower roll and pitch motions; 

and lower TB factor. Although some studies have suggested that the steady state yaw rate 

gain be maximized for good handling, a too high value would be undesirable since it 

aggravates nervous behavior of the driver [55]. 

The optimal steering system gain is dependent upon the aggressiveness of the driver 

[77]. High steering gain vehicle requires greater alertness and control actions from the 

driver. On the other hand, low steering gain would increase driver's physical workload to 

a great extent during evasive maneuvers. A vehicle requiring minimal correction and 

executing the driver's command accurately is considered to have a good on-center 

handling [94]. Excessive handwheel activity, uninformative steering feel, and imprecise 
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vehicle response are the factors contributing to poor on-center handling. Meanwhile, 

under severe directional maneuvers, the driver's perception of feedback of steering wheel 

torque is essential, as an indicator of lateral acceleration level that can warn an 

experienced driver of the lateral force saturation. 

El-Gindy [40] summarized eight stability and control measures for heavy vehicle 

combinations, namely: (1) handling performance; (2) SRT; (3) dynamic rollover stability, 

in terms of LTR and rearward amplification (RWA); (4) yaw damping ratio (YDR); (5) 

low- and high-speed friction demands; (6) low- and high-speed lateral friction utilization; 

(7) low- and high-speed offtracking; and (8) braking performance. 

In view of the complexity and urgency of the driver's actions in transient maneuvers, 

it has been suggested that the driver's psycho-physical vehicle model (the inverse 

dynamics of the vehicle) be based on the simplest and most basic dynamic states of the 

vehicle that are consistent with his/her perceptions [54]. A typical driver would be 

expected to have little or no experience in gauging, estimating or understanding vehicle 

response during nonlinear operating ranges of tires [72, 73]. Since the driver's experience 

is mostly limited to normal driving within the linear range of handling behavior, the 

perception and control limits of the driver may thus be inadequate as the limit of tire-road 

adhesion is reached. One of the goals of the advanced chassis control systems is to 

protect the driver from possibly dangerous dynamic instability of the vehicle, by 

minimizing the difference between the vehicle responses in the linear and nonlinear tire 

operating ranges. The secondary goal of the chassis control systems is to maintain 

consistent vehicle behavior, when subject to parameter variations and external 

disturbances. 
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The feasibility of four-wheel-steering (4WS) systems in commercial vehicles for 

enhancement of handling has been discussed by Palkovics and Fries [11]. Steering the 

rear wheels could help decrease the time delay in the generation of cornering force and 

permit the independent control of vehicle path and sideslip angle. Moreover, low-speed 

offtracking can be reduced significantly [59]. The control strategy does not differ 

significantly from the passenger car systems and could provide advantages in high speed 

stability and low speed maneuverability. The application of a forced rear axle steering in 

commercial vehicles, however, is quite complex due to large loads and costs. From the 

design viewpoint, the steering of dual-tire wheels with heavy load, is a very challenging 

task. The use of super wide tires can reduce this complexity, which, from the roll stability 

point of view, also indicates an improved roll stability limit of a heavy vehicle due to the 

larger effective track width. Such tires, however, are known to transmit excessive 

dynamic loads to the pavements, which further lead to their rapid wear [3]. The active 

steering of the trailer wheels is also an option that can considerably improve trailer 

handling, while the power demand would be excessive [11]. 

An active steering control can effectively enhance vehicle handling in the linear tire 

operating range, while the performance gain is limited as the tires saturate at high lateral 

acceleration levels. Alternatively, the effectiveness of active suspensions in the nonlinear 

tire operating range has been demonstrated, which is attributed to the suspension ability 

to actively change the normal tire forces. Such suspensions, however, are not feasible for 

commercial vehicle applications due to their high cost and weight, packing and 

maintenance challenges and high power demand [98]. Braking-based stability control 

systems have also been proposed for enhancement of directional stability limits when 
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tires operate in the nonlinear range. Braking system is the most vital actuator in the 

chassis not only for decelerating the vehicle, but also for controlling its lateral movement 

through differential braking of individual wheels [11, 92]. The braking-based stability 

control systems can effectively reduce vehicle tendency to oversteer and sideslip velocity 

of vehicle, and thereby improve the yaw and roll stability limits of the vehicle with 

minimal external power [92]. It has been reported that braking-based control systems are 

quite effective in improving vehicle stability and safety, while the effects on the vehicle 

drivability are ignored [98]. The braking-based control systems could also have a 

negative impact on the vehicle longitudinal dynamics. Roll moment distribution system is 

a suspension system control that can improve vehicle handling quality at relatively low 

power levels than the fully active suspension [98, 139]. It can be realized by employing 

active roll bars that can provide controllable distribution of roll stiffness among the 

vehicle axles. 

1.2.4 Ride Dynamics of Heavy Vehicles 

The driver ride comfort performance of a heavy vehicle forms a vital design goal, 

since the driver is required to sit in the confined workstation for as much as 10 hours a 

day. The perception of comfort, however, is a complex function of many workstation 

design factors, noise and vibration. While the human driver's comfort perception is 

mostly evaluated through subjective measures, the vibration related comfort performance 

of a vehicle has been well correlated with the objective measures based on acceleration 

responses [3, 6, 45, 110, 111]. Gillespie [110] has systematically discussed the ride 

dynamics and ride comfort of heavy trucks, while a recent review on heavy vehicle ride 

comfort has been presented by Jiang et al. [111]. Owing to the direct association of 
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vibration with the comfort perception of the driver and preservation of the cargo, a vast 

number of studies have emphasized the design of suspensions to realize effective 

attenuation of road roughness-induced vibration [3, 6, 110, 111]. A large number of 

analytical and experimental studies have thus been undertaken to study the ride dynamics 

of commercial freight as well as passenger vehicles, and to assess the ride comfort 

performance [110, 111]. 

Tire-interactions with the random road roughness, unlike steering and 

braking/traction maneuvers that directly relate to vehicle handling quality, serve as the 

primary excitation when evaluating the ride performance of a suspension together with 

the suspension stroke requirements and roadholding properties [3, 6, 15]. Moreover, road 

roughness is a complex input beyond the control of vehicle design engineer and the driver 

[3]. A thorough understanding of characteristics of the road profiles is thus critical for 

chassis and vehicle development [112, 113]. The ride properties of vehicles are mostly 

usually assessed under conditions of constant speed and straight-line travel, while only 

minimal efforts have been made to study ride during steering and/or braking/acceleration 

[3]. Ride quality during these maneuvers may strongly affect the driver's perception, 

reaction on vehicle handling and control, and control abilities of the vehicle. 

While the time-histories of road profiles are popularly used as the inputs for 

analytical vehicle models, road roughness is generally characterized by its power spectral 

density (PSD) [3, 21, 110]. The PSD of road roughness can be represented in terms of 

elevation or acceleration against the wave number. For roll dynamics analyses, the roll 

deflection characteristics of road roughness can be described in terms of the roll-

displacement PSD normalized by vertical-displacement PSD, where the roll displacement 
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refers to the elevation difference between the left- and right-wheel tracks, and the vertical 

displacement represents the average of both the elevations [21, 110]. It should be noted 

that the lateral vibrations are considered to be least important for ride comfort evaluations 

[110]. Unlike the vertical and roll dynamics, road vehicle pitch dynamics are generally 

characterized by two features, namely coupling between bounce and pitch motions as 

well as wheelbase filtering [3, 6, 110]. Although suspension design to realize decoupled 

bounce and pitch modes may indicate a theoretically desirable ride comfort, it cannot be 

maintained in practice, upon considering variable load conditions of heavy vehicles. It 

has also been stated the coupled bounce and pitch modes would be helpful for 

suppressing the pitch motion, and thus improved vehicle ride comfort [110]. 

The measures of vehicle ride comfort, namely the vertical, pitch and roll motions, are 

also strongly related to various handling measures of the vehicle [6, 14]. Gillespie [110] 

pointed out the high driver's position in a heavy vehicle is not desirable for ride comfort, 

although it is essential for good driver's visibility and maximizing cargo space. The pitch 

motion of the vehicle thus serves as the dominant source of fore/aft vibrations at the 

driver's location. A wide range of studies have developed analytical models of varying 

complexities to study either handling or ride dynamics of heavy vehicles, which consider 

distinctly different disturbances [3, 6]. Only a few studies have attempted to investigate 

both sets of measures, although both groups of studies involve comparable modeling 

considerations. Moreover, the ride dynamic models of heavy vehicles have been 

effectively applied to study the variations in dynamic tire loads transmitted to the road, 

which have been related to the road damaging potentials and roadholding performance of 

heavy vehicles [3,21]. These models also emphasize the design of vehicle suspension. 
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The ride dynamic responses of road vehicles have been analyzed through 

experimental as well as analytical means. The experimental studies focus an assessment 

of ride performance in terms of acceleration responses, or relative assessments of 

different suspension systems [6, 111]. The analytical studies involve detailed modeling of 

vehicle suspension components and inertia/mass distribution. The reported models range 

simple and linear single- or two-degree-of-freedom (DOF) quarter car models to three-

dimensional and nonlinear multi-DOF models. A two-DOF quarter vehicle model is most 

commonly used to study the vertical dynamics of vehicle, and tuning or role of the 

suspension components, while it does not permit analyses of roll and pitch motions, and 

coupling effects of different axles [6]. Linear and nonlinear 4- and 5-DOF half-car roll 

plane models have also been extensively used to study coupled roll and vertical dynamic 

performances of road vehicles assuming constant forward velocity [21, 28]. Such models 

have been applied for analysis of interconnected mechanical suspension systems to 

achieve a better compromise between the ride properties and roll dynamics [21, 28, 105]. 

Vertical and pitch dynamic responses of road vehicles have also been widely investigated 

using 2- or 4-DOF pitch plane models assuming constant forward velocity, while most of 

them focus on the wheelbase filtering effect [47, 114]. A comprehensive 7-DOF pitch 

plane model including tire rotations has also been developed to study both vertical and 

pitch dynamic responses under braking or acceleration [115]. 

In order to study vertical ride, and roll and pitch dynamic responses of a vehicle 

more comprehensively, a number of three-dimensional full car models have also been 

developed [111, 140, 141]. These include linear and nonlinear 7-DOF full car models, 

comprising heave, roll and pitch motions of the sprung mass, and vertical motions of 
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independently suspended unsprung masses. The models for heavy vehicles with beam or 

solid axles invariably consider roll and vertical motions of each axle. The influence of 

suspension properties on vertical, roll and pitch responses have been widely explored by 

such ride models. Such models, however, do not include the longitudinal, lateral and yaw 

motions of the vehicle, and thus cannot predict handling and directional dynamics 

responses of the vehicle during steering and/or braking maneuvers. 

1.2.5 Vehicle-Road Interactions 

The normal force developed at the tire-road interface compromises static and 

dynamic tire force components. The pavement stresses caused by tire loads have been 

directly related to variations in the tire forces transmitted to the pavement [3, 21]. The 

dynamic tire loads of a heavy vehicle are strongly related to the static and dynamic 

properties of the vehicle suspension, including their static load sharing characteristics, 

apart from the static axle loads. Uneven load sharing could cause high stresses and strains 

in the pavement and additional pavement damage [21]. The pavement fatigue and failure 

are affected by a number of factors in a highly complex manner, which are related to the 

road properties, the vehicle and the environmental conditions. The main types of road 

damages induced by heavy vehicles are the fatigue cracking and permanent deformations 

[21]. Road fatigue damage generally increases with axle loads, road roughness and 

vehicle forward velocity. A thorough review of the literature concerned with tire-road 

contact forces generated by heavy vehicles and their influences on the road surface 

response and damage has been presented by Cebon [120]. 

A number of studies have explored the dynamic tire forces, and road damage 

potentials of heavy vehicle tire loads [3, 21, 116-119]. The dynamic tire forces are 
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depended on axle configurations, vehicle geometry, road roughness, forward speed, and 

suspension and tire properties. Various studies have shown that the dynamic tire loads 

can be effectively reduced by lowering vertical suspension rate. It has been suggested that 

a suspension with stiffness about 0.2 times and twice the damping of the current air 

suspension system would help minimize the road damage [21]. Such a suspension, 

however, will experience excessive static and dynamic deflections, and exhibit extreme 

sensitivity to load variations. Anti-roll bars and interconnected hydro-pneumatic 

suspensions permit the use of relatively softer suspensions. Additionally, soft suspensions 

might be impractical, considering handling and control requirements. The effects of 

suspension damping property on the dynamic wheel loads have also been presented in a 

few studies [116, 118]. These studies have concluded that asymmetric suspension 

damping cold help reduce dynamic tire loads with only negligible influence on vehicle 

ride vibration in the ride frequency range. 

A number of performance measures have been proposed to assess the relative 

aggressivity of heavy vehicles and to study the influences of various design and operating 

factors [21]. These include the dynamic load coefficient (DLC), road stress factor (RSF), 

etc. The relative road damage potentials of heavy vehicles are mostly assessed in terms of 

dynamic load coefficient (DLC) of tire forces, which is defined as the ratio of root mean 

square (RMS) dynamic tire force to the mean tire force. The DLC is also most frequently 

applied to assess the relative road-friendliness of different vehicle configurations and 

suspension designs [21, 116, 118]. DLC of heavy vehicles generally ranges from 0.1 to 

0.3 under normal straight line driving condition, and increases with increase in road 

roughness, suspension vertical stiffness, vehicle speed, and tire inflation pressure [21]. 
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Apart from the road-friendliness or road damage potential of heavy vehicles, the 

other important issue of vehicle-road interactions is roadholding, which strongly 

influences the longitudinal and lateral forces developed by tires, and thus the handling 

and directional stability of vehicles. Moreover, roadholding quality of road vehicles also 

affects the important functions of various steering control and braking-based dynamic 

stability control systems, since these advanced control systems rely on the tire normal 

loads to develop adequate forces and moments in the yaw plane. The design of 

suspension strongly influences the roadholding quality of road vehicles [31,32,121-125]. 

For a full vehicle suspension system, there are four fundamental vibration modes, namely 

bounce, roll, pitch and warp. It has been well accepted that the warp mode should be 

designed to be as soft as possible in order to improve the roadholding property [31, 32, 

121-125]. For a conventional passive vehicle suspension, these four modes, however, are 

strongly coupled. The use of anti-roll bars could decouple the roll mode from 

bounce/pitch, to improve roll stability of vehicles. It, however, also increases the warp 

mode stiffness of the suspension system, which is detrimental for roadholding property. 

Therefore, it will be highly desirable to explore the mechanisms by which the four modes 

can be independently tuned, or partly decoupled in a positive manner. 

1.2.6 Passive Interconnected Suspension 

Vehicle suspensions involving mechanical interconnections in the roll plane are 

generally applied to achieve low vertical stiffness and high effective roll stiffness, 

although there are some examples for reducing roll stiffness, such as the use of Z-bar 

[17]. Concepts in fluidic interconnections have also been investigated to achieve 

relatively soft vertical ride, and desirable roll and pitch stiffness and damping properties 
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[25-30]. Such fluidic interconnections offer considerable potential for realizing soft 

vertical ride, high roll and pitch stiffness, and tunable damping characteristics. The 

reported studies on passive interconnected suspensions are discussed below. 

Interconnected Mechanical Suspension System 

Some studies have explored the performance characteristics of mechanically 

interconnected suspension system to achieve enhanced anti-roll and anti-pitch responses 

of automobiles [44, 126, 127]. Interconnected mechanical suspension systems in roll 

plane are generally implemented to achieve higher roll stiffness through anti-roll bars, 

and thus enhanced roll stability. Sharp and Dodu [127] presented a kinematic cross-

linking suspension system for automobiles, as shown in Figure 1.1. The independent 

suspension systems are diagonally interconnected in the roll plane (between/?23 and/?22; 

and betweenp2\ and/?24). The study has shown that the roll-interconnected suspension 

design could reduce roll motion considerably, while the design is relatively sensitive to 

geometric changes due to load variations. 

Figure 1.1: A roll-interconnected independent suspension system [127]. 

A few concepts in mechanically interconnected suspension systems in the fore-aft 

direction have also been developed to achieve reduced pitch stiffness and thus improved 
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ride properties by varying the effective spring rates of suspension systems [17, 126]. 

Figure 1.2 illustrates schematics of two different concepts in pitch-interconnected 

suspension systems. Lower pitch stiffness, however, results in larger pitch motion of the 

vehicle due to dynamic load transfer under braking or acceleration. 

(a) (b) 
Figure 1.2: Schematics of pitch-interconnected mechanical suspension systems [126]. 

Interconnected Hydraulic/Pneumatic Suspension System 

The concepts of hydraulic interconnection have also been developed to improve 

vertical ride, roll and pitch responses [25-30, 128-130]. Moulton and Best [128-130] 

developed Hydrolastic and its successor, Hydragas suspension units, as shown in Figure 

1.3. Compared with the Hydrolastic unit with a built-in rubber spring, the Hydragas 

suspension strut was developed to replace the rubber spring with the gas spring. The 

Hydragas suspension units offer simpler means to achieve interconnections between the 

hydraulic or pneumatic chambers. Figure 1.4 illustrates schematics of a pitch-

interconnected Hydragas suspension involving interconnection between the hydraulic 

chambers. In the bounce mode, no fluid flows between the front and rear Hydragas units, 

as shown in Figure 1.4(a). But in the pitch mode, the flows through interconnecting pipes 

could result in lower pitch stiffness of the car, and thus improved ride quality, as shown 

in Figure 1.4(b). The proposed interconnected suspension, however, exhibits more 
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sensitivity to dynamic load transfers encountered under braking and acceleration, which 

may be partly compensated by utilizing suspension linkages. 

Nitrogen gas 

Upper 
diaphragm 

Fluid ~~ 

Damper valve 

Interconnecting 
pipe 

Lower 
diaphragm 

Hydrolastic 
displacer Hydragas 

displacer 
Figure 1.3: Moulton Hydrolastic and Hydragas suspension units [142]. 

DIRECTION OF TRAVEL DIRECTION OF TRAVEL 

(a) (b) 
Figure 1.4: Interconnected Hydragas suspension systems in the pitch plane: (a) bounce; 

and (b) pitch [130]. 

A few studies have also investigated the ride properties of vehicles with 

interconnected pneumatic suspension systems [126, 131]. Figure 1.5 illustrates the 

schematics of such interconnected suspensions using two different types of air bags 

[126]. It has been reported that air springs with constant effective working area would be 

inadequate due to their inability to retain the static equilibrium under load variations 

caused by braking/acceleration maneuvers. An alternative configuration with variable 
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effective area, shown in Figure 1.5(b), was considered to be more beneficial in view of 

ride quality. The use of liquids with significantly less compressibility, instead of air 

springs, coupled with a gas reservoir (chamber A, shown in Figure 1.5(b)), could yield 

rapid response time, and improved vertical ride. This concept is similar to the hydro-

pneumatic suspension proposed by Moulton and Best [130] and shown in Figure 1.4. 

Bhave [131] investigated a model of interconnected air suspension in the pitch plane, as 

shown in Figure 1.6. The study has shown that an optimum capillary flow coefficient 

exists which could minimize the bounce and pitch mode vibration transmissibilities over 

the entire frequency range considered. The optimum result, however, might not be 

applicable for a vehicle operating over a wide range of speeds. Moreover, the effects of 

the parameters on the suspension rattlespace and roadholding properties were not 

explored. 

Figure 1.5: Interconnected pneumatic suspension systems in the pitch plane [126]. 
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Figure 1.6: Interconnected air suspension system in the pitch plane [131]. 

The hydraulically or pneumatically interconnected suspensions in the pitch plane, 

discussed above, invariably resulted in lower pitch stiffness, which is more sensitive to 

dynamic load transfers encountered during braking/acceleration. Alternative 

interconnections and couplings, however, can be realized to achieve higher roll and/or 

pitch stiffness to control the vehicle attitude. The roll-interconnected hydro-pneumatic 

suspension struts with external gas chambers and damping valves have been investigated 

in several studies [25, 27, 28]. Figure 1.7 illustrates such interconnected hydro-pneumatic 

suspension struts in the roll plane. The lower and upper chambers of the left strut are 

connected to the upper and lower chambers of the right strut, respectively, to achieve 

high and tunable roll stiffness. These studies have concluded that the ride comfort and 

anti-roll performance of a vehicle could be considerably enhanced by such 

interconnections. However, the load carrying capacity of the proposed struts is related to 

the rod area, and thus a relatively larger strut size or extremely high pressure is required. 

The hydro-pneumatic struts combined with passive unconnected springs, interconnected 
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in the roll plane, have also been explored in an attempt to reduce the strut working 

pressure [29], as shown in Figure 1.8. It has been shown that while the passive 

unconnected springs could effectively share the load and thus reduce the working 

pressure, the effectiveness of the interconnected suspension system is significantly 

reduced. 

Figure 1.7: Interconnected hydro-pneumatic suspension in the roll plane of a heavy 

vehicle [25, 27, 28]. 

Wu [30] proposed a new hydro-pneumatic suspension strut with integrated gas 

chamber yielding a compact design and a relatively larger working area, thereby reducing 

the operating pressure. Two configurations of roll-interconnected struts involving 

connections between different chambers of the left and right struts were investigated to 

study the resulting vertical and roll mode stiffness and damping properties of the 

suspension system, as shown in Fig. 1.9. A detailed analysis of one of the configuration 

involving interconnections between chamber 1 of the left/right strut to the chamber 2 of 

the right/left struts (as shown in Fig. 1.9(a)), conducted in the course of this dissertation 
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research revealed uncoupled behavior of such configuration. The configuration involving 

interconnections between chambers 1 and 3, however, resulted in enhanced roll stiffness 

and damping properties, as shown in Figure 1.9(b). The reported analyses have 

considered negligible contributions due to fluid compressibility and seals friction on the 

suspension properties [25, 27-30]. 

Figure 1.8: Spring loaded interconnected hydro-pneumatic suspension in the roll plane 
[29]. 
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Figure 1.9: Interconnected hydro-pneumatic suspension systems in the roll plane [30]. 
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1.2.7 Semi-Active and Active Interconnected Suspension 

Semi-active and active interconnected suspension systems have also been explored to 

obtain a better compromise among the ride comfort and handling properties. Vast 

majority of these, however, have investigated different concepts in active anti-roll bars to 

achieve enhanced roll stability and ride comfort [3, 21, 132]. Only a few studies have 

analyzed interconnected hydro-pneumatic suspensions incorporating either semi-active or 

active controll to achieve soft responses to road disturbances, good attitude control and 

self-leveling [26, 133]. 

Kusahara et al. [132] investigated the performance of a medium-duty truck with 

active anti-roll bars through vehicle tests. Figure 1.10 illustrates the control system 

implemented for the truck, which actuated both the front and rear anti-roll bars by using 

the steering angle and vehicle speed as the inputs. The test results showed that a 

significant reduction in roll motion of the truck could be achieved under steady steering 

and lane change maneuvers, while maintaining soft vertical ride. Semi-active and active 

interconnected suspensions have also been proposed on the basis of hydraulic or 

pneumatic interconnections [25, 26, 133]. Felez and Vera [25] investigated an active roll-

interconnected hydro-pneumatic suspension system for crane vehicles, as shown in 

Figure 1.11. The valve was controlled by the pressure difference between the upper 

chambers of the left and right struts. The simulation results revealed that while the effect 

of the active interconnected suspension on the vertical ride response of the vehicle was 

negligible, the roll response of the vehicle was significantly improved. 
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Figure 1.10: Active anti-roll bar control system for a medium-duty truck [132]. 
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Figure 1.11: Active interconnected hydro-pneumatic suspension system in the roll plane 
[25]. 

Active roll control systems based upon interconnected Hydragas suspension units, 

similar to those proposed by Moulton and Best [128], have also been proposed to achieve 

reduced roll motions of light vehicles [133, 134]. On the basis of simulation results, 

Rosam and Darling [133] concluded that a lower bandwidth would be sufficient for roll 

control of vehicles under severe transient maneuvers. Moreover, a single actuator would 

be sufficient to achieve the vehicle roll control, when different suspension units are 

interconnected. This is an attractive feature when compared with a fully-active control 

system that may require either four actuators or two actuators when active anti-roll bars 
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are considered. Schumann and Anderson [134] studied the performance of an active 

interconnected Hydragas suspension for an off-road utility vehicle. The simulation results 

showed that significant reduction in body roll could be obtained, while the degree of 

reduction was dependent upon the nature of maneuvers and magnitudes of steering 

inputs. 

A recent study has proposed a semi-active roll-interconnected suspension for 

automotive application, as shown in Figure 1.12 [135]. Each suspension strut, developed 

by Advanced Motion Technology, comprised a variable air spring and an electromagnetic 

damper, which could respond in a fraction of a millisecond. The air springs were 

pneumatically interconnected to reduce body roll motion, while the roll stiffness could be 

adjusted by the control valve. Large size diaphragms required lower operating pressure, 

and thus minimized the energy requirement of the control system. The interconnected 

pneumatic system in coordination with the electromagnetic dampers could control body 

roll and pitch motions under acceleration, braking, cornering, and aerodynamic inputs. 

The proposed system, however, requires large size air bags and an on-board compressor. 

Crolla et al. [26, 136] studied a semi-active hydro-pneumatic suspension 

interconnected in the roll and pitch planes for an agricultural off-road vehicle, which was 

developed by Automotive Products Limited (AP), as shown in Figure 1.13. Simulations 

were performed for the passive and semi-active suspension systems based on a 7-DOF 

full car model. The roll stiffnesses could be conveniently controlled by diagonally 

interconnecting the upper chambers of the front struts to the lower chambers of the rear 

struts, and by connecting the upper chambers of the rear struts, as shown in Figure 

1.13(a). The damping forces due to the interconnections, however, were not formulated 
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and investigated. Figure 1.13(b) illustrated the general layout of the AP semi-active 

suspension. The simulation and experimental results have shown that the proposed semi-

active interconnected suspension system could offer improved ride comfort, self-leveling 

and attitude control of the vehicle. 

Electromagnetic 
damper 

I I 

H -

Control valve 
Reservoir 

From source 

Figure 1.12: Semi-active roll control using interconnected pneumatic system [135]. 

Fukuda et al. [137] investigated preview control of an interconnected suspension 

configuration for off-road vehicles, as schematically shown in Figure 1.14. The flow 

across the interconnected upper and lower chambers was controlled by flow control 

valves. The analytical and experimental results revealed that the use of preview control of 

the interconnected suspension system could compensate for the response time delay, and 

provide improved attitude control of vehicle operating on a rough terrain. Both the 

concepts proposed by Crolla et. al [26, 136] and Fukuda et al. [137] require considerable 

power for the hydraulic pump and on-board AC motors. 
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Figure 1.13: Schematics of AP suspension: (a) Interconnection configuration [26]; and 

(b) Layout of AP suspension [44]. 
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Figure 1.14: Schematic of a full-vehicle semi-active interconnected suspension system 
[137]. 

1.3 Scope and Objectives of the Dissertation 

From the review of literature, it is apparent that vehicle suspension involves 

considerable design challenges in order to realize satisfactory roll and pitch motion 

control, handling and directional responses, ride and tire load performance of the vehicle. 

The studies also suggest that vehicle suspensions with relatively low vertical stiffness and 
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variable damping, low warp stiffness, high effective roll stiffness and damping, and 

variable pitch properties, could help achieve a satisfactory compromise among the 

concerned measures. Vehicle suspensions interconnected in roll and pitch planes offer 

considerable potentials for realizing variable roll and pitch stiffness and damping 

properties in a highly flexible manner, while retaining desirable vertical ride and without 

deteriorating the warp mode property. Although anti-roll bars have been widely used to 

achieve additional roll stiffness and thus improved roll stability limits, they tend to add 

weight, and degrade the ride comfort performance to some extent. The passive fluidic 

interconnections, on the other hand, offer considerable potential to achieve high roll 

stiffness and high low speed roll mode damping for improving the roll stability 

performance, while maintaining a soft vertical ride. Moreover, the fluidic 

interconnections can also be conveniently implemented in the pitch plane to realize 

desirable pitch mode properties. 

While a few studies have investigated the properties of roll-interconnected hydro-

pneumatic suspension systems, the analyses have been limited to incompressible fluids 

and frictionless main and floating pistons. Moreover, the majority of these studies have 

employed large size struts to achieve reasonable working area, which is determined by 

the rod area. The high load carrying requirements of heavy vehicles would thus require 

high operating pressure and thus additional challenges in design of seals. The use of 

alternative design of struts with larger effective area is thus desirable for application in 

interconnected suspension for heavy vehicles. While a few studies have shown 

considerable potential of pitch-interconnected suspensions in realizing improved anti-
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pitch or attitude control, no attempts have been made to characterize the anti-pitch and 

anti-roll properties of a three-dimensional suspension interconnection. 

Objectives of the Dissertation Research 

The overall objective of this dissertation research is formulated to investigate the 

anti-roll and anti-pitch properties of concepts in interconnected hydro-pneumatic 

suspension systems for a class of heavy vehicles. The properties and performance 

characteristics of the proposed concepts are investigated for multiple objectives involving 

ride comfort, tire force variations, and handling and directional dynamics performance. 

The specific objectives of the proposed dissertation are as follows: 

• Propose concepts in roll-, pitch-, and combined roll- and pitch-plane 
interconnected hydro-pneumatic suspension systems based upon a compact strut 
design integrating the pneumatic spring and damping valves. 

• Formulate analytical models of the two- and three- dimensional interconnected 
suspensions to derive essential stiffness and damping properties related to anti-
roll, anti-pitch, vertical ride and tire load performance characteristics of a vehicle. 

• Investigate the effects of hydraulic fluid compressibility on the roll and pitch 
properties of the interconnected suspension. 

• Evaluate performance characteristics of interconnected suspension configuration 
in two- and three-dimensions under excitations arising from the road roughness, 
directional maneuvers as well as crosswind. 

• Perform parametric sensitivity analyses to identify the desired design parameters 
and desired variations in the roll and pitch properties of the interconnected 
suspension systems. 

• Explore fundamental guidelines on pitch-plane tuning of a heavy vehicle 
suspension. 

• Investigate the properties of an alternative concept of a twin-gas-chamber strut 
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through analytical formulations and analyses. 

Organization of the Dissertation 

This dissertation is organized into seven chapters together with one appendix 

describing systematic developments and analyses in achieving the above-stated 

objectives. 

Chapter 2 presents conceptual designs of two hydro-pneumatic suspension struts, 

including a single-gas-chamber strut and a novel twin-gas-chamber strut. The struts 

integrate the gas chamber(s) and damping valves within the same unit to realize a 

compact design, while offering considerably larger effective operating area and greater 

flexibility in realizing interconnections. Both the roll-plane and pitch-plane vehicle 

models are developed, based on which the strut forces and in-plane properties of different 

unconnected and interconnected suspension configurations are derived, upon 

consideration of compressible hydraulic fluid. A generalized model of strut force due to 

various suspension configurations is further developed. 

In Chapter 3, the roll-plane model of a heavy vehicle, employing various 

configurations of roll-connected and unconnected suspension struts formulated in the 

previous chapter, is analyzed to investigate the suspension properties, and vertical and 

roll dynamic responses of the vehicle. The model together with suspension formulations 

is analyzed under excitations arising from vehicle-road interactions, steering maneuvers 

and crosswinds. The fundamental properties in the roll plane are evaluated in terms of 

suspension rate, roll stiffness, and bounce and roll mode damping. Symmetric and 

asymmetric damping valves are also considered to realize desirable damping properties in 
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the vertical and roll modes. The design flexibility of the fluidic interconnected 

suspensions is illustrated through parametric studies. The dynamic responses of the 

vehicle with different suspension configurations are further explored. 

Chapter 4 explores the performance characteristics of different interconnected 

suspensions, involving pneumatic, hydraulic and hybrid-fluidic couplings in the pitch-

plane of the heavy vehicle. The pitch-plane braking model of a heavy vehicle is 

integrated with various pitch-connected and unconnected suspension configurations 

formulated in Chapter 2, to investigate the suspension properties, and vehicle vertical and 

pitch dynamic responses under excitations arising from random road roughness and 

braking maneuvers. The suspension properties in the pitch plane are evaluated in terms of 

suspension rate, pitch stiffness, and bounce and pitch mode damping. Parametric studies 

are also performed to demonstrate the design flexibility of the pitch interconnected 

suspensions. The dynamic responses of the pitch-plane vehicle model with different 

suspension configurations are further explored. 

Chapter 5 further extensively investigates the performance potentials of the twin-gas-

chamber strut suspension arranged in either roll-plane or pitch-plane, in relation to those 

of the single-gas-chamber strut suspensions. The performance analyses are presented in 

terms of suspension properties and vehicle responses to different excitations. The design 

flexibility of the twin-gas-chamber strut suspensions is also explored through parametric 

studies. The fundamental pitch dynamics and suspension tuning of heavy vehicles are 

further explored, and a set of suspension tuning rules is proposed (presented in Appendix 

A). 
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Chapter 6 focuses on exploring interconnected hydro-pneumatic suspension systems 

in a full-vehicle arrangement that involves four suspension-strut units. A 14-DOF full-

vehicle model is analytically developed and validated using measured data, which 

facilitates the evaluation and comparison of different suspension systems, either 

interconnected or unconnected. The feasibilities of various full-vehicle interconnected 

suspensions involving the two previously-proposed hydro-pneumatic struts are analyzed 

based on a simplified measure for heavy vehicles. The fundamental suspension properties 

and vehicle dynamic responses of a hydraulically X-coupled suspension system are 

investigated and compared with an unconnected suspension system. The suspension 

stiffness and damping properties are evaluated in terms of four fundamental modes, 

namely bounce, roll, pitch and warp. The analytical formulations of strut forces and 

suspension properties due to these two selected suspension systems are derived, based on 

which the suspension properties are simulated and compared, and vehicle dynamic 

responses are further evaluated under braking-in-a-turn and split-p, straight-line braking 

inputs. 

The highlights and major conclusions of the dissertation research, and 

recommendations for the future work are presented in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER2 

MODEL DEVELOPMENT OF IN-PLNAE INTERCONNECTED 
SUSPENSION 

2.1 Introduction 

Only a few studies have investigated the performance characteristics of 

interconnected vehicle suspension systems in different vehicles ranging from 

conventional passenger cars to extremely challenging World Rally racing vehicles [25-

32, 122-124]. These have shown superior performance improvements compared to 

traditional unconnected suspensions. The most important factor hindering the popular use 

of such suspension systems is most likely the lack of thorough theoretical formulations 

for effective design and performance analysis. 

While the considerable potential benefits of the fluidic interconnections among 

different hydro-pneumatic struts have been demonstrated in a few studies [25-32], other 

studies have highlighted the significant commercial potential of hydro-pneumatic 

technology applied to vehicle systems [14, 22-24]. A few of these studies have attempted 

to explore the fundamental properties of interconnected hydro-pneumatic suspensions as 

well as vehicle dynamic responses, which however have been limited to roll plane 

analysis alone [28-30]. Moreover, these studies have generally considered a strut design 

with relatively small effective operating area, and external gas chambers and damping 

valves. These would lead to a bulky strut or very high gas pressure, which is definitely 

undesirable for practical applications. Furthermore, the strut forces and suspension 

properties in these studies were developed by assuming incompressible hydraulic fluid. 



In this chapter, conceptual designs of two hydro-pneumatic struts are presented, 

including a single-gas-chamber strut and a novel twin-gas-chamber strut. The proposed 

struts integrate the gas chamber(s) and damping valves within the same unit to realize a 

compact design, while offering considerably larger effective operating area and greater 

flexibility in realizing interconnections. Roll-plane and pitch-plane vehicle models are 

developed, based on which the strut forces and in-plane fundamental properties of 

different unconnected and interconnected suspension configurations are derived, upon 

consideration of compressible hydraulic fluid. A generalized model of strut force due to 

various suspension configurations is further developed. 

2.2 Hydro-Pneumatic Suspension Struts 

Figure 2.1(a) illustrates the schematic of a hydro-pneumatic strut design, referred to 

as single-gas-chamber strut B, which integrates a gas chamber and damping valves within 

the same unit to realize a compact design [30]. The strut consists of a number of damping 

orifices in the main piston separating chamber 1 from chambers 2 and 3, while a floating 

piston isolates the hydraulic fluid in chamber 2 from the nitrogen gas in chamber 4. The 

shim disc valves, consisting of shim packs, can be employed in conjunction with constant 

area bleed orifices to achieve variable flow resistance and thus the damping force. Such 

compact strut design not only eliminates the external gas chamber and external damping 

valves, but offers a relatively larger effective working area and thus significantly lower 

operating pressure corresponding to a given load, compared to those reported in the 

studies [25, 27, 28, 31, 32]. 

Figure 2.1(b) shows the schematic of a novel hydro-pneumatic strut design, referred 

to as twin-gas-chamber strut A, in which chambers 3 and 4 contain nitrogen gas, and 
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damping orifices or valves within the main piston provide resistance to hydraulic flows 

between chambers 1 and 2. Similar to Strut B, the twin-gas-chamber strut also offers a 

compact design with relatively large effective operating area. Under compression stroke, 

the gas in chamber 4 undergoes compression and tends to dominate the vertical 

suspension stiffness property. The spring rate in rebound is mostly determined by the gas 

pressure in chamber 3, which undergoes compression during rebound. The proposed 

twin-gas-chamber strut design thus offers considerable potential for realizing nearly 

symmetric spring rates in compression and rebound. 

Compared to those reported in the studies [25,27, 28, 31, 32], these two strut designs 

further provide considerable flexibilities to conveniently realize various interconnections 

among different hydraulic/pneumatic chambers of different struts. The interconnected as 

well as unconnected suspension configurations investigated in this dissertation are 

therefore based on these two struts. 

o 
4 Gas 

2 Compression 
Oil v a ! v e 

Figure 2.1: Schematics of two strut designs: (a) single-gas-chamber strut B; and (b) twin-
gas-chamber strut A. 
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2.3 Formulations of Strut Forces in the Roll Plane 

The vertical ride and roll dynamics of a vehicle are strongly related to the static and 

dynamic properties of its suspension system, such as suspension rate, roll stiffness and 

damping characteristics. The suspension forces, including both stiffness and damping 

components, combined with roll plane heave vehicle model, can be effectively utilized to 

derive the bounce and roll properties of different suspension configurations involving 

unconnected and interconnected struts, and roll and ride dynamic responses. 

2.3.1 Roll Plane Model of a Heavy Vehicle 

A generalized nonlinear roll plane model of a heavy vehicle is formulated to 

investigate the relative vertical and roll properties of hydro-pneumatic suspension struts, 

and vertical ride and roll dynamic responses. The roll plane model, shown in Figure 2.2, 

comprises two suspension units that may involve transverse interconnections between 

them. The model considers a beam axle with vertical (zu), lateral (yu) and roll (#„) 

degrees-of-freedom (DOF), and a lumped sprung mass with vertical (zs) and roll ($s) 

DOF. The sprung mass (ms) is considered to roll about its roll center (RC\), fixed to the 

unsprung mass (mu). The vertical compliance of the tires is represented by linear stiffness 

(kt) and damping (ct) elements, assuming point contact with the road. Series-connected 

stiffness (kj) and damping (c/) elements are used to represent the lateral compliance of 

each tire [143]. The total forces developed by the left- and right-suspension struts are 

represented byfi andfR, respectively. The equations of motion can be expressed as: 

ms'zx=-fL-fR+mxg 
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ilm +m^n +msh2[y+(h-h2)0u] = msgh20s -l,fL +IJR +Fy\ 

mu'Zu =fl+ /R + k, (Z0l + Z0r ~2zu) + C, ( f 0/ + Z0r ~2zu) + muS 

[ 4 , +m,tf +mt(h-h2)
2]0ll +msh2(h-h2)6s +[m,fa + ms(h-h2)]y = 

WL -D+Fyih-fy+mM, +/, [Uzol -z0r -71,0^+c,^ -z0r -21,0,,)] 

(mu+ms)y+m3h20,+[m,hl+m,(h-hi)\0a=Fy-2kl(y-ye) 

t-^WvAL-p-

(2.1) 

Figure 2.2: Roll plane model of a heavy vehicle, 

where 1^ and / ^ are the roll mass moments of inertia due to the sprung and unsprung 

masses, respectively, g is acceleration due to gravity, and ZQI and zor represent the road 

elevations at the left and right tire-road interfaces, respectively. Fy is the centrifugal force 

acting on the sprung mass that may arise from a directional maneuver or crosswind, h and 

h\ are the e.g. heights of the sprung and unsprung masses from the ground, respectively, 

k and /, are half suspension-spacing and half track-width, respectively, hi is the vertical 

distance between the RC\ and the sprung mass e.g. 
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2.3.2 Interconnected and Unconnected Strut forces 

Figures 2.3(a) and (b) illustrate the two unconnected suspension configurations, BVR 

and AUR, which employ two single-gas-chamber struts B and two twin-gas-chamber struts 

A, respectively. The schematics of two suspension configurations involving hydraulic and 

pneumatic interconnections are presented in Figures 2.3(c) and (d), respectively. The 

hydraulic interconnections are realized by connecting the hydraulic fluid chambers 1 and 

3 of the left strut to 3 and 1 of the right strut, respectively, as shown in Figure 2.3(c) and 

referred to as BJR. For the pneumatic interconnection, the gas replaces the hydraulic fluid 

in chamber 3, where chambers 3 and 4 of the left strut are connected to chambers 4 and 3 

of the right strut, respectively. This configuration (referred to as AIR) is shown in Figure 

2.3(d). The suspension forces developed by struts in each suspension configuration are 

derived upon considerations of the continuity equations, flows through damping orifices 

and interconnecting pipes when presented, and the relative vertical and roll motions of 

the sprung and unsprung masses. 
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Figure 2.3: Unconnected and interconnected hydro-pneumatic suspension configurations 

in the roll plane: (a) unconnected single-gas-chamber strut suspension, BUR; (b) 
unconnected twin-gas-chamber strut suspension, AUR, (C) hydraulic interconnection, Bm; 

and (d) pneumatic interconnection, Am. 

FORMULATIONS OF HYDRAULICALLY CONNECTED STRUT FORCES (Bm) 

The major assumptions made in formulating the forces developed by roll-

interconnected struts (BJR) include: (i) ideal friction between the floating and main pistons 

seals and the cylinder; (ii) compressible hydraulic fluid; (iii) turbulent flows through 

damping orifices; (iv) laminar flows through interconnecting pipes; (v) polytropic process 

of the gas in the gas chambers; (vi) negligible leakage across the pistons; and (vii) 

negligible thermal expansion of the cylinder, piston and oil. 

The static load supported by a strut is related to the static gas pressure Po and the 

effective working area, such that: 

w,=(P0-Pa)A2i (i = l,r) (2.2) 

where the subscripts / and r refer to left- and right-struts, respectively, w, is the static load 

supported by the strut / (i=l,r), Pa is atmospheric pressure, and Ap is the effective piston 

area reflected on the chamber y (/= 1,2,3) side of the strut / (i=l,r). 
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Equations of fluid flow 

The instantaneous volume of fluid V\i of chamber 1 of strut / can be expressed as: 

Vv=-Vw-Vmr+\Vcll+Vwl (2.3) 

where Vm is the change in volume due to flows through damping orifices from chamber 

1 to 2, V\Br is fluid volume due to flows through interconnecting pipes from chamber 1 of 

strut / to chamber 3 of strut r, AVc\t is the volume change due to fluid compressibility, 

and Vioi is the initial fluid volume in chamber 1 of strut /. The equation of fluid flow can 

thus be obtained as: 

Qu=-Qm-Qmr+dVcJdt (2.4) 

where Qu is the rate of change of fluid volume in chamber 1 of strut /, and Qm and Q\nr 

are the flow rate across the damping orifices and the interconnecting pipes, respectively. 

The rate of change of fluid volume due to its compressibility can be obtained from the 

fluid bulk modulus E, and the rate of change of fluid pressure Pu in the same chamber 

[144]: 

dVcll Idt _ dPxl Idt ,~ ex 

Vv E~ 

The rate of change of fluid volume in chamber 1 of strut / can be further related to the 

relative velocity x, across the strut / and the effective area on the chamber 1 side A\i, such 

that: 

Qu = Avx, (2.6) 

where xl=zu+lfiv-zs-lj9s , assuming small motions with positive direction being 

upward. 
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The fluid flow rates between the struts / and r can be derived assuming laminar flows 

through the interconnecting pipes, such that [28,144]: 

7lD* xD* 

\2SjuL 128/zt Wr-P3l) (2.7) 

where P,, is the pressure of fluid in chamber/ (J=l,2,3,4) of strut i (i=l,r), ju represents 

the dynamic viscosity of fluid, and L and D represent the length and diameter of the 

interconnecting pipes, respectively. 

The flow rates Qm across the damping orifices from chamber l to 2 of the same strut 

are formulated assuming turbulent flows [28, 144]: 

Qm = Cdani 42\PXi-P2i\lp sgn(Pu - Pv) (i = /, r) (2.8) 

where Q is the discharge coefficient, am is the total area of damping orifices between 

chambers l and 2 of strut /' (i-l,r), and p is the mass density of hydraulic fluid. The sgn 

function describes the direction of fluid flow. 

Pressure equations 

The pressure of fluid in chamber 1 of both struts is derived from Eqs. (2.4)~(2.6), 

such that: 

dR 

dt 
^ = £ ^uxi Qui Qmr 

•^MX\OI + ^uxi 

\ 

dt 
•E 

ArXWr + ArXr 

( 2 . 9 ) 

The pressures of fluids in chambers 2 and 3 of both the struts are also derived in a 

similar manner and expressed as: 

dt 
= E ^21X4I + Q\ m 

V A2t
X20l ^2lX4l 

dPv 
dt 

E ^31Xl + JJ\r3l 

\A3IX30I — A3IX, 
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dt 
A2r

X4r + Q\2r dP3r = J ArK+Qmr I (2.10) 
dt [ A3rx30r — A3rxr 

where Xyo/ is the initial length of chamber y (j-1,2,3) of strut /' (i=l,r), and x^ is the relative 

displacement of the floating piston with respect to the main piston of the strut /', with 

positive direction being downward. 

The instantaneous pressure of gas in chamber 4 is derived assuming polytropic 

process of the gas: 

P = P 
Vm I (/=/,r) (2.11) 

V '40/ "*" A2fX4j 

where n is polytropic exponent of gas and Vm is the initial gas volume in chamber 4. 

Equations of motion of the floating pistons 

Assuming ideal Coulomb friction due to seals, the equations of motion of the floating 

pistons within the struts can be formulated as: 

m/x4i =(P4l -P2i)A2i + mfig-Fc2isgn(x4,) (/ = /,/•) (2.12) 

where m/, is the mass of the floating piston within strut i, and Fcn is the magnitude of the 

Coulomb friction force due to the floating piston seals. 

Effective damping orifice areas 

The vehicle suspension dampers, invariably, exhibit variable damping properties with 

velocity, which are realized by varying the effective damping orifice areas. Suspension 

dampers generally exhibit high damping coefficients at low velocities due to flows 

through bleed orifices, and relatively lower damping coefficients at higher velocities due 

to flows through additional blow-off valves [144]. Moreover, the damping force in 
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rebound is generally considerably higher than that in compression to realize improved 

handling performance. Such variations in damping forces could be realized by linearly 

varying the effective flow areas of shim disc valves, as shown in Figure 2.1 [144]. 

Asymmetric damping force in compression and rebound could be achieved by selecting 

different flow areas and values of threshold and maximum pressure differentials of valves 

in compression and extension, such that: 

a, 

°l2c + °12vc P - P 
1 csh T csl 

a\2c + °\2vc 

aUc + aMve 
(\Py ~ P2,\~ Pest) 

P.* ~ Pes, 

-P < P - P < P 
resl — r\i r2i — rcsl 

P < P - P < P 
1 csl ^ •* 1; l 2/ — J csh 

P - P > P 
r\i r2i ^ Icsh 

Pesl < P%i P\\ — Pesh 

*2i "\i > Pesh 

(2.13a) 

where anc is the bleed orifice area, ai2vc and anve are maximum effective flow areas of 

valves in compression and extension, respectively. Pcs[ and Pesi are the lower limits or 

thresholds of pressure differential in compression and extension, which cause deflections 

of shim discs to initiate valve opening. Pcsh and Pesf, are the pressures that cause 

maximum valve openings, namely anvc and anve- The symmetric damping property in 

compression and rebound can be easily achieved by letting the parameters: Pcsi=Pesi, 

Pcsh=Pesh a n d a\2vc=Cl\2ve-

The piecewise linear variations in the flow areas could yield non-differential 

variations in the fluid pressures in the vicinity of the transition pressures. The preset 

pressures are also a function of the strut velocity, as evident from Eqs. (2.6)~(2.10). A 
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refined model is thus developed to smoothen the variations in the flow areas around the 

transition values, such that: 

aai = 

ai2c 

«!2c+«l2v, 
f(K-^K/) i 

p -P In sin 

Qxic+Qyiv, 
(|^,-^K,) i . 

sin 
P -P In 

Ctj2c + 0\2n 

'27t(\PXi-P2\-P^ 

P -P 

Hp»-p*\-p->j 
p ~p 

esh esl 

-P <P -P <P 

P <P -P <P 

P,-P2i>P^ 

P <P -P <P 
resl ^ rli rli — resh 

P -P >P 
r2i rM ^resh 

(2.13b) 

Dynamic suspension forces (2?/j?) 

The dynamic force F, developed by strut / can be expressed as: 

Ft = (P}i-Pa)Au-(P3i-P0)A3l-Fc}l sgn(x,)-(P0 -Pa)A2i (/ = / , ,) (2.14a) 

where Fc\t is the magnitude of the Coulomb friction force due to rod and main piston 

seals within strut i. Equation (2.14a) can be expressed as functions of the floating piston 

dynamics and pressure differentials, such that: 

F, = ( /> , ~P0)AV -Wr -PMv+PnA, -{Pur -P>ry)*» ~Ku S g ^ X , ) 

+ -r[mjig-mji*4i -Fc2,s^(x4!)]--jL[mfrg-mfrx4r -Fc2rsgn(x4r)] 

Fr = (F4r ~PMr ~(P4I ~PoHr + FnAr ~ ( ^ 2 / ~P«3rHr ~Fclr S g n ( * r ) 

+^[mfrg-mfrx4r~Fc2rs&i(x4r)]--^-[mflg-mJ1x4l -Fc2l sgn(x4/)] 
A2r A2I 

(2.14b) 

where pn. =pi.~p,. is the pressure drop between chambers 1 and 2 of strut /', and P\Br and 

P\ry are the pressure drops across the connecting chambers 1 and 3. It is evident that the 

dynamic suspension force developed by a single strut is related to the relative motion 
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responses of both the interconnected struts, and the floating pistons. In the above 

equations, the first two terms relate to the dynamic restoring forces developed by the gas 

chambers and reveal strong coupling between the two struts. The following two terms 

describe the dissipative forces developed due to flows through damping orifices and 

interconnecting pipes, which further show the damping feedback effect of the 

interconnections. The last three terms relate to friction forces due to rod and main piston 

seals, and the floating pistons seals in a coupled manner. 

Equation (2.14b) could be significantly simplified upon consideration of negligible 

contributions of seals friction, fluid compressibility and floating piston dynamics, such 

that: 

F -P A, ' 40 / 

^40l+AlXl ArXr, 
-1 

K 40r 

^40r +ArXr ~ AlXl. 
-1 

PAI\AX~Aix\(AX~AX) PAI\AX~AX\(Aixi ~AX) \2SjuL4X 
2„2 

2CX, 2CX, ntf 

F =P Ar 
( V. Y 

40r 

^40r^'ArXr AlXl 
*3r 

K 40/ 

/40l+AlXl ArXr (2.15) 

+ 
pAr \A,X, -A rxr\(A,xi - AX) PAr \AX -A,xi I (AX -AX) 128//Z42

rxr 
'2 2 

2CA 
2„2 

2CA ntf 

The above equations clearly show that the dynamic suspension force developed by a 

strut is dependent upon the relative displacements and velocities of both the struts due to 

the coupling effects of the interconnections. 

The forces due to unconnected suspension struts (BUR) are also derived in a similar 

but considerably simpler manner, while the detailed derivation is not presented. 

Assuming negligible contributions due to seals friction, fluid compressibility and floating 

piston dynamics, the simplified dynamic strut forces of configuration BUR are given by: 
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F;=PAn;A 40/^2/1 
K 40/ 

^40/ + ^2ixi 

Ml 1 - I • 
————he.he. — 

,2 2 I >\ i 2CXn 
Ml 

<X;|X/ (i = l,r) (2.16) 

It should be noted that the struts in this configuration employ additional bleed 

orifices between chambers 1 and 3 of area am, as evident in Figure 2.3(a). 

FORMULATIONS OF PNEUMATICALLY CONNECTED STRUT FORCES (Am) 

The dynamic forces developed due to pneumatic roll-interconnections involving 

chambers 3 and 4, as shown in Figure 2.3(d), are derived using similar flow and pressure 

equations. Unlike the hydraulic interconnection, the gas flows through the 

interconnecting pipes are modeled by considering mass flow rates. 

Equations of mass flow rate of gas 

The rate of change of fluid mass in chamber 4 of strut i can be expressed as [145]: 

(2.17) dm4i = d(p4lV4i) = v dp4i | dV4i ( . = / r ) 

dt dt ' dt ' dt 

where m/;and py,are the mass and density of gas in chamber/ (/=3,4) of strut / (i=l,r), 

respectively. 

The instantaneous volume of gas in chamber 4 of the strut / can be related to the 

floating piston displacement, such that: 

V„=Vm + A2lx4l (i = l,r) (2.18) 

The rate of change of volume of gas in chamber 4 can thus be derived as: 

dV4i/dt = A2lx4i (i = l,r) (2.19) 
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Assuming polytropic process of the gas in chamber 4, the density of gas in chamber 

4 can be expressed as: 

(P X 
Pv = 

RTn KPoj 
0 = hr) (2.20) 

where R is the gas constant and 7o is the absolute temperature. 

Equations (2.17)~(2.20) yield the following expression for the rate of change of fluid 

mass in chamber 4 of strut /: 

dm4i _ (P0) n dP4i A2iP0( PA< 
at nRTn dt RTn \Po j 

x4i 0 = l,r) (2.21) 

The rate of change of fluid mass in chamber 3 of the strut / is also derived in a 

similar manner as: 

n-l 

dt ~XuuT{3i) (30' 3 , , ) 
rp,x-

dt RT0 KPoJ 
x, 0 = l,r) (2.22) 

For the proposed roll plane interconnections, dm4l I dt = -dmir I dt and 

dm4r /dt- -dmv I dt. The gas pressures in the right and left struts can thus be related as: 

l -n 

dP, 
{Vm + A2lx4l)-± + A2l(P4/yx4l - 3" 

n dt 

cU>. 
(Vsor-A^)-r- + Ar(Psr)

nK (2.23) 
n dt 

{P<rV dP. (V40r +A2rx4r) -L + A2r{P4r)"x4r - — 
n dt 

i-» 

(P»V dP„ (ym-A3lxl)-*- + Av(Pvyi, (2.24) 
n dt 

The mass flow rates of gas from chamber 4 of the left/right strut to chamber 3 of the 

right/left strut can also be related by considering the flows through the interconnecting 

pipes [131,146], such that: 

dm. 
dt 256juLRT0 

xD4
 (p2 P2V dm4r 7d)4 

dt 256pLRT0 
iK-Pv) (2.25) 
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Equations (2.21)~(2.25) yield following relationships for the gas pressures in the two 

struts: 

n-l 2 
UD (p2 p2)_(Po)" (p \~V(V _A Y \^JL_A p' P^ '" • 

256juL n at VPo 
n-\ 1 

^D-(Pl-^) = ^yL{P3l)^(V3Ql-A3lXl)^-A3lpJ^' 
256/zL « a/ 

Dynamic suspension forces (A/R) 

Ji)"' 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

The dynamic force Ft developed by strut;', described in Eq. (2.14a), can be expressed 

as functions of the floating piston dynamics and pressure differentials for the 

pneumatically interconnected struts in the following manner: 

Fi =(p
3r ~

Po)A ~(p3i -poH, Hp
n, +Pmr)A, +~\mflS-mjlx4l -Fc2l sgn(x4;)]-FfM sgn(*,) 

Fr = (P3I-P0)4,-(P3r-P0)4r +(Pnr +P4r3l)Alr +Mmfrg-m/rx4r-Fc2rsgn(i4r)]-Fc1rsgn(xr) (2.28) 

where Pmr and P^rv are the pressure drops across the connecting chambers 4 and 3. For 

the AJR configuration, the above equations suggest that the dynamic suspension force 

developed by a single strut is related to the relative motions of both the struts, and the 

floating pistons. In the above equations, the first two terms relate to the dynamic restoring 

forces developed by the gas chambers and reveal strong coupling between the two struts. 

The following term describes the damping forces developed due to flows through 

damping orifices and interconnecting pipes, which relate to the damping feedback effect 

of the interconnections. The last two terms relate to friction forces due to main and 

floating pistons seals, and the floating piston inertial forces. 

Considering that the dynamic viscosity of the nitrogen gas is significantly smaller 

than that of the hydraulic fluid, the damping forces due to flows through the 
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interconnecting pipes can be neglected. The resulting dynamic forces in Eq. (2.28) could 

be further simplified by assuming negligible contributions due to seals friction, fluid 

compressibility and floating piston dynamics, such that: 

F,=P0A, 

Fr=PAr 

V +V Y 

Mar + 'v*- +AIXI Arx, 
-1 

rj 

V +V 

MOr +^30/ + ArXr ~AlXl, 

~"oAi 

-PAr 

V +V 

MO- + '3(i + ArXr AlXi 

( v +v v 
r401^r30r 

.̂ 401 + " x r +AlXl ~ArXr 

-1 

- 1 

f4\x\(x,) 

pA!r\xr\(xr) (2 29) 

The above formulations clearly show the coupling effects of the two struts, where 

dynamic suspension force developed by a strut is dependent not only upon its relative 

displacement and velocity, but also on the relative displacements of the connected strut. 

2.3.3 Twin-Gas-Chamber Strut Forces 

The solutions of Eqs. (2.14b) and (2.28) revealed negligible effect of hydraulic fluid 

compressibility due to its high bulk modulus on the suspension stiffness properties. The 

subsequent formulations for the suspension forces developed by twin-gas-chamber 

suspension configuration A UR are thus derived assuming incompressible hydraulic fluid. 

Static equilibrium equations 

The static loads supported by the struts in the twin-gas-chamber strut suspension 

configuration Am are related to the static gas pressures and effective working areas of the 

struts, such that: 

*"/ = (̂ 40, - Pa)A, ~ (PM ~ Pa) At V = l,r) (2.30) 

where Pm and ^oi are static gas pressures in chambers 4 and 3 of strut /, respectively. 
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Fluid flow equations 

The rate of change of fluid volume in chamber 1 of each strut, Qu , can be expressed 

as: 

Qu=-Qm (i = hr) (2.31) 

The rate of change of fluid volume in chamber 1 of strut i is also related to the 

relative velocity *. across the strut /', such that: 

Qu=A,xt (i = l,r) (2.32) 

The flow rates across the damping orifices from chamber 1 to 2 of the same strut are 

derived assuming turbulent flows: 

Qn, = -AVlx, = Cdam j2\Pu-P2i\/p sgn(Pv -P2i) (i =/,r) (2.33) 

Pressure equations 

The pressure differential P\ 2, associated with fluid flows across the damping orifices 

of strut / can be expressed in terms of relative velocity x,: 

P = - £ 
}2' 2 

( A V 

x\xt (i = l,r) (2.34) 

Assuming polytropic process for the gas, the instantaneous pressure and volume of 

gas in chambers 3 and 4 can be related as: 

« = P*,V»,; P*K = P*K, (i = hr) (2.35) 
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where VJOI and Vp are the initial and instantaneous volumes of gas in chamber/ of strut i, 

respectively. Equation (2.35) can be manipulated to yield instantaneous gas pressure as a 

function of the strut deflection: 

Y 
M i ~ MO/ 

40/ 

Vm+AtxiJ 
• P -P 
» 2 3/ -1 30/ 

Y 
30/ 

V^30/_^3/X/y 
0 = 1,r) (2.36) 

Assuming negligible friction due to floating piston seals and negligible mass, the 

pressure of gas in chamber 4 would be identical to that of the hydraulic fluid in chamber 

2, such that P2i = P^. Furthermore, the fluid pressure in chamber 2 is related to the 

pressure differential across the damping orifices, such that P^ = P\t - Pm • 

Dynamic suspension forces (AUR) 

The dynamic suspension forces developed by the left and right struts can be 

expressed as: 

Ft=(Pu-Pm)4i-(Pii-Pm)Ai ii = hr) (2.37) 

which can be further expressed in terms of gas pressure, and strut deflection and velocity, 

using Eqs. (2.34)~(2.36), such that: 

F, = MO A 
40 / 

^40/ + 4,*, 
— P A 

1 30/^*3/ " 

30/ 

V -Ax 
y30/ ^3/-*7 

- 1 

\xt x. 
2 „ 2 \"i\"i 2Cj«]2,. 

(/ = /,/•) (2.38) 

2.4 Modeling of Roll Plane Properties of Suspension Systems 

On the basis of roll plane vehicle model and strut forces developed for different 

suspension configurations in the above section, the roll plane suspension stiffness and 
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damping properties can be derived, in terms of suspension rate, roll stiffness, and bounce 

and roll mode damping. 

2.4.1 Properties of Interconnected and Unconnected Suspensions 

Suspension rate property 

The suspension rate of a hydro-pneumatic suspension is derived from the pressure-

deflection relationships of the gas springs. The suspension rate kVj of the strut i is 

dependent upon the deflections of the both struts, such that: 

kvi=-dFJdx, (/ = /,#•) (2.39) 

where Fsi is the restoring force due to strut i, which is a function of deflections (x/ and xr) 

of both the struts, as evident from the first two terms in Eq. (2.15). The suspension rate of 

the interconnected suspension is evaluated through solutions of the coupled differential 

equations of motion (Eq. (2.1)) under a pure vertical displacement input (x( = xr =x). 

The considerations of the symmetric load distribution on the left and right struts and 

negligible seals friction yield the identical geometry of left and right struts 

and x4( = x4r = x4 . Furthermore, the steady state solutions would yield Pu = P3r = P(, 

Plr = P3I = Pr and P, -Pr. The restoring force due to strut / can thus be derived from Eq. 

(2.14) as: 

Fxl={P]i-Pa)A-{P„-Pa)A={Pl-Pa)A (i = I,r) (2.40) 

The suspension rate of each strut (kvl = kvr =kv) can thus be rewritten as: 

kvi - -A2 dPt jdx (i = /, r) (2.41) 
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Owing to the identical motions of both the struts, the total mass of the hydraulic fluid 

remains unchanged. The change of hydraulic fluid volume in each strut can thus be 

expressed as: 

xA2-x4A2=AVcomp (2.42) 

where xA2 represents the total change in fluid volume in the strut, x4A, is the change in 

gas chamber volume, and AVcomp is the change in hydraulic fluid volume due to fluid 

compressibility, which can be related to fluid pressure: 

AK«, =—( /» - /» ) (»' = ' .r) (2.43) 

where V is the total hydraulic fluid volume in chambers 1, 2 and 3 of strut /. Equations 

(2.42) and (2.43) yield following relationship between the motions of strut and the 

floating piston: 

x,=x + ^-(P,-P0) (i = l,r) (2.44) 
EA2 

Upon substituting for X4 in Eq. (2.11), the fluid pressure in strut / can be expressed by: 

M,x) = P, 
V x4o+x + Trr(P,-Po) EA-, 

•P0x
n
40=0 (i = I,r) (2.45) 

The change in fluid pressure of fluid in strut / with respect to its relative vertical 

displacement can be derived as: 

dP^ = _ d<f>Idx = -nP, ( / = / } r ) (2.46) 

EA2 

The suspension rate of the hydraulically interconnected strut can thus be formulated 

upon considerations of Eqs. (2.41) and (2.46), such that: 
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nP,A2 

EA, 

(i = l,r) (2.47) 

The suspension rate of each strut can be obtained through simultaneous solutions of 

Eqs. (2.45) and (2.47). The suspension rates of pneumatic interconnection and 

unconnected suspensions can be developed in a very similar manner. Assuming 

incompressible hydraulic fluid, the suspension rate of the hydraulically interconnected 

struts BJR can be simplified as: 

1 
K=*pyiA fao + V) 

T̂T i' = l,r) (2.48) 

While the vertical suspension rate of unconnected suspension configuration BUR is 

identical to that described in Eqs. (2.47) and (2.48), the suspension rate of the 

pneumatically connected strut (Am) can be achieved from the simultaneous solutions of 

Eqs. (2.49) and (2.50): 

</>(P„x) = Pi V40 + VM + A2x + -(PI-P0) 
E 

-P0V4"0 = 0 (i = l,r) 

k„ = -
dx 

nP^4 

F 4 0 + F 3 0 + 4 x + ^ [ ( « + l )7>-P0] 
E 

(/ = /,/•) 

(2.49) 

(2.50) 

Roll stiffness property 

The effective roll stiffness ICR can be derived from the restoring roll moment 

developed by the struts and the relative roll deflection, such that: 

kR - dMR IdO (2.51) 
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where MR is the restoring roll moment developed due to restoring forces of both the 

struts, and 0 - 9S - 0U , which is the relative roll deflection of the sprung mass with 

respect to the unsprung mass. The roll stiffness of interconnected suspension, derived 

using Eq. (2.51) and the static equilibrium equation in the vertical direction, is evaluated 

through simultaneous solutions of these equations under out-of-phase vertical 

displacement inputs (xt = —xr). 

For suspension configuration BJR, the total mass of hydraulic fluid in chambers 1, 2 

of one strut and chamber 3 of the connected strut remains unchanged. The restoring roll 

moment developed due to the restoring forces of both the struts can be expressed as: 

MR = (P4t-P4rX4+4)h (2-52) 

The consideration of the volume of fluid in chambers 1, 2 and 4 of the left strut and 

chamber 3 of the right strut yields following relationship: 

XA ~ XA = XAIA + AVcom] (2.53) 

where the term x,Ai -xrA3 represents the change in total fluid volume in strut /, and x4lA2 

is the change in gas volume of chamber 4 in the left strut. AVcoml is the hydraulic fluid 

volume change due to fluid compressibility. Equations (2.43) and (2.53) yield: 

zA2 -ls6(A +4) = *4/4 + ^ o -P4l) (2.54) 
E 

where z - zu - zs. 

Similarly, for chambers 1, 2 and 4 of the right strut and chamber 3 of the left strut, 

the following expression can also be obtained as: 

zA2 +/,*(4 +A3) = x4rA2 +^(P0 - />,) (2.55) 
E 
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The static equilibrium of vertical motion can be expressed as: 

2P0A2=(P4l+PjA2 

Equations (2.11) and (2.53)~(2.56) yield following relationship: 

(2.56) 

V(P«,0) = 
K2P0-P4, 

P \" 2V 
A2x40 + — (P4I - P0) - 2lfl(A + A) = 0 

E 
(2.57) 

The change in pressure of fluid in the left strut with respect to the relative roll 

deflection can thus be derived, such that: 

dP4l _ di/zldO _ 2/,(4+4) 
d6 dy/ldP4l 

(2P0-p4ly^+(p4ly~n 
H-+0 ^*4OVJQ , 2F 

n E 

(2.58) 

Equation (2.52) can be rewritten upon consideration of Eq. (2.56), such that: 

MR=2(P4e-P0)(A1+A3)ls (2.59) 

The roll stiffness of hydraulically interconnected suspension can be formulated upon 

considerations of Eqs. (2.51), (2.58) and (2.59), such that: 

dP 
kR=2ls{A,+A3)^L 

<(4+4) 2 

{ip0-p4ly^+{p4ly~n 
+1) 4 * 4 0 ^ , 2V 

(2.60) 

The roll stiffness of hydraulically interconnected suspension Bm is therefore obtained 

through simultaneous solutions of Eqs. (2.57) and (2.60). 

The roll stiffness properties of unconnected (BUR) and pneumatically interconnected 

(Am) suspensions are also derived in a similar manner. For unconnected suspension BUR, 

the roll stiffness can be achieved through simultaneous solutions of Eqs. (2.61) and 

(2.62), given below: 
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R s 2 do 
^ ' s 

(2P0-p4ly^+(p4ly-^ Ai^Ms , 2V 
(2.61) 

• + -
n E 

<p{P«,Q)-
( P V 

y2/>
0-/>

4/ V^/y 
4 * 4 0 + ^ ( P 4 / - P 0 ) - 2 ^ 4 =0 (2.62) 

E 

Similarly, the roll stiffness property of pneumatically roll-interconnected suspension 

Am can be derived from Eqs. (2.63) and (2.64), such that: 

(2.63) 4/s
2(4+4)2 

(2P0-/>4,)-v>+for;+,) (Kw + ^ o W , 2V 
n E 

<l>{P<„e) = 
x. (P\ 

. IP - p , \P4lJ 
(Ko + y30) + -f-(P* -Po)-XMA + 4 ) = o (2-64) 

E 

The roll stiffness of hydraulically interconnected suspension Bm can be expressed by 

assuming incompressible hydraulic fluid, such that: 

kR=np0v;i(A+Ays 

v{x,e)= 

(At+A3ys-(A}-A3) 
dx 

Id (4+4K.s+(4-4) 
dx 

~d~e 
tyv> + Ay{x-lfi)-Ai{x + tfift* [Vm+A](x + es0)-Ai(x-es0)Y 

(2.65) 

• + [v40 + 4(x-ese)-A,(x + tsej\ [vw + Ai(x+£se)-A,(x-£s0)\ v;i 
1 = 0 (2.66) 

dx =At+A3( \[V^+Al(x + t,0)-Mx-e,0)T1A^+A^-^ff)-Mx + i,0)lrl} (2.67) 

do 4 - 4 J [ K + 4(x+f^)-4(x-f^)f ' +[F40 + 4(x-f^)-4(x + f^)]"+1 j 

The static roll stiffness properties of hydraulically interconnected suspension (kR0J) 

and unconnected suspension (kR0U ) at the design ride height can be expressed as: 
2 nl 

k -
"•ROI ~ 

2nPM+A)K (2.68) 
40 
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2<(JL-4)2^ K»v = °v \, " s (2.69) 
40 

Upon considerations of Eqs. (2.68) and (2.69), the roll stiffness amplification factor 

(RSAF) proposed in [28] can be expressed as: 

RSAF = ̂  = (A+A)2
2 (2.70) 

RSAF described in Eq. (2.70) clearly indicates that the static roll stiffness of the 

interconnected suspension at the design ride height can be considerably enhanced 

compared to that of the unconnected suspension when both the suspensions are selected 

to have identical suspension rates. 

Bounce and roll mode damping properties 

Assuming incompressible hydraulic fluid and negligible friction, the analytical 

models of the bounce and roll mode damping forces of different suspensions can be 

developed under in-phase (x, = x, = x) and out-of-phase (x; = -xr = x) vertical velocity 

inputs, respectively. The roll mode damping property of the suspension can be presented 

in terms of the damping force developed by the strut under a pure or dominant roll 

motion of the suspension and vehicle masses. 

For the hydraulically roll-interconnected suspension BJR, selections of hydraulic fluid 

with relative small dynamic viscosity and large diameter of the interconnecting pipes 

could take much advantage of the damping valves. Bounce mode damping force could 

therefore be simplified as: 

F, - P(f'~j'Y AA (2.7D 
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The roll mode damping force can also be simplified as: 

F« = '2 2 AA (2-72) 

For unconnected single-gas-chamber strut suspension BUR, the bounce and roll 

mode damping forces are identical, such that: 

Fud = piA;fYAA (2.73) 

For pneumatic roll-interconnection configuration Am, the simplified bounce and roll 

mode damping forces are identical, such that: 

FA^—T-TAA (2.74) 

Equations (2.71)~(2.74) suggest that for the identical bounce mode damping 

properties, the hydraulic interconnection could improve roll mode damping due to the 

hydraulic fluid coupling effect, compared to the unconnected suspension and pneumatic 

interconnection. 

2.4.2 Properties of Twin-Gas-Chamber Suspension 

Suspension rate property 

The suspension rate of twin-gas-chamber suspension configuration AUR can be 

derived from Eqs. (2.38) and (2.39), such that: 

Ki~ (V + AxY+l (V -A x)n+] ( / = / ' r ) ( 2 - 7 5 ) 

\y40i+Alixi) \'m A3ixi) 
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Roll stiffness property 

Assuming symmetric load distribution on the left- and right-struts, the restoring roll 

moment developed by the twin-gas-chamber strut suspension configuration AUR due to 

the restoring forces of both the struts is derived from Eqs. (2.36) and (2.37): 

(2.76) 

P £ AV" 
J R [Vm+Al{z-£s9)] 

P £ AV" 

[V3O-A3(z + £s0)J 

P £ AV" P f AV" 

[V3O-A3(z-£s0)J K + Al(z + £s0)J 

where z — zu~zs . The first two terms relate to the forces developed due to 

compression/extension of gas in chambers 4/3 of the left strut, under a pure roll 

deflection #>0. The last two terms relate to the forces developed by the right strut due to 

extension/compression of gas in chambers 4/3. 

The effective roll stiffness of the suspension AUR can therefore be formulated upon 

consideration of Eq. (2.51), such that: 

/. 
kR = nPwisA^V:0\ 

+ nP £ A2V"i 

dz 

"dO 
£„ + 

dz 

d~e 
[Vm+A,(z-£s0)r [Vm + A(z + £se)Yl 

£..-
dz 

~dQ 
£„ + 

+-, 

dz 

~d0 
[Vi0 - A3(z -£S0)YX [V30 - A3{z + £S6)YX 

(2.77) 

Under a constant roll deflection, the forces developed by a strut depend upon both 

the relative vertical (z) and roll (ff) motions. A function relating the forces with z and 6 

can be derived from the equation of the corresponding static equilibrium: 

(P4C + PAr)A\ ~ ( ^ + PiMi = 2P40Al - 2P30A3 - 2PaA2 (2.78) 
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Upon substituting for fluid pressures from Eq. (2.36), the above equation yields static 

equilibrium as a function of z and 0: 

g(z,e)=p40Alv;0- • + ; 
+ A\(z + £s0)f 

1 

1 30^*3 *30 

(2.79) 

+ ; \VM-4(z-t,0)f [V3O-A3(z + £s0)]; 
2PAOAi+2P3aA3+2PttA2=0 

which further yields: 

dg/dO dz 
~d~9 

= £ 
(^-A2)+(TJI-TJ2) 

dg/dz * fa+^hfai+li) 

where 4 P AV" 
1 40^*1 r 40 

, /tj — 
P AV" 

*h=-
P AV" 
^30^3 y 30 [vA0+A,{z-ise)r ' [vw+Mz+ese)Yl ' ' [V3O-A3(Z-£S0)1 

(2.80) 

, and 

P A2V" 
2 [ ^ - ^ - f ^ 1 

The effective roll stiffness of suspension configuration Am is then obtained through 

simultaneous solutions of Eqs. (2.77), (2.79) and (2.80). 

Assuming incompressible hydraulic fluid, the restoring roll moment developed by 

the unconnected single-gas-chamber suspension configuration BUR is derived in a similar 

manner and expressed as: 

MR=P40V:0A2£S^ 
1 1 

[V4O + A2(z-£s0)f [V4O + A2(z + £s0)Y 
(2.81) 

The effective roll stiffness is then derived from the restoring roll moment developed 

under a roll deflection, as described in Eq. (2.51), such that: 

kR - nPmV4QA2iA 

dz 
~d~0 s dG 

[V40 + A2(z - £se)f [V40 + A2(z + £s0)f+] (2.82) 
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The static equilibrium of suspension system corresponding to a given roll deflection, 

(Pe -P0)A2 + (Pr -P0)A2 = 0 , yields following relationship as a function of x and 6: 

1 1 2 
g(z,0) = T —7 ^r + 7 ; vi = 0 (2.83) 

which yields, 

^" ,\[v„+A2(z+e,0)r*K+A1(z-e,9)r\ ( } 

The effective roll stiffness of the unconnected single-gas-chamber suspension BUR can 

then be computed through simultaneous solutions of Eqs. (2.82)~(2.84). 

Bounce and roll mode damping properties 

For unconnected twin-gas-chamber strut s u s p e n s i o n s ^ , the bounce and roll mode 

damping forces are identical, and expressed as: 

3 
r. PA • I • I 

Fud = ̂ TTx\x\ (2-85> 

Analyses of suspension rate properties 

The suspension rate characteristics of configurations AUR and BuR are analyzed using 

the above formulations. The properties of configuration BUR are also investigated in 

conjunction with an anti-roll bar, referred to as BuRbar- The relative properties of the 

resulting three configurations are evaluated on the basis of identical load carry capacity, 

while assuming symmetric load distribution on the left and right struts. 
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The change in the suspension rate of suspension AUR, with respect to relative 

deflection of the struts, is evaluated from Eq. (2.75), over a practical range of deflection, 

such that: 

dX; 
= -n(n + \j 

P 42V" ^ 3 0 ^ 3 ^30 

(V40+A]Xi)"^ (V30-A3Xi) n+2 (2.86) 

Above can be simplified to realize the rate near static ride height (x,=0): 

dk„ 

dx; 
x = 0 -n(n +1) P40A -^30^3 

40 V, 30 
(2.87) 

The above formulation suggests that the suspension rate would approach its maxima 

or minima at the static ride height, when P40Aj/V40 = Pi0Al/V3
2
0. It should be noted that the 

chamber 3 is independent of the other chambers, and P30 may differ from P40 even under 

a static condition. This configuration could thus offer added design flexibility. The above 

formulations also show that the rate of change of suspension rate is negative (dkv/dx < 0) 

during a compression stroke (x<0), since: 

P40A ^40 > P40A , 
n+2 (v40+A]Xr^ v4 

P30A3 V30 PJOA 

40 (vi0-A3xy n+2 (2.88) 
30 

Similarly, it can be shown that the rate of change of suspension rate remains positive 

(dkv/dx > 0) during the rebound stroke (x>0), since: 

P40A V40 
(V40+A]X) n+2 < — y - and ^ioA V30 ^30^3 

(VJ0-A3x)" +2 V& 
(2.89) 

The above formulations suggest that the suspension rate is a minimum point near the 

static ride height, while the suspension rate exhibits hardening effects in both 
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compression and rebound directions. It is thus possible to achieve a lower suspension rate 

at the design ride height. 

The change in suspension rate of the struts in configuration BUR is derived in a 

similar manner from the suspension rate in Eq. (2.48): 

dx (V40 + AxT2 (2 '90) 

The above yields a softening property in rebound (x>0) and a hardening effect in 

compression (x<0). The presence of an anti-roll bar is characterized by additional roll 

stiffness, while it does not affect the vertical suspension rate. 

2.5 Pitch Plane Modeling of a Heavy Vehicle and Model Validation 

The pitch plane road vehicle model is formulated to explore the pitch properties of 

different suspension configurations, as well as dynamic responses of the vehicle under 

straight-line braking inputs and road roughness excitations. The model, shown in Figure 

2.4, incorporates: longitudinal motion (xv) of the vehicle, vertical motions of the front and 

rear unsprung masses (zuf, zur), vertical (zs) and pitch {(ps) motions of the sprung mass, and 

angular velocities of the front and rear wheels (o>/, cor). The vertical properties of tires are 

represented by linear stiffness and damping elements, assuming point-contact with the 

road surface, as in the case of the roll-plane model. Figure 2.4(b) illustrates the forces and 

moments acting on a wheel and tire assembly under a braking input. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 2.4: (a) Pitch plane model of a two-axle road vehicle; and (b) forces and moments 

acting on a wheel and tire assembly under braking. 

The equations of motion for the vehicle model are formulated under excitations 

arising from the vehicle-road interactions and the braking torque. The pitch plane 

formulations include total forces developed by suspension struts, comprising the static as 

well as dynamic components of the front (FF) and rear (FR) struts. Assuming small pitch 

motions, the equations of motion can be summarized as: 

OTA = ~FF ~ FR + ms8 

!yyA = FFlf ~ FRlr ~fAh+ Z0F ~ Zs ) ~ / „ & + Z0R ~ Zs ) 

m. ufZuf = FF + k,f (Z0F ~ Z„f ) + C,/ (Z0F - Kf ) + m«j 8 

murKr = FR + K (Z0R ~Zur) + C,r (Z0R ~Zur) + m
Ur8 

K + muf + m«rK = ~(f,f +fxr)- mM< 

LA=L^-Thl (i = f,r) (2.91) 

where the subscripts/and r refer to front and rear suspension struts, respectively, Iyys is 

the pitch mass moment of inertia of the sprung mass, and w„/and mur are front and rear 
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unsprung masses, respectively. Lengths // and lr define longitudinal distances between 

sprung mass e.g. and front and rear axles, respectively; kti and ct, (i=f,r) are vertical 

stiffness and damping coefficients of tires, respectively; ZQF and ZQR represent road 

elevations in the vicinity of front and rear tire-road contacts, respectively;^/ and fxr are 

braking efforts developed by the front- and rear-axle tires, respectively, and f:/ and f:r are 

the respective normal forces applied to the road surface; h is vehicle e.g. height from the 

ground; 7^ is applied braking torque; r, is effective radius of tire /; and Iwi is polar mass 

moment of inertia of wheel /. The Magic Formula tire model is used to derive the braking 

forces developed by the tires, as a function of slip and normal load [147, 148]. 

The validity of the simplified pitch plane model of the vehicle is examined using the 

measured data reported in [20]. Equations of motion were solved under the known 

conditions reported in [20] to compute the stopping distance and the vehicle pitch 

deflection. The analyses were performed for three different load conditions, and initial 

speeds of 48 and 80 km/h on a dry road surface. The three load conditions include: (a) 

no-load; (b) a low e.g. load; and (c) a high e.g. load. Figures 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 illustrate 

comparisons of model results with the measured data under the three load conditions and 

both the speeds, respectively. Each figure illustrates stopping distance as a function of 

braking pressure for the two initial speeds, and vehicle pitch deflection against 

deceleration. Comparisons of stopping distance and pitch angle responses attained from 

the model show reasonably good agreement with the measured data for all load and speed 

conditions. 
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of pitch plane model responses with the measured data under the 

no-load condition: (a) stopping distance vs braking pressure (48 km/h); (b) stopping 

distance vs braking pressure (80 km/h); and (c) vehicle pitch response vs deceleration. 

The results suggest that the stopping distance responses predicted by the model are 

only slightly lower than the measured data for the no-load condition, irrespective of the 

initial speed considered. The model results, however, are higher than the measured values 

for the other loading conditions. These deviations are possibly attributed to: (a) 

inappropriate braking system parameters that directly affect the braking torque gains; and 

(b) consideration of constant braking torque distribution for all the load conditions 

considered. The results further show that magnitude of sprung mass pitch increases 
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nearly linearly with deceleration magnitude. For the no-load and low e.g. load conditions, 

the sprung mass pitch responses of the model tend to be lower than the measured data, 

while a good agreement with the measured data is obtained for the high e.g. load 

condition, as evident in Figures 2.5(c), 2.6(c) and 2.7(c). 
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of pitch plane model responses with the measured data under the 
low e.g. loading condition: (a) stopping distance vs braking pressure (48 km/h); (b) 
stopping distance vs braking pressure (80 km/h); and (c) vehicle pitch response vs 

deceleration. 
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of pitch plane model responses with the measured data under the 

high e.g. loading condition: (a) stopping distance vs braking pressure (48 km/h); (b) 
stopping distance vs braking pressure (80 km/h); and (c) vehicle pitch response vs 

deceleration. 

2.6 Development of a Generalized Model of Suspension Forces 

The proposed single-gas-chamber and twin-gas-chamber struts could be employed in 

an unconnected manner in the pitch plane of the vehicle, as illustrated in Figure 2.8. The 

configuration A up employs two twin-gas-chamber struts, while BUP comprises two single-

gas-chamber struts. A hybrid configuration HUP is also shown combining struts A and B. 

Figure 2.9 illustrates a few interconnection configurations considered for analyses. 

Configurations A/P4, Am and Am* involve pneumatic interconnections between the gas 
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chambers of struts A, while Bjpn involves connections between the hydraulic fluid 

chambers of struts B. The configurations A/P4 and Am are realized by connecting the gas 

chambers 4 and 3 of the two struts, respectively. The arrangements Am4 and Bmi 

involve pneumatic and hydraulic couplings, respectively, between gas chambers 3 and 4 

of the opposite struts (A) and between hydraulic fluid chambers 1 and 3 of the struts (B). 
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Figure 2.8: Unconnected suspension configurations in the pitch plane. 
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Figure 2.9: Pneumatic or hydraulic interconnection configurations in the pitch plane. 

Alternate interconnection configurations may be realized using combinations of both 

the struts A and B. Figure 2.10 presents a few hybrid interconnection configurations. 

Configuration Hw\ is formed by connecting gas chambers 4 of struts A and B. H]Pn4 

involves interconnections of gas chambers 4 of both the struts, while the chamber 3 of 

strut B is hydraulically connected to chamber 1 of strut A. The configuration ////>i-4, in a 

similar manner, couples gas chamber 4 of strut B to chamber 3 of strut A, and chamber 3 

of strut B is hydraulically connected to chamber 1 of struts. 
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IPX -4 

Figure 2.10: Hybrid fluidic interconnection configurations in the pitch plane. 

2.6.1 A Generalized Model of Suspension Forces 

Generalized mathematical formulations of the strut forces and pitch plane properties 

of different hydro-pneumatic suspension configurations involving struts A and/or B are 

derived, which may be applied to either unconnected or interconnected struts in both the 

roll and pitch planes. The generalized forces are derived assuming: (a) turbulent flows 

through damping orifices between the hydraulic chambers within the same strut; (b) 

laminar flows through hydraulic interconnections between the two struts, when present; 

(c) negligible damping effect of pneumatic flows through interconnections, when present; 

(d) polytropic gas process; (e) incompressible hydraulic fluid; (J) negligible leakage and 
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thermal expansion of the struts and hydraulic fluid; and (g) negligible effect of floating 

piston dynamics and seal friction. 

The dynamic force Ft due to a strut is formulated, assuming identical static charge 

pressure in all the chambers of the same strut, such that: 

/ ? = ( / » , - P o K - C ^ - Z S H , (/ = / » (2.92) 

where Pp is the fluid pressure in chamber/ (J—1,2,3,4) of strut i {i-f,r), Ap is the effective 

piston area reflected on chamber/ (/= 1,2,3) side of strut /. 

Figure 2.11 illustrates the generalized model of the strut forces due to different 

suspension configurations, including unconnected and connected, in which x, and x, are 

the relative displacement and velocity across strut /, respectively. For the pitch plane 

arrangement, xf =zu / —zs +lf<ps and xr = zur —zs ~lr<ps, assuming small motions with 

positive direction being upward. The blocks in the upper row of the generalized model 

relate to gas spring forces, where Cp refers to the number of gas chambers in a particular 

suspension configuration, give by: 

CP = 

c 4 / 

0 

0 

0 

0 

c 3 / 

0 

0 

0 

c 4r 

0 

0 

0 

0 
(2.93) 

where C,/=l, when chamber/ (/=3,4) of strut i (i=f,r) is filled with gas, otherwise Q,=0. 
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Figure 2.11: A generalized model for deriving suspension strut forces. 

The matrix 7> in Figure 2.11, describes the nature of coupling between various 

chambers of the strut suspension and is defined in Eq. (2.94). Subscripts used with 

coefficient T denote the coupled chambers within a strut or across the front and rear 

suspension struts in a pitch connected suspension. T^r, for example, is a coefficient 

related to coupling between chamber 4 of front strut and chamber 3 of the rear strut. The 

coefficient T^/, on the other hand, refers to coupling between chambers 3 and 4 of the 

front strut alone. The coefficient Tjt assumes a unity value when the two fluidic chambers 

are coupled (directly or indirectly); and a 0 value in the absence of a coupling. A direct 

coupling implies interconnections of two chambers through interconnecting pipes, while 

an indirect coupling occurs when the fluids in two chambers attain identical pressure 

under static equilibriums, such as those coupled through damping orifices or floating 

piston. The dimension of matrix Tp is governed by the number of chambers that may be 

coupled, such that: 

(2.94) 

0 

C T 

C T 

C T 

C T 
' - 4 / - ' 4 3 / 

0 

C T 

C T 
' ^3 r - £ 3r3 / 

C T 
y-4fI4f4r 
C T 

0 

C T 
*-3rI34r 

C T 

C T 
^'3f13f3r 
C T 
^4rx43r 

0 
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Changes in volumes of gas chambers G'P are related to matrices Cp and Tp: 

G'P=[CP+Tp\3p (2.95) 

where G'P is a vector of variations in gas volumes in different chambers of both struts, 

while Gp defines the change in fluid volume attributed to struts deflections: 

G„ 

A]fxf 

- A3fxf 

AXrxr 
(2.96) 

In the generalized model (Figure 2.11), Pp is matrix of gas pressures in different 

chambers, derived from volume change vector G'p and the gas laws. It needs to be noted 

that the coupled gas chambers are assumed to possess identical gas pressure. 

Similarly, for the coupled hydraulic fluid chambers, matrix Uf, describing the number 

of hydraulic fluid chambers is defined as: 

Uh = 

'£/, i / 

0 
0 0 

0 0 

0 0 0 

Ulr 0 0 

t/v o 3 / 

0 

(2.97) 

where Uj,=l, when a chamber j (/=1,3) of strut i (i=f,r) is filled with hydraulic fluid, 

otherwise it is 0. Damping matrix Tf,, computed from hydraulic flow continuity equations 

for the hydraulically coupled chambers, is derived as: 

0 0 U3fSl3f U3rSlf3r 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

^3f^lr3f 

0 

0 

U^r^llr 

0 

0 

(2.98) 
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where the coefficient S-l, when two hydraulic fluid chambers are coupled through either 

interconnecting pipes or damping orifices, otherwise S=0. The flow rates are determined 

from the rates of change of fluid volumes in hydraulic fluid chambers, expressed by G/,: 

Gh = 

UlfAifxf 

U]rAlrxr 

- U3fA3fxf 
(2.99) 

In the generalized model (Figure 2.11), vector G'h] defines the flow rates of hydraulic 

fluid to/from the chambers within the same strut coupled through damping 

valves/orifices. The hydraulic fluid flow rates between chambers of different struts 

through interconnecting pipes are described by the flow rate vector G'h2. The vectors G'h] 

and G'h2 can be derived from Eqs. (2.97)~(2.99), which further yield pressure drops (P/,) 

across the flow paths (orifices or connecting pipes). 

Applications of the generalized model for pneumatic, hydraulic and hybrid 

interconnections are illustrated in the following sections. 

2.6.2 Forces due to Pneumatic Configuration (AiP) 

The dynamic forces developed by a strut within an unconnected or interconnected 

suspension can be easily derived from the above generalized model. Dynamic suspension 

forces developed by the struts in the pneumatic interconnection arrangement A\p are 

developed from Eq. (2.92), as an example, such that: 

Ff = (P]f -P0)A]f ~(P3/ -Po)Af = {P*f +Pnf -P0)A/-(P4r-Po)Aif 

Fr = (i>r - P0)Air - (P3r - P0)A3r = (P4r + Pnr - P0)Alr ~ (P*m ~ Po)A (2.100) 
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where Pjki = Pjt - Pkj is pressure differential of fluids in chambers j and k of strut i, 

which are derived from coefficient matrices Cp and Tp, defined in Eqs. (2.93) and (2.94), 

respectively, and the volume change vector Gp, defined in Eq. (2.96). For configuration 

AJP, these matrices can be derived as: 

C = 

1 

0 

0 
0 

0 

1 

0 
0 

0 

0 

1 
0 

0" 

0 

0 
1 

;r,= 
0 0 0 1 

0 0 1 0 

0 1 0 0 

1 0 0 0 

(2.101) 

The vector G'p that describes the changes in the volume of fluids in gas chambers of 

both the struts can be obtained from Eqs. (2.96) and (2.101), such that: 

G'P = 

AxfXf — AJrxr 

Alrxr — A3j-Xf 

Alrxr — A3J-XJ-

\fXf ~ 3rXr 

(2.102) 

Matrices Tp and G'p show the coupling effects in restoring forces developed due to 

gas chambers of both the struts. The gas pressures in different chambers can be derived 

assuming polytropic gas law, such that: 

P = P = P 
V +V 
' 4 0 / ~ *30r 

\̂  *40/ + ^30r + ^\fXf ^rXr J 

P = P = P 
-Mr r3f r0 

V +V V 

^ ^40r + ^30/ + ArXr ~ ^3fXf J 
(2.103) 

The flow rates of hydraulic fluids through the damping orifices/valves (G'm ) and 

interconnecting pipes (G'h2) are derived from matrices Iff, and 7},, defined in Eqs. (2.97) 

and (2.98), and the vector Gh containing changes in fluid volumes in hydraulic fluid 
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chambers. The flow and volume change matrices for this configuration can be expressed 

as: 

Uu 

1 

0 

0 
0 

0 

1 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

o" 
0 

0 
0 

>Th = 

0 0 0 0" 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

; G A = 

-*X| J-*\ J1 

AX 
0 
0 

(2.104) 

The rates of change of hydraulic fluid volumes, associated with turbulent flows 

through damping restrictions G'hl and laminar flows through connecting pipes G'h2 are 

then derived as: 

< ? ; , = 
AX 

\ G'hi = (2.105) 

The damping forces due to turbulent flows within the same strut are related to 

pressure drop and the effective orifice area am due to bleed orifice and the valves. 

Assuming turbulent flows, the pressure drops across the damping restrictions of the two 

struts are expressed as: 

'12/ 
M/l*/](*/), _ pAl\kr\(K) 

2CV ' "\2r 
icyl2r 

(2.106) 

Upon substituting for pressure differentials from Eqs. (2.103) and (2.106) in Eq. 

(2.100), the dynamic force developed by each strut within the pneumatically coupled 

suspension configuration can be formulated as: 

F,=PA, 
V +V \" 

Kof+Vm+AfXf-ArXr 

- 1 oAf 
V +V 
yADr ^ ' 3 0 / 

Y' 

*40r + *30/ + ArXr A/Xf 

P^f\X.fYX.f) 
2C,a, 

r2 2 
Ja\2f 
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K-PoAr 
V +V \" 

*40r + *30/ +ArXr AfX, 

-1 
rt) 

-PAr 
V +V 

\̂  M O / + '3Qr + -4/-"/ ^3rXr 

-1 
(2.107) 

' 2C2
dal 

The above formulations of strut forces are identical to those developed in the roll 

plane suspension, where the formulations were derived from flow continuous and 

pressure equations, presented in Eq. (2.28). 

2.6.3 Forces due to Hydraulic Configuration (B/P) 

The dynamic force developed by each strut within the hydraulically connected 

suspension configuration BJP is derived in a similar manner, such that: 

Fi =poAf 
vA 40/ 

V Kof + AfXf ~ArXr t 

-1 ~*oAf 
y V40r + A]rxr - AyXf j 

-1 
pdif \Axfxf AJrxr \{Axfxf — A3rxr) 

2CV 
zx,dunj 

P^if\ArXr -AfXf\(ArXr ~AfXf) 1 2 ^ L A ] f X f 

2C]al 

K=PAr 
( 

^40r+ArXr AfXf 

nD4 

'PoAr 
'40/ 

'40/ + AfXf ArXr (2.108) 

PA\AX -Afx)iAX -Afxf) pAr\Afx
f - 4 A | ( 4 A -AX) \2^LA\X 

2C2
dal 2CV Tdf 

The above formulations clearly show that hydraulic interconnections yield strong 

stiffness couplings between the two struts, as evident from the first two terms, similar to 

configuration Ajp. Unlike configuration AJP, the hydraulically connected configuration 

induces strong coupling effect in dissipative forces, attributed to flows through 

interconnections, as evident from the last three terms of the above equations. 

2.6.4 Forces due to Hybrid Configuration {HIP) 
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The dynamic forces developed by the struts in hybrid pitch-interconnection 

configuration Hfp involving pneumatic and hydraulic fluid couplings are also formulated 

in a similar manner and given by: 

Ff=PAf 

Fr=ZAr 

K V 
4 0 / 

^40/ +A/Xf ArXr y 40/ ' -^s f 
~PAj\ 

v +v 

^40r +^30/ +ArXr ~AfXf 

\A/Xf ~ArXr\(A/Xf ~ArXr) 

2CV 

V +V y40r T r 3 0 / Y 
- l HAT 

Kor +^30/ + ArXr ~ A/Xf J 

PAr\AfXf -ArXr\(A/X/ ~ ArXr) 1 2 8 / ^ J C , 

Y r40f 

*40/ + AfXf ArXr 2C«^ (2.109) 

2C2a2 
Tdy 

Equation (2.109) also shows strong couplings in the restoring forces developed by 

the two struts. Moreover, the hybrid fluidic interconnection yields coupled damping 

forces developed by the struts, as seen in case of hydraulic interconnection Bjp. 

2.6.5 Forces due to Unconnected Configuration {Byp) 

The dynamic for developed by an unconnected strut can also be formulated in a 

similar manner, upon considering turbulent flows through damping orifices/valves and 

poly tropic gas process: 

F,=PAi 

\ " 
407 

.Ka+A*, 
-1 

' 2CX, 2CX-
0"=7» (2.110) 

2.6.6 Forces due to Twin-Gas-Chamber Suspension (AUP) 

The dynamic force developed by twin-gas-chamber strut suspension A UP can also be 

formulated in a similar manner, such that: 

F,=PoA, 
Ko,+Aix, 

- l -PA, 
"3« ~AiXi 

Y PA\WJ 

' 2 # & 
(i = f,r) (2.111) 
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2.7 Modeling of Pitch Plane Properties of Different Suspension Systems 

The pitch plane properties of different suspension configurations are derived upon 

consideration of the pitch plane vehicle model and generalized mathematical 

formulations of strut forces. The properties of selected suspension configurations are 

derived in terms of suspension rate, pitch stiffness, and bounce and pitch mode damping. 

2.7.1 Suspension Rate Property 

The suspension rate of a strut in a pitch-interconnected suspension could be 

conveniently evaluated from Eq. (2.39), under a pure vertical displacement input, such 

that xf = xr = x. 

PNEUMATIC PITCH-INTERCONNECTION CCONFIGURATION (AIP): 

The restoring forces due to the pneumatically pitch-interconnected suspension AJP 

can be obtained from Eq. (2.107), such that: 

Ff-PAf 
V +V Y 

^ *40/ + *30r + AfXf ArXr 
-1 •PoAf 

( v +v Y 

*40r + *30/ + ArXr ~AfXf , 
1 

K-PA, 
^40/- + ^30/ + ArXr ~AfXf J 

-1 ~P<Ahr 

V +V V 

^40/ + ^30r + AfXf ~ArXr 
-1 (2.112) 

The suspension rates of front (kyj) and rear (kvr) struts of suspension configuration A& 

are thus expressed as: 
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,2 A A r A2 A A r 

Af ~ AfAr ~j Af ~ ArAf dx dx 

Kf =<Kf+v3J, f.+tf^+v^y f 
V40f~*"'3Qr+AfXf ArXr} V 40r "*" ' 30/ + ArXr AfXf\ 

A2 _ A A L 
Ar ArAf 

V 40r + '30/ + ^lrXr AfXf\ /J 1 1 o\ 

+ 
^3/- ~ AfAr ~~j 

L' 40/ + ' 30r + AfXf ArXr J 

Under identical vertical displacements of both the front and rear struts xf = xr — x. 

the relationship dxrJdxf -dxf/dxr =1 can be achieved to yield suspension rates as: 

Af AifAr . r, Lr . ,r V ^3/" ArA 

1̂ 40/ + ^30, + AfX - ArX\ Vtor + F30/ + 4 , * ~ 4 / * f 

A, „ A, „A-, 

L' 40r + F30/ + 4 r
X ~~ ̂ 3/XJ (2.114) 

r4o/+^+4/x-4^f 

The suspension rate properties of the other selected suspension configurations are 

also derived in a similar manner and summarized below: 

HYDRAULIC PITCH-INTERCONNECTION (BIP): 

k =nP0V?0
 Ayf A)/Ajr , I nP0V4"0 Af~AAf 

V/ ° Wf[V40f+AfX-ArXf+) ° 40r[V40r+ArX-AfXf+l 

A2 — A A A1 — A A 
*,r = " W o , I " -— — p r + < F 4 0 / T- ^ — R ( 2 ' l l 5 ) 

l*W + Ar
x - A A Ym + A/x - ArA 
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HYBRID FLUIDIC PITCH-INTERCONNECTION (HIP): 

1*40/ + AfX - A3rX\ [Kor + ViOf + 4r* ~ 4/*J 

^"*-*rJK+£:?-^+"*yJ£Z# ,2-n6) 

UNCONNECTED CONFIUGRATION (B,IP): 

K=nP,V' A\ ^ (/ = / » (2.117) 
K+AxT 

TWIN-GAS-CHAMBER SUSPENSION CONFIUGRATION (Am): 

K,=<V:0 *» ^+nP0V," A- (i = f,r) (2.118) 

2.7.2 Pitch Stiffness Property 

The effective pitch stiffness kp of a suspension configuration can be derived from the 

restoring pitch moment developed by the struts and pitch deflection of the sprung mass, 

such that: 

kP=dMPldq> (2.119) 
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where Mp is restoring pitch moment developed due to restoring forces of both the struts, 

and (p is relative pitch deflection across the suspension, which is derived from pitch axis 

of the sprung mass. 

The suspension pitch rate can be conveniently evaluated under a pitch deflection 

input. It needs to be noted that a pitch deflection input would also yield relative vertical 

deflection of each strut due to coupling between the bounce and pitch modes of the 

vehicle. The suspension pitch rate analysis thus involves simultaneous solutions of Eq. 

(2.119) with the static equilibrium of the vehicle, as described below for configuration 

AJP, considering the generally coupled bounce and pitch vibration modes of vehicles. 

PNEUMATIC PITCH-INTERCONNECTION (AIP): 

The restoring pitch moment due to pneumatically connected suspension is 

formulated upon considering restoring forces of both the front and rear suspension struts, 

such that: 

MP =-P4/(4flf +A3rlr) + P4r(AJr+Af^ 

= -P0(Aiflf+AJr) 

+ P0(AirK+Aflf) 

' V +V ^ 
r 40/ ^ r 30r 

y ^40/ + ^Or + 

( V +V Y 

* 40r T Y 30/ 

(2.120) 

+ A]r(x- lr<p) - 4 / {x + lfV>), 

Assuming a vertical displacement z„ of a point on the pitch axis of the unsprung 

masses beneath the sprung mass e.g., the pitch angle <pu =(ztir -zuf)/(lf +lr). Letting 

(p — <ps —<pu and z = zs—zu yields strut deflections as: xf =z + lftf>, xr—z—lr(j). The 

suspension pitch rate can thus be derived from Eqs. (2.119) and (2.120) as: 
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kP=nP0(AiFlf+AJr)(V40/ + VMr)" 

+nP0(AJr+A3/lf)(V40r+V30/)" 

{Aflf + AJr) + (Af-Ar) 
dz 

[Kof + ^or+Af(^+^)-A3r(z-l^)Y n 121) 

dz 
(Atrlr+A3flf)-(A}r-A3f) — 

+ Alr(z-lr0)-A3f(z + lf<f>)J 

dz 
where — can be obtained from quasi-static equilibrium of the sprung mass 

d<j> 

corresponding to a given input cp, such that: 

g(z,4>)=P4f(Af-Ar)+p*Mr-A/)-Po(Af+A) 
V 

= (Af~Ar) 

-(A-Af) 

(2.122) 

- (4 / +4 r ) = o 
Kor+^Of +Ar{z-K<t>)-Ay(z + lf<t>)/ 

Above equilibrium equation yields the following relationship between z and q>: 

dz _ dg/d$ 
d<f> dg/dz 

-(Af-Ar)(Afh +AJr)(vw+v3or)" | (Ar-Af)(Al+Afh)(v^v^)" 
Af(z + lf<t>)-Air(z-lr0)T [v40r+V30f+A,r(z-l^)-A3f(z + lfi'

V,+ 

(Af-A,,) (V40f+V30r)" (Ar-Af) (Kor+VlOf)" 

\V*f + V30r + Af (Z + lf</>) ~ Ar (Z -h<t) Y [F40r + ^30/ + Ar (* ~ K<f) " 4 / (^ + / / * ) J + 

(2.123) 

The simultaneous solution of Eqs. (2.121)~(2.123) yields effective pitch rate of the 

pitch-connected suspension Ajp. The pitch stiffness properties of the other suspension 

configurations are also derived in a similar manner, together with the quasi-static 

equilibrium equation, and summarized below. 
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HYDRAULIC PITCH-INTERCONNECTION (BfP): 

For suspension configuration B/P, suspension pitch rate and quasi-static equilibrium 

are obtained as: 

dz 
(Alflf + A3rlr) + (Aif-A3r) 

kP=nP0(Aiflf+AJr)v;0
 a* 4 0 / 

dz 
(2.124) 

(Alrlr+A3flf)-(Alr-A3f) 
+np0(Ajr+A3/if)v;0r

 a<P 

[Kr+MZ-W)-MZ + If+)J 

+(4,-4/) 

Y 
40 / 

V40/+4f(Z+l/t)-4r(Z-lrt (2.125) 

4̂0, + 4r (Z - h<f) ~ 4 / (Z + lft) 

-(4/-4,)(4///+4^)^"o/ 

-(4/+4,) = o 

(Au-A3/)(AJr+A3flf)v:0r 

dz_ 
d<j> 

dg/80 _ [V40f +4f(z+ Iff) - A X * " W)Y [ F 4 0 r + A (Z ~ lrt) ~ 4 / fc + ^ ) ] 

dg/dz (4/ 4r) C/ (4,-4/) K, 

[V4of+4/ (z+//<0 - 4, (* - ^ ) J+ [ ^ + 4, (z - ' » - 4/ (2+i/tjj 

(2.126) 

The simultaneous solutions of above equation yield pitch rate of the hydraulic 

interconnection configuration Bjp. 

HYBRID FLUIDIC PITCH-INTERCONNECTION (H,P): 

The pitch stiffness of the hybrid fluidic interconnection configuration HJP is similarly 

derived from simultaneous solutions of following equations. 
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dz 
(V/+V,)+K-A)^ 

4 0 / 

[V40f + Alf (z + Irf) - A3r {z-lj)J 

dz 
(AJr + A3flf)-(Au-A3f) 

+nP0 (AJr +AJflf)(VWr + V30f)" «*-

\V4Or + *W + 4 , (2 ~ W - Af (Z + ', 

(2.127) 

+(4,-4/) 

Y 
40/ 

F40/+4 /(z+/ /^)-4 r(z-/^) 

V +V 
r40r T r 3 0 / 

4̂0r + VW + 4 r (* H * ) ~ 4 / (Z + 1/0) 
-04/+4,) = ° 

(2.128) 

dz 

~d$ 

{Af-Ar)(Afif+Arh)v:of (Ar - 4 / ) (AJr+4 A X ^ , + *W)" 
_ „ . t • _ 

dg/W _ [V«f + J ' / (* + //^) ~ Ar {Z -W)Y [V*0' + V™f + Ar (Z ~K4>) ~ Af (Z + ^ ) _ 
dg/dz (Af-Ar)K (Ar-A3f) (V40r+V30ff V V ™$r) ' 40f X^lr ™hf) y Mr ^ ' 30 f } 

[*W + 4 / (Z + lf<£) ~ Ar (Z ~ M)]* [V40r + ̂ 0/ + Ar (* ~ K</>) ~ Af (* + lft)J 

UNCONNECTED SUSPENSION (BUP): 

(2.129) 

Kp — W / g ^ / ' / ^ o / 

A2flf + A2f 
dz^ 

d(j> 

[v4Of + A2f(z + lf0)J 
^ + nP0AJrV;Qr 

A I -A — 

[ > 4 0 r + 4 ^ - ^ ) I 
(2.130) 

g{z,0) = Aj 
4 0 / 

[vMt/+A2/(z + lJ4)_ 

Y f 
+ Ar 

\" 

V40r+Ar{Z~lA 
-(A2f+A2r) = 0 (2.131) 

-A2 V" I 
^2.T 40/ ' / 

Al V" I 
•™2rr40rlr 

dz 

~dlj> 

dg/80 _ [V40f + 4 / (Z + lf0)]+ [V40r +Ar(z~ ^ ) ] " 

dg/dz A2 V" 
*hf'40 f 

AlV" 
-^hr"4C 

_̂ ___i I z r wr 

[F 4 0 / + 4 / (Z+/ / ^J + ' [v40r+Ar(
z-^)J 

(2.132) 
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The pitch rate of unconnected suspension Bup can be achieved from simultaneous 

solutions of Eqs. (2.130) to (2.132). 

TWIN-GAS-CHAMBER SUSPENSION (AllP): 

U _ y.p A 1 J/n 

+nP0A3flfV3"0f 

A I +A — ]ffifd0 

[v4Of+Alf(z + lf0)J 
^ + »WrKor 

A I -A — 

[Kor+Ariz-lj)]^ 

A I +A ^~ Arh ~ Ar 
dz 

[*V-4/(*+'/*)] 
+ nP A IV" 

[r*>r-Mz-WT 

(2.133) 

g(z,0) = P,fA]f + P4rAlr -PyAif -P,rA,r -P,{A\f + A2r) 

= A v 

" 3 / 

vA 4 0 / 

Vw+Alf(z+lf0) 

Y 

J 
+ A l\r 

40r 

Vmr+AXr(z-lr<£) 

rJ0£ 
V30f-A3f(Z + lf<t>) 

X 

) 

•A 3r 
[JOr 

V3Or-Ar(Z-lr0) 
(A2f+A2r) = 0 

(2.134) 

dz = dg/dtjM+Aj-lftt+Aj) 
d$ dg/dz y ^ (2.135) 

where 4 = 
Ar V 
'nJ/r40f - , \ 

A2V" 40r 
, / ? 3 - • 

A2 V" 
^3/^30/ 

| > 4 0 / + 4 / ( z + / /^)y+' * [V4Qr+Ar(z-lr^)Y [v30f-A3f(z + Ifj)~] 
n+1 ' 

and 3 = 
A2V" 

[Kor-Ar(z-W)l 

.. Simultaneous solution of Eqs. (2.133) to (2.135) yields 

effective pitch stiffness of the twin-gas-chamber strut suspension^ UP-
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2.7.3 Bounce and Pitch Mode Damping Properties 

The bounce and pitch mode damping forces of different suspension configurations 

can be derived upon considering in-phase (Xf = xr = x) and out-of-phase (xf=-xr=x) 

vertical velocity inputs, respectively. The pitch mode damping property of the suspension 

can be presented in terms of the damping moment, Md = lfFdf -lrFdr, where Fa (i=f,r) is 

the dissipative force developed by strut i. 

PNEUMATIC PITCH-INTERCONNECTION (AlP): 

Owing to uncoupled damping property of the pneumatically connected configuration 

Ajp, the damping force and moment are derived from Eq. (2.107), as: 

_ p4\x\(x) _plf4f\x\(x) plXW*) ( 2136) 

UNCONNECTED CONFIGURATION (BriP): 

The suspension struts employed in this configuration generate damping force due to 

fluid flows through bleed orifices and damping valves between chambers 1 and 2, and 

bleed orifices between chambers 1 and 3. The variations in damping force could be 

realized from flows through damping valves. The damping force developed by valve 

flows could be emphasized by selecting relatively larger effective damping area am. This 

would yield damping force and moment similar to those in Eq. (2.136), assuming 
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negligible contribution due to fluid flows through large size bleed orifices between 

chambers 1 and 3, such that: 

p4,\x\(x) ^4H(*> , f*A,m (2 137) 

HYDRAULIC PITCH-INTERCONNECTION (B!P): 

The damping forces developed by the hydraulically connected struts are expressed 

as: 

pAif \Aifx - A3rx\^Ax)x - A3rx) pA3f^A]rx - A3fx\(Alrx - A3fx) \2SjuLA3fx 
Fdf= 2C>,22/ 2C2

da
2

nr ntf 

_ PAr\AlrX-AfX\(Ar
X-AfX) PAr\AfX-ArX\(AfX-A3rX) \2%pLA]rX ( 2 1 3 8 a ) 

dr ~ nr2r,2 nr2r,2 + „n4 ' 

The above equations suggest negative damping feedback effect due to hydraulic 

coupling, and viscous damping due to flows through pipes. The effect of damping valves 

and the coupling feedback could be emphasized by selecting large diameter connecting 

pipes so as to reduce the contributions due to viscous damping. The resulting damping 

force and moment may thus be expressed as: 

P \ M l f^ 3r^I\ 1 f^ 3r"^) P™3 f\ \r^ 3 f"^ K lr^ 3 f^s 

pAjA]rx-A3fx\(A]rx-A3fx) pAjAlfx-Airx\(A]fx-Airx) n i m . 
r,ir * :—; x~-x • ( Z . l J O D l 

2C a 2C a 
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Md»lf 

pAlf\Alfx + A3rx\(Alfx + A3rx) pA^^- Alrx - A3fx\{ Alrx + A3fx) 

2C2a2 2cynr 

+/. 
pAXr - A]rx - A3fx (A lrx + A3fx) pA3r \Alfx + A3rx \(Alfx + A3rx) 

2C2a2 2C2a2 

(2.139) 

HYBRID FLUIDIC PITCH-INTERCONNECTION (Hm): 

The damping force developed by each strut in configuration Hjp can be directly 

obtained from Eq. (2.109), and expressed as: 

pAlf\Alfx - A3rx\(Alfx - A3rx) 
df 

dr 

2C2a2 

pA?r\x\(x) p^A^x-A^A^x-A^x) \2SpLA3rx 

2C2a2
2r ^da\2f 

+ • 
nDA 

(2.140a) 

Similar to configuration BJP, the contribution due to damping valve and coupling 

feedback effect could be easily emphasized by reducing the viscous damping effect in 

Fdr- Selection of relatively large diameter of pipe coupling, and chambers l / t o 2r would 

yield identical expression for Fd/, while Far reduces to: 

pA\\x\(x) pA3r \Alfx - Airx\(A]fx - Airx) 
dr -ts~i2 2 2C2a2 

(2.140b) 

The corresponding pitch damping moment is thus derived as: 

M., 
^ plfA,f \Alfx + A3rx\(Alfx + At,x) plrAJ\x\(x) plrA3r\Afx + A3rx\(A,fx + A3rx) ^ . 1 4 1 ) 

r\s~l2 2 2CdaUr 2C2af2/ 

TWIN-GAS-CHAMBER STRUT SUSPENSION CONFIGURATION (A„P): 
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The damping force developed by each strut in twin-gas-chamber suspension 

configuration A UP can be directly obtained from Eq. (2.111), and expressed as: 

Ft.e£m (,./ir): £!I4m+Mm (2.H2) 

2.8 Summary 

Two hydro-pneumatic strut designs, which integrate gas chamber(s) and damping 

valves within the same units, are proposed to obtain a compact deign with considerably 

larger effective operating area, based on which various fluidic interconnections can be 

conveniently realized. The novel twin-gas-chamber strut design could further provide 

potential benefit in realizing nearly symmetric suspension rate in compression and 

rebound, and improved roll stiffness. Both the roll- and pitch-plane vehicle models are 

developed for facilitating the investigation of fundamental properties of different 

unconnected as well as interconnected suspension configurations, and vehicle dynamic 

responses. A number of roll- and pitch-interconnected and unconnected suspension 

configurations, based on the two strut designs, are analyzed to develop the strut forces 

and suspension properties. A generalized model of strut forces is further formulated to 

unify different suspension configurations in an integrated frame, which may further 

provide a foundation for exploring common characteristics of various suspension 

configurations in a theoretical manner. 
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CHAPTER 3 

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF ROLL-INTERCONNECTED 
SUSPENSIONS 

3.1 Introduction 

The rollover propensity of heavy vehicles can be greatly minimized by enhancing 

their suspension roll stiffness and roll mode damping [2, 21]. Conventional passive 

suspensions thus employ lateral mechanical interconnections, such as anti-roll bars, to 

achieve enhanced roll stiffness. The use of anti-roll bars, however, tends to add mass and 

degrade ride comfort properties to some extent [21]. Alternatively, a number of active 

mechanisms have been proposed to achieve improved compromise between the roll and 

ride dynamic performances, while their applications have been prohibitive due to the 

associated high cost and weight. Passive roll-interconnected hydro-pneumatic suspension 

systems could offer considerable potential for improved anti-roll properties, while 

preserving the soft vertical ride [25, 27-30]. 

In this chapter, the roll plane model of a heavy vehicle, employing various 

configurations of roll-connected and unconnected suspension struts formulated in the 

previous chapter, is analyzed to investigate the suspension properties, and vertical and 

roll dynamic responses of the vehicle. It should be noted that roll dynamic responses of a 

vehicle can be effectively evaluated using a roll plane model of the vehicle [1, 3, 21, 25, 

28]. The generalized roll plane heavy vehicle model formulated in Section 2.3.1 permits 

for analysis of both the roll and ride dynamic performances coupled with either 

interconnected or unconnected suspension system, and can also easily integrate an anti-



roll bar. The model together with suspension formulations is analyzed under excitations 

arising from vehicle-road interactions, steering maneuvers and cross winds. The 

fundamental properties in the roll plane are evaluated in terms of suspension rate, roll 

stiffness, and bounce and roll mode damping. Symmetric and asymmetric damping 

valves are also considered to realize desirable damping properties in the vertical and roll 

modes. The design flexibility of the fluidic interconnected suspensions is illustrated 

through parametric studies. The dynamic responses of the vehicle with different 

suspension configurations are further explored. 

3.2 Simulation Parameters and Excitations 

Table 3.1 summarizes the simulation parameters for the roll plane analysis of the 

vehicle model (Figure 2.2) with different suspension configurations. The vehicle 

parameters are adopted from the measured and estimated data of a heavy vehicle [152], 

while the unsprung mass is considered to be the sum of the front and rear unsprung 

masses. The parameters of suspension struts are designed to achieve reasonable size and 

static gas charge pressure with properties that are comparable to the conventional 

suspension systems. The struts parameters are further chosen to yield identical static 

vertical rates for the roll-connected and unconnected suspension configurations. 

3.2.1 Excitations 

The analyses of vertical ride and roll dynamic responses of the vehicle model require 

identification of excitations arising from vehicle-road interactions and various directional 

maneuvers. This section describes the nature of excitations employed in the simulation. 
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Table 3.1: Simulation parameters for the vehicle model and the suspensions 
Parameter Value Parameter Value 

Vehicle model 
ms 

mu 

XXS 

xxu 

*/ 

c, 

I, 

15753 kg 

1550 kg 

40976 kgm2 

850 kgm2 

1264500N/m 

31614 Ns/m 

1.03 m 

*, 

c, 

h 

h 
K 
g 

i, 

921607N/m 

8000 Ns/m 

1.2 m 

0.5 m 

0.6 m 

9.81 m2/s 

0.78 m 

Suspension 

n 

P 

Pa 

M 

kbar 

Po 

1.38 

912 kg/m3 

101300 Pa 

0.082 Ns/m2 

859000 Nm/rad 

3337000 Pa 

L 

D 

E 

cd 

A2 

A3 

1.5 m 

0.03 m 

7xl08 Pa 

0.7 

0.01194 m2 

0.0024 m2 

Random and transient road inputs 

The measured road roughness data of three different roads in Quebec (Canada) are 

considered for relative ride dynamic analyses of different suspension configurations 

[152]. The measured data of road elevations consisted of both the roughness variations 

and the local road gradients of the left and right tracks. The contributions due to low-

frequency variations associated with changes in the local gradients are often attenuated 

by using a high-pass filter. A high pass filter with a cut-off frequency 0.3 Hz was applied 

to process the measured raw road data [152]. The filtered roughness data of the selected 

three road profiles are used for the dynamic analyses in this thesis. 
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Figure 3.1 illustrates the elevations of the left- and right-track profiles of the three 

roads as a function of longitudinal distance, as well as their corresponding spatial 

displacement power spectral density (PSD) characteristics, over a total longitudinal 

distance of 579 m. On the basis of the spatial displacement PSD characteristics, the 

selected three roads are classified as "smooth" (Figure 3.1(a)), "medium-rough" (Figure 

3.1(b)) and "rough" (Figure 3.1(c)) roads. The elevations as a function of the distance 

show that the left tracks are relatively smoother than the right tracks for the smooth and 

medium-rough roads, while both the left and right tracks are comparable throughout the 

longitudinal distance measured for the rough road. These are further evident from their 

corresponding spatial displacement PSD characteristics. For both the smooth and 

medium-rough roads, the PSD of the right track is higher than that of the left track. The 

PSDs of the left and right tracks of the rough road, however, are similar, as seen in Figure 

3.1(c). The spatial displacement PSD characteristics of the selected three roads exhibit 

similar trends to those reported in [6,21,110]. 

Figure 3.2 further illustrates the vertical displacement and acceleration temporal PSD 

characteristics of the three road profiles at a speed of 70 km/h. For the profiles of the 

three roads considered, the amplitude of road elevation decreases with increasing 

frequency, while an increase in frequency causes larger amplitude of the acceleration of 

road roughness. Such characteristics are consistent with those in the reported study [110]. 

Both the PSD amplitude and the predominant frequencies of elevations also depend upon 

the forward speed. 
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Figure 3.1: Elevations as a function of the longitudinal distance and spatial PSD of 
different road profiles along the left- and right-tracks: (a) smooth; (b) medium-rough; and 

(c) rough. 
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Figure 3.2: Vertical displacement and acceleration temporal PSD characteristics of the 
selected three road profiles at a speed of 70 km/h: (a) smooth; (b) medium-rough; and (c) 

rough. 
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Apart from the random road inputs, deterministic road profiles, such as road bumps 

and potholes, are also considered for evaluating shock isolation performance of different 

suspension configurations. 

Centrifugal acceleration inputs 

Steering maneuvers, such as steady turning and lane change maneuvers, can be 

conveniently expressed by the effective lateral accelerations experienced by the vehicle 

[21, 42]. Heavy vehicles may experience relative high magnitudes of transient lateral 

acceleration encountered under a lane change maneuver, depending upon the driving 

speed and rate of steering. Field measurements of a highway bus revealed the peak lateral 

acceleration during a lane change maneuver in the order of 0.3 g [28]. The lateral 

acceleration induced by a steady steering maneuver or crosswinds can be approximated 

by a rounded-step function, while that during a high speed lane change can be 

represented by a sine function [153], as illustrated in Figures 3.3(a) and (b), respectively. 

These functions can be expressed as: 

ayit) = 
Amm \\-e ff' (1 + at) J; rounded - step 

lAiax s m 2xfJ', (t0<t<t0+ T); lane - change 

where ay is the effective lateral acceleration, Amax is the magnitude of acceleration, chosen 

as 3 m/s2, a is the parameter describing the slope of lateral acceleration before reaching 

steady-state value, andfs is the steering frequency of a lane change maneuver, to refers to 

time when a lane change steering is initiated and T is the duration of steering input. The 

analyses are performed to study the relative anti-roll characteristics of different 

suspension configurations. 
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Figure 3.3: Idealized lateral acceleration excitations: (a) rounded-step; and (b) lane 

change. 

3.3 Relative Roll Plane Properties of Different Suspension Configurations 

The roll plane vehicle model is analyzed to determine the roll plane properties of 

different suspension configurations, including: (i) unconnected hydro-pneumatic strut 

suspension without an anti-roll bar {BUR); (ii) unconnected suspension with an anti-roll 

bar (BuRbar); (iii) hydraulically roll-interconnected suspension (BIR); and (iv) 

pneumatically roll-interconnected suspension {A1R). The strut forces developed by these 

suspensions have been presented in Section 2.3.2. The left and right struts are assumed to 

support identical loads. The strut parameters for all the suspension configurations are 

chosen to achieve identical load carrying capacity, static suspension rate and effective 

static deflection. The chosen parameters revealed undamped sprung mass bounce natural 

frequency in the order of 1.54 Hz at the design ride height. The parameters of the BuRbar, 

B/R and A/R configurations were further selected to obtain identical static roll stiffness. 

The static properties of these suspension systems at the design ride position are 

summarized in Table 3.2. The relative properties of different suspension configurations 

are further evaluated and compared as functions of the relative vertical and roll motions 
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of the sprung mass with respect to the unsprung mass. The dynamic properties are 

evaluated and compared under the inputs defined in the previous chapter, in terms of 

suspension rate, roll stiffness, and bounce and roll mode damping. 

Table 3.2: Static properties of different suspension configurations. 

Load carrying capacity (kg) 
Effective static deflection (m) 
Suspension rate (kN/m) 
Roll stiffness (kNm/rad) 

BUR 

15753 
0.0105 
1466 
892 

BuRbar, BJR, AJR 
15753 
0.0105 
1466 
1751 

3.3.1 Suspension Rate 

The vertical suspension rate of each suspension configuration is evaluated under 

identical vertical inputs at the right and left struts, as described in Section 2.4.1. Figure 

3.4 illustrates the suspension rates of all the four suspension configurations as a function 

of relative displacement across the struts. All the suspension configurations exhibit 

identical suspension rates over the deflection range considered, when hydraulic fluid is 

assumed to be incompressible (E=oo). The suspensions exhibit progressively hardening 

properties in compression and softening effects in rebound, which is attributed to the 

force-deflection characteristics of the gas spring. The figure further illustrates the effect 

of hydraulic fluid bulk modulus on the vertical force-deflection characteristics. The 

suspension rates due to the configurations BUR, BuRhar and B1R are quite close to those 

derived for the incompressible hydraulic fluid, when the nominal fluid bulk modulus 

(E=7e+8 Pa) is considered. The suspension rates, however, decrease considerably when 

a lower value of the fluid bulk modulus (7e+7 Pa) is considered, particularly in 

compression where the operating pressure becomes significantly higher. The effect of 

fluid compressibility on the suspension rate of the pneumatically interconnected 
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configuration Am is nearly identical to that observed for the configurations Bm, BuRbar 

and BJR, for the deflection range considered. This is due to the very small difference 

between the total volumes of hydraulic fluid in struts A and B. 

500- J ' ' ' J 

-0.04 -0.02 0 0.02 0.04 0.06 
Deflection(m) 

Figure 3.4: Suspension rates of different configurations and effects of compressibility of 
hydraulic fluid. 

3.3.2 Roll Stiffness 

The effective roll stiffness properties of the selected suspension configurations are 

evaluated under out-of-phase deflections of right and left struts, as described in Section 

2.4.1. Figure 3.5 compares the roll stiffness characteristics of the four suspension 

configurations as a function of the relative roll deflection of the sprung mass with respect 

to the unsprung mass, assuming incompressible hydraulic fluid. The use of anti-roll bar 

or roll plane interconnections yields significantly higher static roll stiffness when 

compared to that of the unconnected suspension BUR. While the BuRbar, Bm and Am 

configurations yield identical static roll stiffness, both the fluidic interconnections BJR and 

AIR exhibit softening effect in roll with increasing roll deflection, which is attributed to 
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the nonlinear force-deflection properties of the gas spring. The results suggest that the 

roll stiffness properties of the suspension could be significantly enhanced through 

hydraulic and pneumatic coupling effects of the interconnections. Moreover, such 

interconnections do not affect the vertical spring rate, as evident in Figure 3.4. The 

enhanced anti-roll property could be realized without the additional mass and design 

space requirements of the anti-roll bar. The effect of variations in the fluid 

compressibility on the roll stiffnesses of both the hydraulically- and pneumatically-

interconnected suspensions was observed to be nearly identical. Figure 3.6, as an 

example, illustrates the effects of fluid compressibility on the roll stiffness of the 

suspension configuration BJR. Fluid compressibility tends to reduce the effective roll 

stiffness, as observed for the vertical spring rate. The reduction in the roll stiffness is 

relatively small for the nominal bulk modulus (E=7e+8 Pa) considered in the study. 

Significantly lower roll stiffness, however, is observed with a further reduction in the 

fluid bulk modulus. 
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Figure 3.5: Relative roll stiffness characteristics of the different unconnected and 
connected suspension configurations, assuming incompressible hydraulic fluid. 
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Figure 3.6: Effect of variations in fluid bulk modulus on the roll stiffness characteristics 

of the suspension configuration BJR. 

The roll stiffness of a hydraulically-interconnected suspension can also be expressed 

by its roll stiffness index (RSI), defined as the ratio of its roll stiffness to that of the 

corresponding unconnected suspension with the same strut dimensions and roll 

deflection. The RSI thus defines a measure of the gain in effective roll stiffness that could 

be realized through the roll-plane coupling. Figure 3.7 illustrates the RSI of the 

hydraulically interconnected configuration Bm as a function of the fluid compressibility. 

The results indicate that the hydraulic interconnections could yield nearly twice the static 

roll stiffness of the unconnected suspension. The RSI of the suspension decreases with 

increasing roll deflection, while a lower bulk modulus fluid yields higher gain in the 

effective roll stiffness, when compared to the unconnected suspension with identical 

fluid. 
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Figure 3.7: Variations in roll stiffness index (RSI) of the hydraulically interconnection 
configuration BJR with roll deflection and fluid bulk modulus. 

3.3.3 Bounce and Roll Mode Damping Properties 

The relative damping properties of the suspension configurations are evaluated in the 

bounce and roll modes under in-phase and out-of-phase relative velocity excitations, 

respectively. The resulting force-velocity characteristics are evaluated using Equations 

(2.71)~(2.74) for both symmetric and asymmetric valves, described in Equation (2.13). 

The transition velocity at which the fluid flow initiates through the shim-disc valves is 

chosen as 0.08 m/s, while the valves become fully open at a velocity of 1.5 m/s. Such 

damping valves have been widely employed in vehicle suspension dampers to achieve 

variable damping properties [144]. A few studies have investigated the damping 

properties of the hydro-pneumatic struts with constant area damping orifices, which yield 

excessive damping forces at higher strut velocities [28-30]. The use of damping valves 

could significantly reduce the effective high speed damping for improved ride comfort, 
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while retaining adequately high low-speed damping for improved roll and handling 

performance. 

The unconnected configurations (BUR and BuRbar) and connected pneumatic 

suspension (Am) exhibit nearly identical force-velocity properties of the struts in the 

bounce and roll modes, as evident in Figure 3.8, for the symmetric and asymmetric 

damping valves. The hydraulic interconnection (Bm), however, offers considerably larger 

damping in the entire velocity range, and greater flexibility in realizing vertical mode 

damping comparable to the unconnected suspension and significantly higher roll mode 

damping, as shown in Figure 3.8. Higher roll mode damping is attributed to the hydraulic 

coupling between the two struts, as evident in Equation (2.15). The pneumatically 

connected configuration AJR, however, does not provide any gain in damping force due to 

negligible damping effects of the gas flows through the interconnecting pipes. The results 

thus suggest that the roll-interconnections do not affect the vertical mode damping 

properties of the suspensions, while the hydraulic interconnection could provide 

significantly higher roll stiffness and damping properties due to hydraulic fluid couplings. 
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Figure 3.8: Bounce and roll mode damping properties of the suspension struts: (a) 

symmetric valves; and (b) asymmetric valves. 

3.3.4 Design Flexibility of Roll-Interconnected Suspensions 

The hydro-pneumatic suspension offers greater tuning flexibility in vertical and roll 

mode stiffness and damping properties. This flexibility is attributed to the sensitivity of 
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the vertical and roll mode properties to variations in design parameters of the struts and 

the interconnecting pipes, and the fluid properties. The influences of variations in the 

design parameters on the resulting bounce and roll properties are thus investigated, while 

the load carrying capacity is held fixed in order to demonstrate the superior design 

flexibility of the interconnected hydro-pneumatic suspension. The results attained may be 

further applied for identification of more desirable interconnected suspension design 

parameters. 

Figures 3.9-3.12 illustrate the influences of variations in static charge pressure (Po) 

and annular piston area (^3) of the strut on the suspension stiffness properties of BJR and 

AIR configurations. The static charge pressure is varied about the nominal value, while the 

main and floating piston areas, A \ and A2, are also varied to ensure the same load carrying 

capacity, and identical annular piston area (^3). In a similar manner, the variations in the 

annular area AT, are realized by varying the main piston area A\, while the floating piston 

area A2 and the static charge pressure remain the same to yield identical load carrying 

capacity. 

An increase in the gas charge pressure could yield significantly higher roll stiffness 

of the pneumatically as well as hydraulically interconnected suspensions, as illustrated in 

Figure 3.9. The variations in Pohave negligible effects on the vertical suspension rates of 

both the fluidic interconnected suspensions, due to consideration of constant load 

carrying capacity and corresponding changes in area A2. This is also applicable for the 

unconnected suspension configurations BUR and BuRtar- A higher roll stiffness of the 

unconnected suspension could also be realized through a relatively stiffer anti-roll bar, 

which however tend to impose considerable additional weight. 
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Figure 3.9: Effects of variations in the static gas pressure on the roll stiffness properties 
of the hydraulically and pneumatically connected suspension configurations (Bm and Am). 
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Figure 3.10: Effects of variations in the annular piston area A3 on the roll stiffness of the 
hydraulically interconnected suspension configurations Bm-

Figures 3.10 and 3.11 present the influence of variations in the main piston area, 

realized by varying A3 alone, on the roll stiffness properties of the suspension 

configurations Bm and Am, respectively. It should be noted that these results are attained 
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for constant effective area Ai and static charge pressure to ensure identical load carrying 

capacity. The results show that an increase in AT, yields stronger coupling effects of the 

right and left struts and thus considerably higher roll stiffness of both the configurations. 

The variations in As, however, do not affect the vertical spring rate of the suspension Bm, 

while the effect is relatively small for the Am configuration, as evident in Figure 3.12. An 

increase in A3 exhibits somewhat greater softening effect of the suspension rate of the Am 

configuration, especially in compression. The results suggest that the roll stiffnesses of 

the hydraulically and pneumatically suspensions can be greatly enhanced by increasing 

the annular piston area or the gas charge pressure. 
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Figure 3.11: Effects of variations in the annular piston area A3 on the roll stiffness of the 

pneumatically interconnected suspension configurations Am. 
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Figure 3.12: Effects of variations in the annular piston area A3 on the suspension rate of 
the hydraulically interconnected suspension configurations AIR. 

Parameters of interconnecting pipes 

Due to the laminar flow characteristics across the interconnecting pipes employed in 

the hydraulically interconnected suspension Bm, the damping force attributed to flows 

through the pipes is directly proportional to the length of pipes and inversely proportional 

to the fourth power of the diameter of pipes [28]. The influence of variations in length of 

pipes would thus be relatively negligible, compared to those in the pipe diameter. For the 

hydraulic interconnections, an increase in the pipe diameter affects the bounce and roll 

mode damping forces only slightly, since the parameters are designed to ensure the total 

damping forces dominated by the flows through the damping orifices in the main piston. 

Such design could maximize the benefit of damping valves in realizing variable damping. 

A reduction in the pipe diameter, however, could result in an increase in the linear 

bounce and roll mode damping properties of the interconnected suspension, when the 

damping resistance offered by the interconnection flows predominates over that caused 
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by the orifice flows. The damping forces developed by the flows through the 

interconnecting pipes in the Am suspension are negligible due to significantly smaller 

dynamic viscosity of the gas. 

Fluid properties 

The use of higher density hydraulic fluid can improve damping forces developed by 

the damping orifices, while the use of hydraulic fluid with higher dynamic viscosity can 

improve the damping forces developed by the interconnecting pipes. Since the dynamic 

viscosity of hydraulic fluid is relatively more sensitive to variations in temperature, the 

damping force due to damping orifices is considered to be relatively more robust under a 

wide range of temperature variations, although thermal expansion of the fluid and 

changes in the gas pressure could yield considerable variations in damping force [154]. 

3.4 Roll Dynamic Responses of the Vehicle Model with Roll-Connected Suspensions 

The vertical ride and roll performance characteristics of the vehicle model with 

unconnected and roll-interconnected suspension systems are evaluated through solutions 

of the equations of motion for the vehicle model (Section 2.3.1), together with 

mathematical formulations of the dynamic forces developed by the suspension struts 

(Section 2.3.2). The dynamic responses of the vehicle model with five selected 

suspension configurations {BURS, Busbar, AIRS, B/RS and BJRE) are investigated and 

compared under excitations arising from vehicle-road interactions, and centrifugal 

accelerations due to directional maneuvers and crosswinds. The analyses are performed 

for both the symmetric and asymmetric damping valves. The subscripts 'S" and '2s' refer 

to symmetric and asymmetric damping valves (Figure 3.8), respectively. The notations 
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BURS and BuRSbar thus refer to the unconnected suspension without and with anti-roll bars, 

respectively, coupled with symmetric damping valves in compression and rebound 

(Figure 3.8(a)). The configurations Bm and A/RS, in a similar manner, refer to roll-

connected suspensions with symmetric damping properties, while the configuration BJRE 

represents the hydraulically interconnected suspension with damping valves asymmetric 

in compression and rebound (Figure 3.8(b)). The configuration BmE is realized by 

increasing annular piston area A3 by 50%, for which J3=0.0036 m . The roll stiffness of 

the suspension BJRE is shown in Figure 3.10. 

3.4.1 Performance Measures 

The relative ride and roll dynamic performance characteristics of different 

suspension configurations, coupled with the vehicle model, are evaluated in terms of 

following measures under the selected excitations: 

• Human perception of ride comfort related to vertical vibration is known to be 
associated with root mean square (rms) vertical acceleration responses of the sprung 
mass under excitations arising from random road undulations [3, 6, 15, 45]. The peak 
acceleration response can also be associated with the human annoyance and potential 
injury risks to the spine and supporting structure [45]. The rms and peak vertical 
acceleration responses of the vehicle model subject to the three different roads are 
thus considered as effective measures for relative vertical ride evaluations of the 
suspension configurations. Although the assessment of human perception of ride 
vibration requires the use of acceleration levels at the human seat interface and the 
frequency-weights defined in ISO-2631-1 [45], the relative vertical ride perceptions 
of different suspension configurations can be effectively evaluated from the rms and 
peak values of the unweighted bounce acceleration response of the sprung mass. 

• Peak sprung mass roll angle and lateral load transfer ratio (LTR) under centrifugal 
accelerations induced by directional maneuvers and/or crosswinds, have been widely 
used to evaluate the roll dynamics and stability performances of heavy vehicles [21, 
40, 42, 151]. The LTR is defined as the ratio of the absolute value of the difference 
between left (F:i) and right (F:r) tire normal loads to the sum of the left and right tire 
normal loads, such that [40, 42]: 
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• The relative responses to transient road inputs are evaluated in terms of vertical shock 
acceleration ratio (SAR) and roll displacement ratio (RSR). The SAR, defined as the 
ratio of peak sprung mass vertical acceleration to peak acceleration of the transient 
road input, describes the shock isolation performance of the suspension system, 
describes the shock isolation performance of the suspension, while the RSR, the ratio 
of peak sprung mass roll angle to the equivalent peak roll input of transient road input 
applied at only one wheel, describes the roll motion isolation property. 

3.4.2 Dynamic Responses 

The vertical and roll dynamic responses of the vehicle model with the defined five 

suspensions are performed and compared under excitations arising from the vehicle-road 

interactions and centrifugal accelerations. 

Responses under random road inputs 

The equations of motion of the vehicle model together with formulations of different 

suspension configurations are solved under excitations arising from the three random 

roads (Figures 3.1 and 3.2) at two different constant vehicle speeds of 70 and 100 km/h. 

The resulting time-histories of the responses of the vehicle involving different suspension 

configurations are analyzed to evaluate the vertical ride quality, in terms of rms and peak 

bounce accelerations of the sprung mass, assuming incompressible hydraulic fluid, as 

shown in Figure 3.13. The results show that all the suspension configurations yield nearly 

identical rms sprung mass acceleration response, irrespective of forward speed and road 

roughness, suggesting only very little influence of interconnections and anti-roll bar on 

the vertical ride performance of the vehicle. An increase in the road roughness or the 

vehicle speed causes higher rms and peak magnitudes of the sprung mass vertical 
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accelerations. The BJRE configuration with asymmetric damping yields slightly higher 

peak sprung mass vertical accelerations on the medium-rough and rough roads, when 

compared to those of the suspensions with symmetric damping. This could in part be 

attributed to relatively higher damping of the suspension BIRE in rebound. 

Smooth 70 Smooth 100 Medium Medium Rough 70 Rough 100 
km/h km/h rough 70 rough 100 km/h km/h 

km/h km/h 

(a) 

Smooth 70 Smooth Medium Medium Rough 70 Rough 100 
km/h 100 km/h rough 70 rough 100 km/h km/h 

km/h km/h 

['DBURS BBURSbar DBIRS HAIRS BBIRE j 

(b) 
Figure 3.13: Comparisons of vertical acceleration responses of the sprung mass due to 

different suspension configurations: (a) rms acceleration; and (b) peak acceleration. 
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Responses under centrifugal acceleration inputs 

Figure 3.14 presents comparisons of the sprung mass roll angle and LTR responses of 

the vehicle with the selected suspension configurations, when subjected to the 3 m/s2 

rounded step lateral acceleration input. The results show that the unconnected suspension 

BURS without an anti-roll bar yields significantly larger sprung mass roll angle compared 

with the interconnected suspension configurations. The pneumatic interconnection Ams 

and the configuration with anti-roll bar BuRsbar yield similar roll angle responses, which 

are larger than that of the hydraulically interconnected suspension Bms- The hydraulically 

interconnected suspension BIRS yields lower peak roll angle, which tends to decay 

relatively more quickly due to its enhanced roll mode damping properties. The 

suspension BlRE yields the lowest peak sprung mass roll angle, which also decays most 

rapidly, attributed to its considerably improved roll stiffness and damping properties. The 

LTR responses exhibit trends similar to the sprung mass roll angle responses for the five 

suspension configurations considered. 

Figure 3.15 compares the variations in the sprung mass roll angle and LTR responses 

of the vehicle with different suspension configurations, under a 3 m/s2 sinusoidal input 

(lane change maneuver) at a forward speed of 100 km/h. The results suggest that the 

hydraulically connected suspension with its higher roll mode damping yields lower peak 

roll angle and LTR. The BJRE configuration with its enhanced roll stiffness and damping 

properties, yields lowest peak sprung mass roll angle and LTR. The results indicate that 

the hydraulically roll-interconnected suspensions could considerably improve the anti-roll 

property of heavy vehicles, while maintaining the soft vertical ride. 
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Figure 3.14: Responses under the rounded-step lateral acceleration: (a) sprung mass roll 

angle; and (b) LTR. 
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Figure 3.15: Responses under the centrifugal acceleration excitation arising from a lane 
change maneuver: (a) sprung mass roll angle; and (b) LTR. 
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Responses under transient road inputs 

The relative roll and vertical responses of different suspensions are further evaluated 

under a discrete road input characterized by a versed-sine displacement pulse. 

Considering the wide possible variations in vehicle speed and length of the road bump, 

the analyses are performed by considering the time duration of the bump excitation. The 

road bump is initially applied to the left-wheel alone to study the roll responses and is 

modeled by a 0.04 s duration versed-sine displacement pulse with amplitude of 0.1 m. 

The vertical response is evaluated by applying a road bump to both wheels, which is 

modeled by a 0.08 s duration versed-sine displacement pulse with amplitude of 0.05 m. 

The shock isolation and roll motion performance characteristics of the vehicle with 

different suspension configurations are evaluated in terms of the two performance 

measures: SAR and RSR. 

Table 3.3 summarizes the SAR and RSR responses of the vehicle model employing 

the five different suspension configurations under the defined road bump excitations. 

While the unconnected suspension configurations (BURS, BuRSbar) and pneumatic 

interconnection (AIRS) exhibit nearly identical SAR responses, the hydraulic 

configurations BJRS and BJRE with symmetric and asymmetric damping valves yield 

relatively lower values. The hydraulic interconnection BJRE exhibits nearly 16% lower 

SAR response, when compared to those of the BURS, BuRSbar and ^/^configurations. The 

hydraulic interconnection B/RE also yields the lowest RSR compared to the other four 

configurations. Moreover, the sprung mass roll response decays most rapidly with this 

suspension configuration. For the in-phase road bump inputs, the suspension 
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configurations BURS, Bmsbar, AIRS and Bms exhibit almost identical SAR values, while the 

suspension BJRE yields slightly lower SAR, partly due to its asymmetric damping 

property, as evident in Table 3.3. 

Table 3.3: Shock and roll motion isolation characteristics of different suspension 
configurations under transient road inputs. 

Performance 
measures 

SAR 

RSR 

Bump 
excitations 
Left wheel 
In-phase 
Left wheel 

BURS 

0.0090 
0.0482 
0.208 

BuRSbar 

0.0090 
0.0482 
0.194 

BIRS 

0.0084 
0.0479 
0.206 

AIRS 

0.0089 
0.0481 
0.2 

BlRE 

0.0075 
0.0466 
0.192 

Responses under combined centrifugal acceleration and random road inputs 

The roll dynamic responses of the vehicle model employing different suspension 

configurations are further investigated under the combined 3 m/s centrifugal acceleration 

arising from a lane change maneuver, and three different random road inputs. The 

simulations are performed under two different constant forwards speeds of 70 and 100 

km/h, while the relative roll response is evaluated only in terms of the peak sprung mass 

roll angle. Figure 3.16 illustrates comparisons of peak sprung mass roll angle responses 

of the vehicle model with the five different suspension configurations. The sprung mass 

roll is mostly caused by the centrifugal acceleration excitation, and the results suggest 

that the hydraulic interconnections BIRS and B!RE invariably yield lower peak sprung mass 

roll angle compared with the pneumatic interconnection AIRS and the unconnected 

suspension with anti-roll bar BVRSbar- The BuRSbar and AIRS configurations yield 

comparable peak sprung mass roll angles. While the configuration BIRE yields the lowest 

peak sprung mass roll angle, irrespective of the forward speed and road roughness 

considered, the unconnected suspension BURS yields the largest response. The effects of 
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road roughness on the sprung mass roll angle are not clear, which is dependent upon the 

local road profiles during a directional maneuver. 

No road input Smooth road Medium rough road 

(a) 

No road input Smooth road Medium rough 
road 

Rough road 

Rough road 

QBURS HBURSbar DBIRS HAIRS BBIRE 

(b) 
Figure 3.16: Peak sprung mass roll angle responses of the vehicle model with different 
suspensions under combined lane change and random road inputs: (a) 70 km/h; and (b) 

lOOkm/h. 
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3.5 Summary 

The roll plane suspension properties and dynamic responses of a vehicle are analyzed 

and compared for five different suspension configurations. These include four 

configurations with symmetric damping: unconnected with and without an anti-roll bar, 

hydraulically interconnected, and pneumatically interconnected. An additional 

hydraulically interconnected configuration with asymmetric damping and increased roll 

stiffness is also considered. Comparisons of roll plane properties of different suspension 

configurations demonstrate that both hydraulically and pneumatically interconnected 

suspensions yield enhanced roll stiffness while maintaining soft vertical ride. The 

hydraulic interconnection further offers improved roll mode damping attributed to the 

hydraulic coupling effect. The results attained from the parametric studies show the 

superior design flexibility of the fluidic interconnections. The roll stiffness of the 

connected struts could be conveniently improved by varying the design parameters of the 

struts, which is unlike the use of anti-roll bar that could add weight and pose a challenge 

in view of the design space. 

The relative vertical and roll responses of the vehicle model with different 

suspension configurations are evaluated under excitations arising from tire interactions 

with random road profiles and discrete bumps, and centrifugal accelerations 

corresponding to steady turning and lane change maneuvers, and crosswinds. From the 

results, it is concluded that fluidic interconnections yield improved roll response, with 

negligible influence on the vertical ride performance, irrespective of driving speed and 

road roughness. For the centrifugal acceleration excitations, the roll responses of the 

vehicle evaluated in terms of the sprung mass roll angle and LTR are nearly identical 
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with pneumatic interconnection and unconnected suspension with anti-roll bar. The 

hydraulic interconnections yield much lower roll angle responses, which tend to decay 

more rapidly and can be attributed to its enhanced roll mode damping and stiffness 

properties. The asymmetric damping coupled with hydraulic interconnections also yields 

improved shock and roll motion isolation performance under the deterministic road 

inputs considered. 
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CHAPTER 4 

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF PITCH-INTERCONNECTED 
SUSPENSIONS 

4.1 Introduction 

The results presented in the previous chapters demonstrated considerable 

performance benefits of the fluidic interconnections between the roll-plane suspension 

struts in terms of enhanced roll-mode stiffness and damping, and thus the roll dynamics 

and stability, with only negligible influence on the vertical ride performance. These 

further indicate the superior potential of the passive interconnections among different 

suspension units in achieving independent or partially-independent tuning of various 

suspension properties, and thus the enhanced flexibility in realizing an improved 

performance compromise. In the pitch plane, the bounce and pitch vibration modes of 

road vehicles are strongly coupled [3, 6]. Even greater coupling between the two modes 

could be observed under certain load conditions of heavy vehicles. The wheelbase 

filtering effect coupled with a wide range of vehicle speeds and loads may pose 

additional difficulties in realizing a desirable compromise in various performance 

requirements associated with pitch-plane vehicle dynamics, such as vertical, ride, braking, 

longitudinal load transfer and vehicle dive. The pitch plane requirements of the 

suspension system design may therefore be more complex compared to those associated 

with roll plane dynamics of the vehicle. 

This chapter explores the performance characteristics of different interconnected 

suspensions, involving pneumatic, hydraulic and hybrid fluidic couplings in the pitch 

plane of the heavy vehicle. The pitch plane braking model of a heavy vehicle (developed 



in Section 2.5) is integrated with various pitch-connected and unconnected suspension 

configurations formulated in Chapter 2, to investigate the suspension properties, and 

vehicle vertical and pitch dynamic responses under excitations arising from random road 

roughness and braking maneuvers. The fundamental suspension properties in the pitch 

plane are evaluated in terms of suspension rate, pitch stiffness, and bounce and pitch 

mode damping, which have been defined and formulated in Section 2.7. Parametric 

studies are also performed to demonstrate the design flexibility of the pitch 

interconnected suspensions. The dynamic responses of the pitch plane vehicle model with 

different suspension configurations are further explored. 

4.2 Simulation Parameters and Static Properties 

Table 4.1 summarizes the simulation parameters for the pitch plane analysis of the 

vehicle model (Figure 2.4) together with different suspension configurations, while the 

vehicle parameters are adopted from the measured and estimated data of a heavy vehicle 

[152]. The design parameters of the struts employed in the ten different unconnected and 

pitch-interconnected suspension configurations (shown in Figures 2.8—2.10) were 

selected to achieve identical load carrying capacity corresponding to a particular load 

distribution condition lfl{lf +lr) = 0.653. 

Further attempts were also made to attain identical spring rates due to both struts of 

each configuration. This condition, however, could not be realized for the configurations 

HJP4 and ////>B4 (Figure 2.10), which is attributed to the coupling effects of the gas 

chambers of the front and rear suspension struts. Configuration Hw4 involves coupling 

between gas chambers 4 of struts A and B. Hmw involves interconnections of gas 
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chambers 4 of both the struts, while the chamber 3 of strut B is hydraulically connected to 

chamber 1 of strut A. The selected parameters of the rear struts of all the ten 

configurations revealed bounce natural frequency of the rear suspension in the order of 

1.5 Hz at the design ride height. The static suspension rates of the front struts of all the 

configurations, with the exception of the hybrid configurations Hm and ///P134, also 

resulted in the same bounce mode natural frequencies (1.5 Hz) of the front suspension at 

the design ride height. The configuration Em resulted in a lower front suspension rate, 

while the Hjpm configuration provided a higher front suspension rate, as shown in Table 

4.2. 

Table 4.1: Simulation parameters for the pitch plane vehicle model and the struts. 
Parameter Value Parameter Value 

Vehicle model 
ms 

™uf 

muf 

yys 

hf 

wr 

15753 kg 

675 kg 

875 kg 

175034 kgm2 

30 kgm2 

60 kgm2 

*, 

c, 

h 
K 
rf 

rr 

921607N/m 

8000 Ns/m 

4.05 m 

2.15 m 

0.5 m 

0.5 m 

Suspension 

L 

A2f 

Aif 

6.5 m 

0.00924 m2 

0.00231 m2 

Table 4.2: Static pitch plane 

Parameter 

Load carrying capacity (kg) 

Front suspension rate (kN/m) 

Rear suspension rate (kN/m) 

Po 

A2r 

A3r 

3000000 Pa 

0.01741 m2 

0.00231m2 

properties at the design ride height. 

All* 

15753 

485 

913 

HlP4 Hjpu4 

15753 15753 

383 

913 

733 

913 

All*: includes configurations Aup, Byp, HUP,AIP^ 5//>B, HIP\.^A]P^ and Am. 
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Table 4.3 summarizes the static pitch stiffness characteristics of different suspension 

configurations, including those of the unconnected suspension configurations A UP, Bup, 

and Hup. The table classifies the pitch interconnected suspension configurations by their 

pitch stiffness being either higher or lower than those of the unconnected suspensions. It 

can be seen that the three unconnected configurations (AuP> BUP, and HUP) yield identical 

static pitch stiffness at the design height. The interconnected configurations AJP4, AJPJ,, 

H/P4 and HIPu4 involving interconnections of identical gas chambers of different struts, 

could yield significantly lower static pitch stiffness, compared to the unconnected 

suspensions. Alternatively, the interconnected suspension configurations A/p^ 

(pneumatic), Bmy (hydraulic) and ///pi-4 (hybrid fluidic) yield higher pitch stiffness, 

which would be beneficial for pitch attitude control of road vehicles, and thus improving 

vehicle braking and directional performances. These three interconnected suspension 

configurations, together with unconnected configuration BUP, are therefore selected for 

further investigations of suspension properties and vehicle dynamic responses. 

Table 4.3: Static pitch stiffness properties of different suspension configurations 

Unconnected 
Higher 

Lower 

A UP, BUP, Hyp 

Ajp34, Bmi, Hjpi.4 

Ajp4 

Am 

Hjp4 

H/p\34 

Static pitch stiffness (kNm/rad) 
12170 

23270 

3730 

8910 

347 

1630 

4.3 Pitch Plane Suspension Properties 

The pitch-plane stiffness and damping properties of the four selected configurations 

(BUP, AJP34, BJPU and ////>]-4) are evaluated as functions of relative vertical and pitch 
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deflection responses of the vehicle model. The sizes of damping orifices and valves were 

also chosen to achieve identical vertical bounce mode damping properties of the front as 

well as rear suspensions for the four configurations (BUP, AIPM, BIPn and Hm.4). An 

additional configuration of the hydraulically pitch-interconnected suspension is also 

synthesized using asymmetric damping, referred to as BIPEXT,. 

Figures 4.1(a) and 4.1(b) present comparisons of bounce mode stiffness and damping 

properties, respectively, of the four basic suspension configurations. All the 

configurations (BUP, A/P34, B]pu and / / /PM) yield identical front as well as rear suspension 

rates throughout the suspension deflection range considered, which exhibit softening 

effect in extension and aggressively hardening characteristic in compression, as evident 

in Figure 4.1(a). The vertical mode damping properties are evaluated for constant orifice 

areas, as well as symmetric valves. All the four suspension configurations yield identical 

damping force-velocity characteristics of the front and rear suspensions, for both the 

constant orifices and damping valves. The flows through the damping valves are initiated, 

when the strut velocity either approaches or exceeds 0.08 m/s, and the valves become 

fully open at 1.5 m/s. For the dynamic responses of the vehicle in this chapter, the 

configurations Bup, A/P34, B/pn and Hjp\.4 employ the symmetric damping valves, the 

characteristics of which are presented in Figure 4.1(b). The additional hydraulically pitch-

interconnected configuration BIPEM also resulted in identical suspension rate, while its 

bounce mode damping properties are asymmetric in compression and rebound, which 

will be presented in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.1: Bounce mode properties of different suspension configurations: (a) 

suspension rate; and (b) symmetric bounce mode damping. 

Figures 4.2(a) and 4.2(b) illustrate the pitch mode stiffness and damping properties, 

respectively, of the selected suspension configurations. The analysis of damping 

properties, however, is limited to design involving symmetric damping valves. It should 
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be noted that the pitch damping moment are derived upon imposing discrete values of 

out-of-phase velocities across the front and rear struts. The pitch mode damping property 

can be presented in terms of magnitude of the strut velocity, which can be expressed in 

terms of its pitch velocity, <p = {xf-xr)l(lf+lr). The results again show identical pitch 

stiffness of all the interconnected configurations (A/P34, Bmi, Hm-4 and BJPEM), which is 

considerably higher than that of the unconnected configuration Byp. The pitch stiffness 

properties of the unconnected and interconnected configurations are evidently nonlinear 

with peak values occurring at different pitch deflections, which is attributed to coupling 

between the bounce and pitch vibration modes. The variation in pitch stiffness is 

dependent upon the longitudinal load transfers, and it assumes a peak value when the 

loads on two axles approach identical values. 

For the symmetric pitch-mode damping property, the unconnected and 

pneumatically-interconnected suspensions Byp and A1P34 yield identical pitch mode 

damping, due to the assumed negligible effect of flow through pneumatic 

interconnections in configuration A)P34. While the hybrid fluidic interconnection ///pi-4 

could provide considerably higher pitch mode damping, compared to configurations BUP 

and AJP34, the hydraulic interconnection configuration #//>i3 yields significantly larger 

pitch damping, which is attributed to the fully hydraulic couplings. The results in Figures 

4.1 and 4.2 suggest that the proposed pitch-connected suspensions could realize enhanced 

pitch stiffness and tunable pitch mode damping properties, without affecting the 

suspension rate characteristics. Moreover, the pitch-interconnections can provide added 

design flexibility to achieve desired pitch mode damping without influencing the bounce 

mode damping properly under a predominantly vertical input. These suggest that 
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interconnected suspensions could offer independent or partially-independent tunings for 

the suspension pitch and bounce mode properties. 

. X 1 0 

?05015 

250 

-0.005 0 
Pitch angle(rad) 

(a) 

0.01 

0.2 0.3 0.4 
Strut velocity (m/s) 

(b) 
Figure 4.2: Pitch mode properties of different suspension configurations: (a) pitch 

stiffness; and (b) symmetric pitch mode damping with damping valves. 
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Figure 4.3 further compares the asymmetric damping properties of configuration 

BIPEI3 with the symmetric damping characteristics of configuration Bmi. The asymmetric 

damping properties were realized by selecting different areas of orifices in compression 

auvc and in extension anve, as described in Eq. (2.13b). While the bounce mode damping 

force-velocity relationships of the configurations Bjpu and BIPEU are quite different, both 

the configurations yield nearly similar pitch mode damping properties. This is attributed 

to the fact that pitch mode damping moment is formulated by the forces developed by the 

two struts, which act in opposite rebound/compression directions. This suggests that the 

asymmetric damping in bounce would yield nearly symmetric pitch mode damping for 

both connected and unconnected suspensions. 
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of symmetric and asymmetric damping properties due to the 

configurations BJPU and BJPEU: (a) bounce mode damping; and (b) pitch mode damping. 

4.4 Design Flexibility of Pitch Interconnected Suspensions and Discussions 

The analytical formulations for the interconnected suspensions, presented in Section 

2.7, show that the pitch properties are closely related to strut design parameters, 

especially the static gas pressure (PQ) and the annular piston area (A3) of chambers 3, 

which directly affect the couplings. All the pitch interconnected suspensions were 

configured with identical annular piston area A3 to achieve identical stiffness 

characteristics, as observed in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. The design flexibility of the pitch 

interconnected suspensions is investigated through a parameter variation analysis 

involving PQ and A3. 

The effects of variations in the static gas pressure Po on the vertical and pitch 

stiffness properties of the interconnected suspensions are illustrated in Figure 4.4. The 

results are attained by varying PQ by ±20% about its nominal value (Table 4.1). As 
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expected, an increase in Po would increase both the front and rear suspension rates, as 

well as pitch stiffness throughout the deflection ranges considered. The influence of 

variations in annular piston area AT, on the stiffness characteristics of the interconnected 

suspensions is illustrated in Figure 4.5. The results indicate that both the front and rear 

suspension rates are less sensitive to variations in AT,, compared to variations in the static 

gas pressure (Po)- While the suspension rates in rebound are mostly insensitive to 

variations in A3, only slight variations in compression mode could be observed for both 

the front and rear suspension rates, as seen in Figures 4.5(a) and 4.5(b). The variations in 

A?,, however, strongly affect the pitch stiffness of the interconnected suspensions. A 20% 

increase in A3 could yield up to 8% reduction in the front suspension rate in compression, 

while the corresponding pitch rate is increased by nearly 8%. Moreover, the pitch rate 

tends to increase in the entire pitch deflection range considered. This suggests a stronger 

coupling between the front and rear suspensions. The results presented in Figures 4.1 to 

4.5 demonstrate the considerable design flexibility potentials of pitch-interconnected 

suspensions in realizing desired pitch stiffness and damping properties, without affecting 

the bounce mode properties. 
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(c) 
Figure 4.4: Influence of variations in static gas pressure Poon: (a) front suspension rate; 

(b) rear suspension rate; and (c) pitch stiffness. 
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Figure 4.5: Influence of variations in annular piston area A3 on: (a) front suspension rate; 

(b) rear suspension rate; and (c) pitch stiffness. 

4.5 Pitch Dynamic Responses of the Vehicle Model with Different Suspension 
Configurations 

The relative performance potentials of the proposed interconnected suspension 

configurations are evaluated in terms of dynamic responses of the vehicle under straight-
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line braking inputs as well as random road roughness excitations. The equations of 

motion for the heavy vehicle equipped with different suspension configurations are 

analyzed through simultaneous solutions of Eq. (2.91) together with those of dynamic 

strut forces derived in Section 2.6. 

4.5.1 Excitations and Performance Measures 

The characteristics of the three random road profiles used in the simulation have 

been presented in Section 3.2.1. Under the random road roughness excitations, the 

relative performance characteristics of different suspension configurations can be 

evaluated in terms of: (i) rms sprung mass bounce acceleration, a simplified and effective 

measure of vertical ride quality; (ii) rms pitch angle of the sprung mass, a measure of the 

vehicle dive; and (iii) peak front and rear suspension travels based on 99% probability, 

which could serve as an indicator for the rattlespace design requirement. 

Performance evaluations of heavy vehicles under braking inputs are dependent upon 

the functions of braking maneuvers, which are generally classified as: (a) normal stops; 

(b) speed corrections; (c) downhill descents; and (d) emergency stop [155]. Braking 

maneuvers intended for speed corrections are frequently encountered under various road 

conditions. The responses to such inputs can be evaluated in terms of sprung mass pitch 

angle and front and rear suspension travels. In this study, the initial vehicle speed for the 

analyses is set as 90 km/h, while the braking torque distribution is selected to be 

proportional to the static weight distribution between the two axles of the vehicle [100]. 

The modeling of braking torque has been extremely difficult due to the complexities 

associated with the brake fade effect [100, 155]. The constant braking torque with a 
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transient response in the absence of brake fade, therefore, has been generally utilized to 

provide a first-order approximation [4, 100, 155-157]. A novel braking torque model is 

proposed in this thesis in an attempt to represent the characteristics of brake fade: 

where Tb is braking torque, and bt (7=1,2,...,8) are constant parameters that determine the 

variations in the braking torque. 

The baseline parameters for a braking torque input are summarized in Table 4.4. The 

variations in these constants can help realize various braking torque properties, as evident 

in Figure 4.6. The results suggest that the parameter Z»i is a gain factor that directly 

controls the amplitude of braking torque. The constants b2, b$ and b(, are chosen to 

achieve desired brake fade effect, while constant bj determines the rise and fall rates of 

the braking torque. Constant 65 determines the time duration of braking torque, while b7 

and b$ provide asymmetric rise and fall characteristics of the braking torque. The above 

equation can be effectively applied to incorporate various brake fade characteristics. 

Table 4.4: Baseline parameters for the braking torque model incorporating fade effect. 
Parameters 
Value 

bx 
20000 

b2 

0.1 
63 
16 

64 
4 

bs 
1 

be 
1.4 

b7 

5 
h 
5 
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The braking response analyses are performed using the Magic Formula tire model 

whose parameters were identified from the available tire data [158], using the 

MATLAB™ Optimization Toolbox. Two road surfaces with different friction 

characteristics are considered for dynamic analyses: (i) a dry road with friction 

coefficient of 0.9, referred to as 'dry surface'; and (ii) a wet road with friction coefficient 

of 0.5, referred to as 'wet surface'. 

4.5.2 Responses to Braking Inputs 

Figure 4.7 presents the dynamic responses of the vehicle model integrating different 

suspensions under application of a braking torque input, described by Eq. (4.1), on the 

dry surface. The braking torques applied for the front and rear wheels are shown in 

Figure 4.7(a). The responses in terms of sprung mass pitch angle, and front and rear 

suspension travels, are illustrated in Figures 4.7(b), 4.7(c) and 4.7(d), respectively. The 

results indicate that all the four pitch-connected suspension configurations (Aj^, Bjpn, 

Hm-4 and BJPEB) yield considerably lower sprung mass pitch angle and suspension 

travels, compared to those due to the unconnected suspension Byp. The hydraulic 

interconnection configurations (Bjpn and BJPEB) could further improve the transient 

responses with relatively faster decay of responses, compared to A/P^ and Hm-4 

configurations. This is attributed to the enhanced pitch mode damping properties of 

configurations BJPH and BIPEB-
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Figure 4.7: Dynamic responses of the heavy vehicle with different suspension 
configurations on the dry surface: (a) braking torque; (b) sprung mass pitch angle; (c) 

front suspension travel; and (d) rear suspension travel. 

Similar performance gains of the interconnected suspensions were also observed 

under braking inputs on the wet surface (results not shown). While the control of vehicle 
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pitch attitude is known to help improve handling quality, the inhibition of suspension 

travel could reduce the risk of compression or bump stop impacts. Interactions with the 

bump stops would cause a sudden change in the suspension stiffness and shock motions, 

which may deteriorate the vehicle handling as well as ride quality. Braking responses 

attained for the dry as well as wet road surfaces suggest that the pitch-interconnected 

suspensions could offer considerable potential for improving both the handling and ride 

characteristics under braking inputs via passive means, irrespective of road adhesion 

conditions. 

4.5.3 Responses to Random Road Inputs 

The relative dynamic responses of different suspension configurations are further 

evaluated under the three random road roughness inputs. Considering the practical 

vehicle operations, different vehicle speeds are chosen for different road profiles: 70 and 

90 km/h for smooth road; 50 and 70 km/h for medium-rough road; and 30 and 50 km/h 

for rough road. 

Figure 4.8 illustrates dynamic responses of the vehicle with different suspension 

configurations under different road and vehicle speed inputs. The results show the 

responses in terms of rms bounce acceleration, rms pitch deflection, rms deflections of 

the front and rear suspensions, as functions of road roughness and speed. All the 

suspension configurations yield nearly similar rms sprung mass bounce acceleration 

responses, which is attributed to their identical front and rear suspension rates and bounce 

mode damping properties. The rms pitch deflection responses of the sprung mass with 

hydraulically interconnected configurations (i?;/>i3 and jB/psn) tend to be only slightly 
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lower than that with unconnected suspension Byp. The pneumatic interconnection Am4 

yields slightly higher pitch response, which is partially attributed to its lower pitch 

damping, compared to i?//>i3 and B/pE\s configurations. The pitch-interconnected 

suspensions {A}P^, #/n3, H/P\.4 and BIPEU) generally yield lower magnitudes of peak 

suspension travel compared to those of the unconnected configuration B(jp, under a wide 

range of operating conditions with only a few exceptions. The hydraulically 

interconnected configurations (BJPu and Bjp£\i) with their higher pitch mode damping 

yield lower peak suspension travels, compared to the pneumatic (AJP34) and hybrid fluidic 

(///Pi.4) interconnections, as seen in Figures 4.8(c) and 4.8(d). The results suggest that the 

pitch-interconnected suspensions could reduce suspension travel and sprung mass pitch 

angle responses without greatly affecting the vertical ride performance. 
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Figure 4.8: Dynamic responses of the vehicle with different suspensions under random 
road inputs: (a) rms sprung mass bounce acceleration; (b) rms sprung mass pitch angle; 

(c) peak front suspension travel; and (d) peak rear suspension travel. 

4.6 Ride Height Leveling 

Heavy vehicles employ ride height leveling systems to achieve constant ride height 

under a wide range of load variations. It has also been stated that a ride height control 

could help achieve a relatively constant natural frequency of the sprung mass [159]. 

Conventional ride height valves can be easily incorporated within the unconnected 

suspension configuration BuP. For some of the interconnected suspension configurations, 

a static equilibrium may not be achievable when ride height valves are used. This is 

attributed to the coupling effects of the front and rear struts. It is therefore necessary to 
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investigate the ride height leveling abilities of the proposed pitch-interconnected 

suspension configurations. 

The static equilibrium for the pitch-interconnected suspension struts within the 

configurations (AIPM, BJPU, i///>M and BJPEU) can be expressed as: 

PlAr-Plf4r=K+Pa4r (4-2) 

where Wt is the static load on axle / (i-f,r) and Pa is atmospheric pressure. Considering 

that Au > A3i, the above equations can be manipulated to derive fluid pressures in 

chambers 1 under the static equilibrium: 

P - fy +PoAf)A+{Wr + P0A4r)A3f ^ Q 

AfAr ~A3fA3r 

(y / + />4 t / K+(^+^X, 0 (43) 
I f A A — A A 

Above static equilibrium equations suggest that the gas pressure in each strut 

corresponding to a given load can always be realized ( Ph = P4f ). All the four 

configurations cinsdeired can thus provide ride height control. 

4.6.1 Effects of Load Variations on Suspension Properties and Vehicle Responses 

Heavy vehicles generally encounter variable loading conditions, which may influence 

the suspension properties and thus the vehicle responses to external excitations. The 

effects of load variations on the properties of different suspension configurations and 

dynamic vehicle responses to braking inputs and road excitations are thus investigated. 

The analyses are performed in conjunction with the ride height leveling ability of each 
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configuration. The essential baseline vehicle parameters 0^=15753 kg, and 

lf/(lf+lr) = 0.653) were varied to achieve two different load conditions: (i) ms= 12000 kg, 

and / //(/ /+/ r) = 0.55; and (ii) w5=17000 kg, and lf/(lf+lr) = 0.7 . The former loading 

condition yields nearly 36% lower load on the rear axle and nearly similar front axle load, 

when compared to the baseline parameters. The latter loading condition yields 16% 

higher load on the rear axle, and approximately 6.7% lighter load on the front axle. 

Figures 4.9 and 4.10 present the stiffness properties due to different suspension 

configurations corresponding to two loading conditions involving sprung masses of 

12000 kg and 17000 kg, respectively. For different load conditions, the front and rear 

suspension rates due to the unconnected configuration BUP and the interconnected 

configurations (/4//>34, BJPH, ////>i-4 and Bjpgn) are nearly identical; slight variations in the 

suspension rates are attributed to atmospheric pressure effect considered in the 

formulations. The pitch stiffness due to all the interconnected configurations for both 

loading conditions is considerably higher than that of the unconnected suspension Bup-

The peak values of pitch stiffness, however, occur at different pitch deflections, which 

are directly related to the load distributions. The effective pitch rates of all the 

configurations tend to increase with increasing sprung mass due to corresponding 

variations in the strut forces and the mass center coordinate. The suspension rates of 

individual struts also increase with the load, which demonstrates the leveling ability of 

the suspensions that may lead to relatively constant bounce mode natural frequency. 
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Figure 4.9: Stiffness properties of different suspension configurations under loading 

condition, ^=12000 kg and lf/(lf +/,) = 0.55: (a) suspension rate; and (b) pitch 

stiffness. 
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Figures 4.11 and 4.12 illustrate the effects of load variations on the dynamic 

responses under an identical braking input, defined in Eq. (4.1), for the dry surface. Since 

all the interconnected configurations yield quite similar responses, the figures show the 

vehicle responses only with Bup and BIP\3 suspension configurations. The results attained 

for the two loading conditions are quite similar to those presented in Figure 4.7 for the 

nominal load. The peak pitch deflections tend to be smaller for both the loading 

conditions than that observed for the nominal vehicle. Moreover, the magnitudes of 

oscillations in the rear strut deflection tend to be significantly smaller under the light load 

condition (Figure 4.11), which is attributed to higher effective rear strut damping ratio of 

this configuration. The results suggest that the pitch-interconnected suspension 

configurations with a ride height leveling system could offer similar braking performance 

under various load conditions. 

Figures 4.13 and 4.14 illustrate ride dynamic responses of the vehicle model with 

unconnected and interconnected suspensions, corresponding to the two loading 

conditions. The results again are presented only for Bup and Bim configurations, while 

the excitations due to smooth, medium-rough and rough roads are considered at different 

driving speeds. The vehicle with unconnected (Bup) or hydraulically-interconnected 

(BJPU) suspension configurations exhibits very similar rms sprung mass bounce 

acceleration responses, for both the loading conditions, as it was observed for the 

nominal vehicle. The configuration Bjp\^ yields lower rms sprung mass pitch angle 

responses, compared to Bup suspension, especially for rougher roads, irrespective of the 

loading conditions considered, as evident in Figures 4.8, 4.13 and 4.14. The results 

suggest that the pitch-interconnected suspensions integrating a ride height leveling 
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system could yield slight improvement in the sprung mass pitch responses with only 

negligible influence on the vertical ride, under different loading conditions. 

-x10' 0.02r 

Figure 4.11: Dynamic responses of the heavy vehicle under loading condition, ms= 12000 
kg and lsj{lf +lr) - 0.55 on the dry surface: (a) sprung mass pitch angle; (b) front 

suspension travel; and (c) rear suspension travel. 
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Figure 4.13: Dynamic responses of the heavy vehicle under loading condition, m/=12000 
kg and lfKlf +/r) = 0.55, subjected to random road inputs: (a) rms sprung mass bounce 

acceleration; and (b) rms sprung mass pitch angle. 
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Figure 4.14: Dynamic responses of the heavy vehicle under loading condition, JWS= 17000 
kg and lf/(lf + lr) = 0.7, subjected to random road inputs: (a) rms sprung mass bounce 

acceleration; and (b) rms sprung mass pitch angle. 
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4.7 Summary 

The fundamental pitch plane suspension properties and dynamic responses of the 

vehicle model with different pitch-interconnected suspensions configurations were 

investigated, subject to the braking inputs and random road roughness excitations. These 

interconnected suspension configurations involved pneumatic, hydraulic and hybrid 

fluidic interconnections between the front and rear struts. The essential properties of the 

pitch-connected configurations were evaluated in terms of front and rear suspension rates, 

pitch stiffness, and bounce and pitch mode damping characteristics, and compared with 

those of the unconnected suspension. The results suggested that the pitch-

interconnections, either hydraulic or pneumatic, can yield significantly higher pitch 

stiffness without affecting the vertical suspension rates and bounce damping, which could 

thus achieve improved anti-dive performance and reduce dynamic longitudinal load 

transfers under braking inputs. The hydraulic interconnections further permit 

considerably higher pitch mode damping compared to the unconnected suspension, 

pneumatically and hybrid-fluidically interconnected configurations. The most significant 

benefits of pitch-connected suspension arise from its design flexibility. The results 

attained from parametric analyses revealed that the proposed struts and interconnections 

can be easily tuned to achieve desired pitch properties with negligible influence on the 

bounce properties. The improved anti-dive performance could thus be realized with soft 

vertical ride. 

The dynamic responses of a heavy vehicle with proposed suspension configurations 

were also evaluated under braking inputs and random road roughness excitations. A 

novel braking torque model was proposed to characterize the brake fade effects. The ride 
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height control ability of pitch-interconnected suspensions was also analytically proven. 

The effects of load variations on the performance of the vehicle with different 

suspensions as well as ride height leveling system were further investigated. The results 

demonstrated that the proposed pitch-interconnected suspensions could considerably 

inhibit vehicle attitude and suspension travels during straight-line braking maneuvers 

intended for speed corrections. The interconnected suspensions also revealed reduced 

suspension travel without greatly affecting the vertical ride under excitations arising from 

random roads of varying surface roughness. The braking and ride responses showed only 

little sensitivity to load variations. From the results, it was concluded that pitch-connected 

suspension offers significant potential for enhancing the vehicle pitch performance, 

irrespective of various operating and load conditions considered. Moreover, these offer 

greater design flexibility for realizing desired pitch mode stiffness and damping without 

affecting the bounce properties. 
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CHAPTER 5 

ROLL AND PITCH DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF TWIN-GAS-
CHAMBER STRUT SUSPENSION 

5.1 Introduction 

The analyses of the proposed roll-connected and pitch-connected hydro-pneumatic 

suspension struts in the previous three chapters have demonstrated their superior design 

flexibility and potentials in enhancing vehicle performance. It was shown that both the 

unconnected and interconnected suspension configurations of the single-gas-chamber 

struts yield asymmetric hardening and softening vertical stiffness properties in 

compression and extension motions, respectively, attributed to the gas property. Such 

properties help inhibit the motions in compression but may yield larger motions and 

wheel-hop in rebound. Furthermore, the asymmetric force-deflection properties of the 

unconnected suspension configurations (BUR, BUP) revealed a softening effect on the 

effective roll or pitch stiffness with increasing roll or pitch deflection, respectively. This 

softening effect would be undesirable in view of the roll stability and vehicle attitude 

control, particularly under large roll and pitch deflections. Although the proposed 

interconnected suspension configurations, including roll-connected (BJR, AIR) and pitch-

connected (A/pj4, BJPU, HjPi-4), also yield a softening effect in the effective roll or pitch 

stiffness, the effective stiffnesses are considerably higher than those of the unconnected 

configurations. Such characteristics in the roll stiffness were also observed for the 

reported roll-connected suspension configurations employing different types of hydro-

pneumatic struts explored in the studies [25, 27-29]. 



Alternatively, the twin-gas-chamber struts, proposed in Section 2.2, could overcome 

the suspension softening effect in rebound, which would also reduce the softening effect 

in effective roll and pitch stiffnesses. Similar to the single-gas-chamber strut (B), the 

design of a twin-gas-chamber strut (A) could also be realized in a compact manner with 

considerably larger effective working area when compared to those reported in [25, 27, 

28, 31, 32]. Additionally, the twin-gas-chamber strut involves two gas chambers that 

dominate the suspension stiffness in compression and rebound motions, respectively, and 

thereby can offer nearly symmetric vertical stiffness properties. Through the 

mathematical formulations, presented in Section 2.4, it was analytically proven that the 

twin-gas-chamber strut suspension can provide suspension hardening effect in the vertical 

stiffness in both compression and rebound directions, while retaining a lower suspension 

rate in the vicinity of the design ride height. 

This chapter further extensively investigates the performance potentials of the twin-

gas-chamber strut suspension arranged in either roll-plane (AUR) or pitch-plane (AUP), in 

relation to those of the single-gas-chamber strut suspensions (BUR and BVP), shown in 

Figures 2.3 and 2.8. Since the conventional vehicle suspension systems are unconnected 

(with the exception of the anti-roll bars coupling in the roll plane), the relative 

performance analyses are limited only to the unconnected suspension configurations. The 

performance analyses are presented in terms of suspension properties and vehicle 

responses to different excitations, which would demonstrate the relative performance 

potentials of the twin-gas-chamber strut suspension over the single-gas-chamber strut 

suspension. The design flexibility of the twin-gas-chamber strut suspensions is also 

explored through parametric studies. The fundamental pitch dynamics and suspension 
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tuning of heavy vehicles are further explored, and a set of suspension tuning rules is 

proposed. 

5.2 Roll Plane Analysis of Twin-Gas-Chamber Strut Suspension 

Roll plane analysis of the twin-gas-chamber strut suspension is performed, based on 

the roll plane vehicle model (Figure 2.2) together with the analytical formulations of 

static and dynamic characteristics of the twin-gas-chamber struts, presented in Sections 

2.3.3 and 2.4.2. Simulation parameters of the vehicle model are identical to those applied 

for the single-gas-chamber strut suspension (BUR), which have been presented in Table 

3.1. The design parameters of the twin-gas-chamber strut suspension AUR that differ from 

those of the single-gas-chamber strut configuration are summarized in Table 5.1. The 

strut parameters were selected to attain identical static vertical rates for both the 

suspension configurations (AUR and BUR), and identical load carrying capacities. A 

comparison of the parameters of the two strut suspensions shows that for the identical 

load carrying capacity, the twin-gas-chamber strut would yield relatively larger piston 

areas and thus require considerably lower static charge pressure. The relative analyses are 

also performed for the single-gas-chamber strut suspension with an anti-roll bar BuRb, 

which would represent a conventional vehicle suspension with an anti-roll bar. The roll 

stiffness of the anti-roll bar was selected as 200 kNm/rad. The selected roll stiffness is 

different from that of the configuration BuRbar investigated in Chapter 3, where the anti-

roll bar geometry was selected to attain roll stiffness identical to the static roll stiffness of 

the connected suspensions. 
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The selected simulation parameters for the three suspension configurations (AUR, BUR 

and BuRb) resulted in identical static properties, namely the load carrying capacity, static 

suspension rate and static deflection. The chosen parameters revealed undamped bounce 

mode natural frequency of the sprung mass in the order of 1.5 Hz at the design ride height 

for all the three suspension configurations. 

Table 5.1: Simulation parameters for the twin-gas-chamber strut suspension. 
Parameter 

P0 

A2 

^ 

Value 

2.248 MPa 

0.018 m2 

0.002 m2 

5.2.1 Roll-Plane Property Analysis 

The roll plane properties of the selected suspension configurations are obtained using 

the methodologies described in Section 2.4. Figure 5.1(a) illustrates a comparison of the 

suspension rates of the three selected suspension configurations. The results show 

identical suspension rates for all the configurations at the design ride height, while the 

configurations BUR and Bum yield identical suspension rates over the entire deflection 

range. These two configurations exhibit softening and hardening effects in extension and 

compression, respectively, similar to those reported for commercial air springs [118, 

160]. The twin-gas-chamber strut suspension AUR, however, shows hardening effects in 

both compression and rebound, which is also consistent with that obtained from the 

analytical formulations in Equations (2.86) to (2.90) in Section 2.4.2. 
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Figure 5.1: Stiffness characteristics of different suspension configurations: (a) suspension 

rate; and (b) roll stiffness. 

Figure 5.1(b) presents the roll stiffness characteristics of different suspension 

configurations. While the suspensions A UR and BUR yield identical static roll stiffness, the 

suspension BUR exhibits softening tendency with increasing roll deflection, which is 

attributed to hardening and softening spring rates of the struts. The twin-gas-chamber 

strut suspension AUR, however, exhibits progressively increasing roll stiffness with 

increasing roll angle, which is in part attributed to hardening spring rates of the struts in 

compression as well as rebound, as evident in Figure 5.1(a). The use of an anti-roll bar 

could augment the static roll stiffness of the suspension system, as seen in Figure 5.1(b). 

The roll stiffness of configuration BuRb, however, decreases with roll deflection and could 

approach a value lower than that of configuration AUR. The results clearly show that the 

proposed twin gas chamber strut suspension could yield enhanced stiffness over the entire 

range of the roll deflection, while the use of a relatively stiffer anti-roll bar would add 

weight to the vehicle. 
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5.2.2 Design Flexibility of the Twin-Gas-Chamber Strut Suspension 

The vertical and roll stiffness properties of the twin-gas-chamber strut suspension 

AUR are strongly dependent upon the static charge pressure, initial lengths and effective 

working areas of the gas chambers 3 and 4, as evident from Eqs. (2.38) and (2.77). The 

proposed struts thus offer considerable design flexibility potential to realize varying roll 

stiffness for enhancement of roll stability limits of vehicles, while retaining a soft vertical 

ride in the vicinity of the static ride height. Moreover, it can yield nearly symmetric 

vertical spring rates in compression and rebound. The influences of the above-stated 

design parameters on the resulting vertical and roll stiffness properties of the twin-gas-

chamber strut suspension configuration A UR are explored and discussed to demonstrate its 

suspension design flexibility. 

The suspension rate and roll stiffness of the baseline configuration (Figure 5.1) were 

attained assuming PJO= ^o- The influences of variations in the static charge pressure on 

the vertical and roll stiffness properties are evaluated by varying the charge pressure by 

±20% about the baseline value, while all other parameters are held fixed. Such variations 

in the charge pressure would also alter the load carrying capacity of the suspension. The 

results presented in Figures 5.2(a) and (b) show that an increase in the static charge 

pressure yields higher suspension rate and roll stiffness throughout the deflection ranges 

considered, while the degree of symmetry or asymmetry in the suspension rate remains 

nearly unchanged. 
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Figure 5.2: Effects of variations in the static charge pressure on the stiffness properties of 

the twin-gas-chamber strut suspension J L«: (a) suspension rate; and (b) roll stiffness. 

Figures 5.3(a) and (b) illustrate the influence of variations in the initial length of the 

gas chamber 3 on the vertical and roll stiffness properties of the suspension AUR, while 

the annular piston area A3 and charge pressure are held to their nominal values. The 

results show only negligible effect on suspension rate in the compression stroke, while 

the suspension rate in rebound increases significantly with lower chamber length or gas 

volume. A lower gas volume in chamber 3 yields considerable asymmetry in the spring 

rate, which is attributed to its significantly higher spring rate in rebound. This also results 

in considerably higher roll stiffness with increasing roll deflection, as evident in Figure 

5.3(b). 

A variation in the initial length of gas chamber 4 yields an opposite effect on the 

suspension spring rate, as shown in Figure 5.4(a). Reducing the chamber 4 length and 

thus the volume F40 causes higher suspension rate in compression with relative small 

effect on the rebound stroke stiffness property. This also yields higher suspension roll 

stiffness, which increases with roll deflection, as shown in Figure 5.4(b). 
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Figure 5.3: Effects of variations in the initial length of chamber 3 on the stiffness 

properties of the twin-gas-chamber strut suspension A UR'- (a) suspension rate; and (b) roll 
stiffness. 
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5.4: Effects of variations in the initial length of chamber 4 on the stiffness 
of the twin-gas-chamber strut suspension A\JR\ (a) suspension rate; and (b) roll 

stiffness. 

The proposed twin-gas-chamber strut design also offers flexibility in varying the 

piston area without affecting the load carrying capacity and the operating pressure. The 

design load carrying capacity can be ensured by keeping the constant floating piston area, 

while the main piston area can be changed by varying the annular area A3. Figures 5.5(a) 

and (b) present the effects of variations in the annular piston area on the vertical and roll 

stiffness characteristics of the suspension, where the area is varied by ±20% about its 
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nominal value. The results show that a reduction in A3 yields lower suspension rate and 

roll stiffness in the deflection ranges considered. Moreover, a change in A3 yields nearly 

parallel shifts in the suspension rate and the roll stiffness, as seen in Figure 5.5. This 

property of the proposed struts can be effectively applied to achieve desired stiffness 

properties and thus the natural frequencies without imposing additional rattle space 

demand, and without affecting the load carrying capacity and operating pressure. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.5: Effects of variations in the annular area of chamber 3 on the stiffness 

properties of the twin-gas-chamber strut suspensions^: (a) suspension rate; and (b) roll 
stiffness. 

5.2.3 Dynamic Responses in the Roll Plane 

The relative dynamic response characteristics of the three suspension configurations 

(AUR, BUR and BuRb) are further evaluated in terms of vertical and roll dynamic responses 

of the vehicle model presented in Figure 2.2. The vehicle responses are evaluated in 

terms of the ride height drift, suspension topping, dynamic tire deflection, sprung mass 

roll deflection and vertical and roll ride qualities, which are closely related to ride, 

handling, roadholding and roll stability performance characteristics. While the stiffness 

properties of all the three suspensions have been presented in Figure 5.1, the symmetric 
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vertical mode damping properties are assumed. The damping orifices and transition 

velocities are selected to achieve nearly identical force-velocity properties of all the three 

suspension configurations. 

RIDE HEIGHT DRIFT 

A few studies have investigated the effects of asymmetric damping and stiffness 

properties on the ride height drift [16, 161]. These studies concluded that the 

progressively hardening force-deflection properties tend to introduce an upward ride 

height drift (packing up), while the asymmetric damping with higher damping in rebound 

would cause a downward ride height drift (packing down). The ride height drift affects 

various design and performance measures of a vehicle, such as suspension stroke, ground 

clearance, vehicle aerodynamics, vehicle attitude, roll stability limit, headlight dip angle, 

and crashworthiness. It is thus desirable to reduce the variations in the ride height to an 

acceptable range, which may be realized by reducing the degree of asymmetry in the 

suspension force-deflection and force-velocity properties. In the present analysis, the 

assumption of symmetric damping does not permit for assessment of ride height drift due 

to asymmetric damping, while the effects of stiffness symmetry/asymmetry could be 

assessed. 

The ride height drift of the suspension system can be conveniently evaluated under 

an in-phase harmonic excitation at the tire-road interface in the vicinity of the sprung 

mass resonance. The ride height drift properties of the suspension configurations are 

evaluated in terms of the mean vertical displacement response of the sprung mass under a 

1.5 Hz harmonic excitation. The influence of excitation magnitude on the ride height shift 
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is also evaluated by considering three different displacement amplitudes (5, 10 and 15 

mm). Figure 5.6 illustrates the normalized ride height drift (NRHD) responses of the 

three suspension configurations with respect to the excitation amplitude. The results 

clearly show that the asymmetric force-deflection properties of the single-gas-chamber 

strut suspensions (BUR and Bum) yield considerable ride height drift of the sprung mass, 

which increases with excitation amplitude in a nonlinear manner and exceeds over 20% 

under the 15 mm excitation. The ride height drift is associated with asymmetric vertical 

deflection of the sprung mass and thus the suspension travel, which also cause 

asymmetric damping forces in compression and rebound, although a symmetric damping 

is assumed. The twin-gas-chamber strut suspension AUR with its more symmetric spring 

rate yields significantly lower shift in the normalized ride height, in the order of 3-4%, 

suggesting nearly linear changes in the drift with excitations amplitude. 

5 10 15 

Amplitude of input (mm) 

Figure 5.6: NRHD responses of different suspension configurations. 

SUSPENSION TOPPING AND TIRE DEFLECTION 

Both the suspension and tire deflections strongly influence various performance 

measures of a road vehicle, namely the ride vibration, roadholding and handling. The 
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suspension deflections may also cause impacts due to topping, while the dynamic tire 

forces transmitted to the pavement, known to contribute to pavement fatigue, are closely 

related to the dynamic tire deflection due to the very light damping offered by the tires. 

The relative suspension and tire deflection responses of the vehicle models with the 

selected suspension configurations are thus evaluated. The deflection responses can be 

evaluated under deterministic road bump excitations, which can be characterized by a 

versed sine pulse. The suspension travel response is assessed under a 0.3 s versed sine 

pulse applied to both wheels (peak amplitude = 0.08 m), which yields an excitation in the 

vicinity of the resonance of the sprung mass. The tire deflection responses, however, are 

evaluated at a relatively higher frequency pulse by applying 0.1 s in-phase versed sine 

pulse with an amplitude of 0.07 m. 

Figure 5.7(a) presents the variations in the suspension travel responses of the vehicle 

model with different suspension configurations. Both the BUR and BURb configurations 

yield identical but considerably higher peak deflection in rebound than the twin-gas-

chamber strut suspension AUR- This is mostly attributed to lower suspension rate of 

configuration BUR in the rebound stroke. The results suggest that suspension BUR could 

cause impacts against the rebound bump leading to poor ride quality and handling, 

considering that the typical suspension travel of most road vehicles is in the order of 

±0.09 m [162]. The variations in the dynamic tire deflection responses of the vehicle 

involving different suspensions are shown in Figure 5.7(b). The suspensions BUR and 

BuRb exhibit identical but larger tire deflections than the suspension AUR. The results 

suggest that the proposed twin-gas chambers strut could reduce the frequency and 
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severity of suspension topping, dynamic tire forces transmitted to the road surface and the 

rattle space requirement. 

Figure 5.7: Comparisons of responses of different suspension configurations: (a) 
suspension topping; and (b) dynamic tire deflections. 

ROLL DYANMIC RESPONSES 

The relative roll dynamic responses of different suspension configurations are 

assessed under a centrifugal force excitation arising from a steady turning maneuver or 

crosswind, which can be characterized by a rounded-step lateral acceleration, as 

described in Equation (3.1) and shown in Figure 5.8(a), where the magnitude of 

acceleration is selected as 3.5 m/s . Figure 5.8(b) illustrates the sprung mass roll angle 

responses of the vehicle with different suspension configurations, subjected to the defined 

round-step lateral acceleration excitation. The results show that the suspension BUR yields 

significantly larger sprung mass roll angle, although the static roll stiffness of suspension 

configurations AUR and BUR are identical (Figure 5.1(b)). The proposed twin-gas chamber 

strut yields hardening roll stiffness with increasing deflection, while the suspension BUR 
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exhibits opposite softening effect, which causes considerably higher roll deflection 

response. 

The addition of the anti-roll bar helps to reduce the peak roll angle response, as 

shown in Figure 5.8(b). The peak roll angle response of configuration BuRb is nearly 

identical to that of suspension AUR, although the static roll stiffness of suspension AUR is 

lower than that of suspension BuRb- The results presented in Figure 5.1 clearly show that 

the roll stiffness of suspension AUR is significantly higher than that of BURb under roll 

deflections greater than 0.04 rad. The steady-state roll deflection response of the vehicle 

with suspensions^ is thus slightly lower, while the corresponding oscillation frequency 

is higher. 

Figure 5.8: (a) Rounded-step lateral acceleration excitation; and (b) sprung mass roll 
angle responses due to different suspension configurations. 

RIDE CHARACTERISTICS UNDER RANDOM ROAD INPUTS 

The relative ride vibration responses of the vehicle model with three suspension 

configurations are further evaluated under a range of random road inputs and vehicle 

speeds, in terms of rms sprung mass bounce and roll accelerations. The analyses are 
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performed under excitations arising from three different road profiles presented in 

Section 3.2.1, and two different constant vehicle speeds (70 and 100 km/h). Figures 

5.9(a) and (b) illustrate the rms sprung mass bounce and roll acceleration responses of 

different suspension configurations, respectively. All the three suspensions yield nearly 

identical values of the rms bounce acceleration under the ranges of road roughness and 

speed considered, except that the suspensions BUR and BuRb yield slightly lower values 

under medium-rough and rough road excitations. This is most likely attributed to the 

higher upward drift of suspension BUR under relatively rough road excitations, which 

leads to lower effective suspension rate. 

The suspensions A UR and BUR also exhibit very similar rms values of the sprung mass 

roll acceleration due to their identical static roll stiffness. The addition of an anti-roll bar, 

however, yields about 3-14% higher roll acceleration depending upon the vehicle speed 

and the road roughness due to its higher roll stiffness. The results indicate that the use of 

twin-gas-chamber struts affects the vertical and roll ride only slightly, while it 

significantly enhances the roll dynamics performance. The use of an anti-roll bar tends to 

deteriorate the roll ride quality, while its effect on the vertical ride is negligible. 
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Smooth 70 Smooth Medium Medium Rough 70 Rough 100 
km/h 100 km/h 70 km/h 100 km/h km/h km/h 

JBAUR BBUR DBURb 

(b) 
Figure 5.9: Comparisons of the sprung mass dynamic responses with different suspension 

configurations: (a) rms vertical acceleration; and (b) rms roll acceleration. 

5.3 Pitch Plane Analysis of Twin-Gas-Chamber Strut Suspension 

Compared to the roll plane analysis, pitch plane analysis of vehicle suspension 

systems may be more complex due to generally asymmetric and varying load 
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distributions, and wheelbase filtering effect. The load distribution in the roll plane is 

generally assumed to be symmetric about the vertical centerline, while the load 

distributions between the front and rear axles generally differ. In commercial freight and 

passenger transport vehicles, rear axles generally support considerably larger loads than 

the front axle. 

In the previous chapter, the vehicle model was formulated for a load distribution of 

lf/(lf +/r) = 0.653, based on the measured and estimated data of a heavy vehicle [152]. 

The pitch stiffness properties of the unconnected (Byp) and the interconnected (Am*, 

BJP\3 and Hm.4) suspension configurations revealed softening tendency in the pitch 

stiffness with peak values at negative pitch-deflections, respectively, as seen in Figures 

4.2(a) and 4.9(b). The results further showed that the peak stiffness occurs in the vicinity 

of zero pitch-deflection under an even load distribution. The results from this dissertation 

research have demonstrated this phenomenon for both the unconnected or interconnected 

suspension configuration [163]. This is also consistent with those observed in the roll 

stiffness property (Figure 3.7 and Figure 5.1). The results also revealed that a higher load 

distributed on the front axle would yield a peak pitch stiffness occurring under a positive 

pitch deflection. 

However, the unconnected and interconnected suspension configurations invariably 

exhibit a softening effect in the roll and pitch stiffness properties in both directions. Since 

heavy vehicles experience negative pitch deflection under braking, a higher pitch 

stiffness corresponding to negative pitch deflections would help inhibit pitch attitude to 

some extent. The larger deflection caused by a severe braking maneuver, however, may 
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not correspond to peak pitch stiffness. This can also be seen from Figures 4.2(a) and 

4.7(b), where the peak sprung mass pitch angle is about -0.017 rad for the unconnected 

configuration Bup, while the pitch stiffness peaks near -0.009 rad. The softening effect in 

pitch stiffness would thus be undesirable for heavy vehicles under severe braking. 

The roll properties and responses of twin-gas-chamber strut suspension, presented in 

Section 5.2, revealed hardening effect in roll stiffness with increasing roll deflection, 

which is opposite to the trends in roll properties of the single-gas-chamber strut 

suspension. It is hypothesized that the twin-gas-chamber struts could also yield similar 

hardening effect in the pitch stiffness. This property can be more easily realized for 

vehicles with greater proportion of the load on the front axle. The pitch plane analysis of 

twin-gas-chamber strut suspension AUP (Figure 2.8) is performed based on a sport utility 

vehicle (SUV), with more load distributed on the front side. The simulation parameters of 

the vehicle model are summarized in Table 5.2 [140]. 

The mathematical formulations derived for the strut forces and pitch moments in 

Sections 2.6 and 2.7 are used to evaluate the vertical and pitch stiffness properties of the 

proposed suspension configurations, single-gas-chamber (A UP) and twin-gas-chamber 

{BUP). The design parameters of both the configurations are selected upon consideration 

of identical load carrying capacity for the SUV with a load distribution of 

1//(lf +lr) = 0.45, which are also summarized in Table 5.2. 

The selected design parameters for the A up and Bup configurations resulted in 

identical bounce mode natural frequencies of the front and rear suspensions at the design 

ride height, in the order of 1.3 Hz. This is relatively lower than those of heavy vehicles, 
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due to the fact that heavy vehicles generally employ stiffer suspensions to achieve higher 

stability and safety limits [21, 110]. The sizes of the bleed and damping valves flow areas 

of the front suspension struts were chosen to achieve identical front-axle bounce mode 

damping properties of both the suspensions (A UP and BUP), which were realized by 

obtaining identical relationships between the damping-force and the strut-velocity. The 

identical rear-axle bounce mode damping properties of both the suspensions (A up and 

Bup) were also achieved in a similar manner. 

Table 5.2: Simulation parameters for the SUV model and the suspension struts. 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 
SUV 

1773 kg k, 216000N/m 

98.5 kg c, 400 Ns/m 

98.5 kg lj 1.305 m 

3679 kgm2 lr 1.595 m 

0.32 m rr 0.32 m 

A2f 

A3f 

Twin-gas-

0.00252 m2 

0.00063 m2 

2000000 Pa 

Single-gas 

chamber struts 

A2r 

-chamber struts 

0.00206 m2 

0.0005015 m2 

0.00252 m2 A2r 0.0206 m2 

0.00126 m2 A3r 0.00103 m2 

2000000 Pa 

An additional configuration of each of the strut suspension is also conceived to 

achieve relatively lower natural frequency of the front-axle suspension but identical 

values of total static suspension stiffness (kvjQ+kvro). These configurations, employing 

twin- and single-gas-chamber struts, are referred to as AUPT and BUPT, respectively. Table 

muf 

™«f 

rf 
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5.3 summarizes the static stiffness properties of the four suspension configurations. The 

results show that the effective pitch stiffnesses of configurations AUPT and BUPT are 

slightly larger than those of nominal suspensions A UP and BUP-

Table 5.3: Static suspension stiffness properties at the design right height-
Suspension configuration A UP, BUP AUPT, BUPT 

Front suspension rate, kvjo (kN/m) 695.52 625.52 
Rear suspension rate, kvro (kN/m) 569.56 638.56 
Pitch stiffness, k^ (kNm/rad) 263.09 265.75 

5.3.1 Pitch Plane Property Analysis 

Figures 5.10(a) and (b) present the suspension rates of the front and rear struts, 

respectively, employed in the four configurations. The results suggest that the single-gas-

chamber struts employed in configurations BUP and BUPT yield greater softening and 

hardening effects in extension and compression, respectively, compared to the twin-gas-

chamber struts. The hardening/softening behaviors of the twin-gas-chamber struts in 

suspension configurations Aup and AUPT are considerably less aggressive. These are 

attributed to the effect of the gas in the uncoupled chamber 3 of the twin-gas-chamber 

strut. The suspension rates of front struts of configurations AUPT and BUPT remain smaller 

than those of the struts in suspensions Aup and BUP throughout the deflection range 

considered, while the rear strut suspension rates exhibit opposite trends, as it would be 

expected. 
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Figure 5.10: Comparisons of pitch-plane stiffness characteristics of different strut and 

suspension configurations: (a) front strut suspension rate; (b) rear strut suspension rate; 

and (c) pitch stiffness. 

Figure 5.10(c) illustrates comparisons of pitch stiffness characteristics of different 

suspension configurations. The results clearly show considerably different properties of 

the twin-gas-chamber strut suspensions (Aup and A UPT) compared to those of the single-

gas-chamber strut suspensions (Bup and BUPT)- All the suspension configurations exhibit 

comparable values of pitch stiffness near the static ride height, with the static pitch 

stiffness of AUPT and BUPT configurations being slightly higher, as evident in Table 5.3. 

The pitch stiffnesses of the single-gas-chamber strut configurations, BUP and BUPT, 

decrease rapidly with increasing magnitude of pitch deflection, while those of the twin-

chamber configurations, AUP and A UPT, increase. The configurations Bup and BUPT, 

however, exhibit only slightly higher pitch stiffness corresponding to deflections of+0.01 

and +0.005 rad, respectively. The softening tendency in the pitch stiffnesses of 

configurations BUP and BUPT is attributed to the longitudinal load transfers and 
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considerable variations in the front and rear suspension rates. Such softening property in 

the pitch stiffness would be highly undesirable for pitch attitude control during 

braking/traction maneuvers, where relatively large pitch deflections are generally 

encountered. Compared to configurations BUP and BUPT, the twin-gas-chamber strut 

suspensions Aup and AUPT yield slightly lower pitch stiffness near the design ride height, 

but hardening effects in both the pitch deflection directions. This indicates a larger pitch 

stiffness corresponding to a larger pitch deflection, which is a desirable feature for 

inhibiting the pitch attitude variations under braking and acceleration inputs. Under 

positive pitch deflections, the configurations AUPT and BUPT with relatively soft front 

suspension design yield slightly lower values of pitch stiffness than those of the 

suspensions AUP and Bup, respectively. The opposite effects can be seen under negative 

pitch deflections. 

5.3.2 Design Flexibility of Twin-Gas-Chamber Strut Suspension 

The pitch plane stiffness property of a twin-gas-chamber strut suspension is closely 

related to the strut design parameters, especially the static gas pressure (PQ) and sizes of 

chambers 3 and 4, as seen in Equations (2.118) and (2.133). The design flexibility of the 

twin-gas-chamber strut suspension A UP is thus explored through parametric analyses 

including variations in static gas pressure (Po), the annular piston areas (A^; i=f,r) and the 

initial lengths (X30/ and X40,) of gas chambers 3 and 4, respectively, while areas (A^) of 

chambers 4 are assumed to be constant. The variations in Po would directly influence the 

load carrying capacity, while the variations in the chambers parameters A-a, X30, and x4o, 

do not affect the suspension load carrying capacity. 
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Figure 5.11 presents the effects of variations in the static gas pressure (P0) on the 

bounce and pitch stiffness properties of the twin-gas-chamber strut suspension AUP, 

which are obtained by varying PQ by ± 20% about its nominal value. An increase in Po, 

as expected, yields higher suspension rates of each strut with significant increase in pitch 

stiffness. The influence of variations in the annular piston areas (A3,) on the bounce and 

pitch stiffness characteristics of the twin-gas-chamber strut suspension A UP is illustrated 

in Figure 5.12. 
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Figure 5.11: Influence of variations in static gas pressure PQ on pitch-plane properties of 
the twin-gas-chamber strut suspension A up: (a) front strut suspension rate; (b) rear strut 

suspension rate; and (c) pitch stiffness. 
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The results are attained by varying Ay by ± 20% about its nominal value, 

respectively. The results suggest that an increase in the gas volume in chamber 3, realized 

by increasing the annular piston areas (^3,), causes higher suspension rates of the struts, 

and higher pitch stiffness. However, unlike the variations in Po, the variations in An do 

not influence the load carrying capacity. This suggests that for a particular load condition, 

the suspension bounce and pitch stiffness properties can be conveniently tuned through 

selection of an appropriate Ay. 
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Figure 5.12: Influence of variations in annular piston areas A^ (i=f,r) on pitch-plane 

properties of the twin-gas-chamber strut suspension A up' (a) front strut suspension rate; 
(b) rear strut suspension rate; and (c) pitch stiffness. 
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Figures 5.13 and 5.14 further illustrate the effects of variations in gas volumes in 

chambers 3 and 4, respectively, realized by varying the chamber lengths, on the stiffness 

properties of the twin-gas-chamber strut suspension A up. The results show that a decrease 

in initial length of either chamber 3 or 4 would yield higher suspension rates and thus 

pitch stiffness, which can be easily evaluated from Equation (2.118) by assuming zero 

strut-deflection (or at static design ride height). 
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Figure 5.13: Influence of variations in initial lengths of gas chambers 3 on pitch-plane 

properties of the twin-gas-chamber strut suspension Avp: (a) front strut suspension rate; 
(b) rear strut suspension rate; and (c) pitch stiffness. 
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The variations in the length of gas chamber 3, however, show more pronounced 

effect on the suspension rate in rebound than in compression, while the variations in 

length of chamber 4 exhibit an opposite effect. This is attributed to the fact that chambers 

3 and 4 dominant the suspension rates in rebound and compression motions, respectively. 

The results presented in Figures 5.10 to 5.14 demonstrate that the twin-gas-chamber strut 

suspension offers considerable tuning flexibility and potential to realize desirable 

suspension properties in the bounce and pitch modes. 
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Figure 5.14: Influence of variations in initial lengths of gas chambers 4 on pitch-plane 
properties of the twin-gas-chamber strut suspension A UP", (a) front strut suspension rate; 

(b) rear strut suspension rate; and (c) pitch stiffness. 
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5.3.3 Dynamic Responses 

The relative dynamic response characteristics of the four suspension configurations 

(A UP, BUP, AUPT and BUPT) are further evaluated in terms of vertical and pitch responses, 

subject to excitations arising from random road roughness and braking maneuvers. The 

stiffness properties of all the four suspensions have been shown in Figure 5.10. 

RESPONSES UNDER RANDOM ROAD ROUGHNESS EXCITATIONS 

The relative ride dynamic responses of the vehicle model with different suspension 

configurations are evaluated under excitations arising from the three random road inputs, 

described in Section 3.2.1. The equations of motion for the vehicle model (Equation 

(2.91)) integrating different suspension configurations are analyzed together with 

formulations of the dynamic strut forces described in Equations (2.110) and (2.111). 

Considering the wheelbase filtering effect, the analyses are performed over a wide range 

of driving speeds: 30, 50, 70, 90 and 110 km/h. The relative performance characteristics 

of different suspension systems are evaluated in terms of: (a) rms pitch and bounce 

accelerations, considered as simplified measures of the vibration ride comfort [45]; (b) 

rms pitch angle of the sprung mass, a measure of the vehicle attitude; (c) rms front and 

rear suspension travels, which can provide the rattlespace design requirements; and (d) 

rms front and rear dynamic tire deflections (DTD), which could serve as measures of the 

vehicle roadholding quality [6]. 

Figure 5.15 illustrates the rms sprung mass bounce acceleration responses of the 

vehicle model with four different suspension configurations to excitations arising from 

three road roughness profiles at different speeds. The results show that the sprung mass 
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bounce acceleration response increases with an increase in road roughness and vehicle 

speed, irrespective of the suspension configuration. All the four suspension 

configurations (A UP, BUP, AUPT and BUPT) yield very similar bounce acceleration response 

of the sprung mass, irrespective of the road roughness and forward speed. Both the AUPT 

and BUPT configurations with softer front-axle struts generally yield only slightly higher 

rms accelerations than the suspensions A up and Bup. 

30 km/h 50km/h 70 km/h 90 km/h 110km/h 30 km/h 50 km/h 70 km/h 90 km/h 110km/h 

(a) (b) 

30 km/h 50 km/h 70 km/h 90 km/h 110 km/h 

JB AUP m BUP"n AUPT H BUPT : 

(C) 

Figure 5.15: Comparisons of rms sprung mass bounce acceleration responses of the 
vehicle model with different suspension configurations under different road excitations: 

(a) smooth; (b) medium-rough; and (c) rough. 

The rms pitch acceleration and displacement responses of the sprung mass of the 

vehicle model with the four suspension configurations are presented in Figure 5.16, 

subject to the selected road excitations. The rms pitch acceleration and deflection 

responses also increase with increasing road roughness. Unlike the bounce acceleration 

response, the pitch responses show inconsistent trend with variations in the forward 

speed. The pitch deflection responses of the AUPT and BUPT configurations tend to 

decrease with increasing vehicle speed when the vehicle operates at speeds above 50 
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km/h, irrespective of road roughness. This trend is also observed for A UP and BVp 

suspensions for smooth and medium-rough roads. The pitch deflection responses to rough 

road excitations do not show a definite pattern with vehicle speed, most likely attributed 

to the wheelbase filtering effect. The A up and Bup suspensions yield comparable rms 

values of pitch acceleration and deflection responses, which is due to their comparable 

pitch stiffness properties near the static right height. Configurations AUPT and BUPT with 

relatively soft front suspension struts tend to yield lower acceleration and deflection 

responses. The average reductions in rms acceleration and deflection are obtained as 7% 

and 20%, respectively, compared to those of configurations AUP and Bup. 
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(e) (f) 
Figure 5.16: Comparisons of rms sprung mass pitch responses of the vehicle model with 

different suspension configurations under different road excitations: (a) pitch 
acceleration-smooth road; (b) pitch deflection-smooth road; (c) pitch acceleration-

medium-rough road; (d) pitch deflection-medium-rough road; (e) pitch acceleration-
rough road; and (f) pitch deflection-rough road. 
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The results from Figures 5.15 and 5.16 suggest that the two suspension 

configurations (AUP and Bup) yield very similar vertical ride vibration comfort, while the 

configurations AJJPT and BUPT with relatively soft front suspension could provide 

improved pitch ride and pitch deflection responses without influencing the vertical ride. 

The rms values of front and rear suspension travels of different suspension 

configurations are illustrated in Figure 5.17 under excitations arising from the three road 

profiles and different speeds. The results show that both the front and rear suspension 

travel responses increase with increasing road roughness or vehicle velocity, with only 

one exception (rough road at 70 km/h). All the four suspension configurations yield quite 

comparable rms values of the suspension travels. The configurations A up and AUPT, 

however, yield slightly lower rms values of the front suspension travel, compared to the 

configurations Byp and BUPT, respectively. The rms DTD responses of the vehicle model 

with different suspension configurations are presented in Figure 5.18. Similar to the 

suspension travel responses, the rms DTD responses also increase with an increase in 

road roughness or vehicle speed. Configurations Aup and Bup yield nearly identical front 

as well as rear DTD responses, while similar results are also observed for the suspensions 

AUPT and BUPT- The front DTD responses of the vehicle model with the configurations 

AUP and BUP, however, are slightly larger than those of the model with AUPT and BUPT 

suspensions. The rear DTD responses, however, exhibit opposite trends. The results in 

Figures 5.17 and 5.18 suggest that the twin-gas-chamber strut suspension could provide a 

slight gain in the suspension travel responses with only minimal effect on the dynamic 

tire deflections. The relatively soft front suspension designs in configurations AUPT and 
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BUPT yield only slight influence on the suspension travel and overall tire deflection 

responses. 
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Figure 5.17: Comparisons of rms suspension travel responses of the vehicle model with 

different suspension configurations under different road excitations: (a) front travel-
smooth road; (b) rear travel-smooth road; (c) front travel-medium-rough road; (d) rear 
travel-medium-rough road; (e) front travel-rough road; and (f) rear travel-rough road. 
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Figure 5.18: Comparisons of rms DTD responses of the vehicle model with different 

suspension configurations under different road excitations: (a) front DTD-smooth road; 
(b) rear DTD-smooth road; (c) front DTD-medium-rough road; (d) rear DTD-medium-

rough road; (e) front DTD-rough road; and (f) rear DTD-rough road. 

STRAIGHT-LINE BRAKING RESPONSES 

The relative performance characteristics of the proposed suspension configurations 

are also evaluated in terms of dynamic responses of the vehicle under straight-line 

braking inputs applied for speed correction. The responses to such inputs can be 

effectively evaluated in terms of sprung mass pitch angle and suspension travel. The 

initial vehicle speed is set as 90 km/h, while the braking torque distribution is selected 

proportional to the static load distribution, using the braking torque model presented in 

Equation (4.1). The model parameters used in the analyses are summarized in Table 5.4, 

while the corresponding braking torques applied to the front and rear wheels are 

illustrated in Figure 5.19. Two road surfaces with different friction characteristics are 

considered for the analyses: (a) a dry road with friction coefficient of 0.9, referred to as 

'dry surface'; and (b) a wet road with friction coefficient of 0.5, referred to as 'wet 

surface*. 

Table 5.4: Braking torque model parameters. 
Parameters 
Front 
Rear 

h 
1610 
1345 

b2 

0.1 
0.1 

b3 

16 
16 

b4 

4 
4 

bs 
1 
1 

h 
1.4 
1.4 

bi 
5 
5 

b» 
5 
5 
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Figure 5.19: Variations in the front and rear braking torque inputs derived from the 

proposed model. 

Figure 5.20 illustrates the sprung mass bounce and pitch acceleration responses of 

the vehicle model with different suspension configurations subject to braking inputs on 

the dry surface. The results clearly show that the suspension configurations BUP and BUPT 

yield significantly larger peak bounce acceleration responses compared to the twin-gas-

chamber strut suspension configurations A UP and AUPT- Configurations AUPT and BUPT 

with relatively soft front struts yield slightly lower peak bounce accelerations, compared 

to configurations Ayp and Bup, respectively. Configurations Aup and AUPT yield 60% and 

87% lower peak bounce accelerations, respectively, compared to BUP suspension, as 

evident in Figure 5.20(a). The configuration BUPT with softer front strut also yields a 

reduction of 14% in the peak acceleration, compared to the Bup suspension. 

Configurations AUPT and BUPT with relatively soft front struts yield pitch acceleration 

responses similar to those of configurations Aup and BUP, respectively. 
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Figure 5.20: Comparisons of sprung mass bounce and pitch acceleration responses of the 
vehicle model with different suspension configurations under braking inputs on the dry 

surface: (a) bounce acceleration; and (b) pitch acceleration. 

The twin-gas-chamber strut suspension, however, tends to reduce the magnitude of 

the pitch accelerations by approximately 40%, corresponding to some of the peaks, as 

seen in Figure 5.20(b). Furthermore, the pitch acceleration responses due to 

configurations A up and AUPT decay more quickly than those of configurations BVP and 
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BUPT- Similar trends were also observed for responses to braking on the wet surface 

(results are not presented). The results suggest that the twin-gas-chamber strut suspension 

could enhance the bounce and pitch ride comfort during braking maneuvers, while the 

relatively soft front suspension design could further improve bounce ride under braking 

inputs. 

Figure 5.21 presents pitch attitude and suspension travel responses of different 

suspension configurations under braking inputs on the dry surface. The results show that 

the suspensions AUPT and BUPT with relatively soft front struts yield sprung mass pitch 

angle responses similar to those of configurations A UP and BUP, respectively. The twin-

gas-chamber strut suspension configurations AUP and AUPT, however, yield nearly 25% 

reduction in the peak pitch angle responses, compared to suspensions BUP and BUPT-

Moreover, the pitch angle responses due to configurations A UP and AUPT decay more 

quickly. Furthermore, the configurations A UP and AUPT yield considerably lower peak 

suspension travels, compared to BUP and BUPT, respectively. The peak front suspension 

travels of configurations A UP and AUPT are approximately 10% and 14% lower than those 

of suspensions BUP and BUPT, respectively. Such reductions in peak rear suspension travel 

are far more significant, in the order of 30%. The more rapid decay in suspension travel 

due to the twin-gas-chamber strut suspensions can also be observed. The relatively soft 

front suspensions (AUPT and BUPT) yield relatively larger front suspension travels, but 

lower peak travels of the rear struts compared to configurations A up and Bup, 

respectively. Similar trends were also observed in responses to braking on the wet 

surface. The results presented in Figures 5.20 and 5.21 suggest that the twin-gas-chamber 

strut suspension could considerably enhance the bounce and pitch ride vibration comfort, 
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pitch attitude control and suspension travel responses during braking maneuvers. The 

results also suggest that a relatively soft front suspension design could further improve 

the bounce ride during barking. 
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Figure 5.21: Comparisons of pitch attitude and suspension travel responses of the vehicle 
model with different suspension configurations under braking inputs on the dry surface: 
(a) sprung mass pitch angle; (b) front suspension travel; and (c) rear suspension travel. 

5.4 Fundamental Pitch Dynamics and Suspension Tuning of Heavy Vehicles 

From the comprehensive literature review, it was concluded that the fundamental 

aspects of vehicle pitch dynamics have received far less attention, particularly the 

theoretical foundations and the design rules. Such efforts are mostly non-existent for the 

heavy vehicles, although the pitch motions are known to strongly influence the vehicle 

ride quality, passenger/driver perception of comfort or annoyance, attitude control, and 

braking and handling performance characteristics, particularly when the tire-road 

adhesion limits are approached. In the course of this dissertation research, fundamental 

pitch dynamics and suspension tuning of heavy vehicles are explored through analytical 

and simulation studies. The formulations and the results have been accepted for 

publication in the journal Vehicle System Dynamics, and presented in Appendix A. The 

theoretical formulations are presented for three fundamental dimensionless measures of 
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the pitch-plane suspension properties proposed on the basis of a generalized pitch plane 

model of a two-axle vehicle model. The relationships among the three fundamental 

measures are further presented in order to develop essential design rules. Fundamental 

relationships between the vehicle responses and the proposed three dimensionless 

measures are further explored to establish a set of suspension tuning rules in the pitch 

plane, which does not yet exist for heavy vehicles. 

5.5 Summary 

The analyses of the proposed twin-gas-chamber strut suspension were performed in 

terms of roll- as well as pitch-plane suspension properties and dynamic responses of the 

vehicle. The responses are compared with those of an unconnected single-gas-chamber 

strut suspension. The simulation results on the properties showed that the proposed twin-

gas-chamber struts yield nearly symmetric but progressively hardening suspension rates 

in both the compression and extension, as opposed to the conventional air suspensions 

and single-gas-chamber strut suspension that generally cause softening in rebound. 

Unlike conventional suspensions, the roll or pitch stiffness of the proposed twin-gas-

chamber struts also revealed progressively hardening effect with increasing roll or pitch 

deflections, respectively, attributed to the novel twin-gas-chamber design. The dynamic 

responses of the road vehicles with different suspensions were also evaluated under 

various excitations. From the simulation results, it is concluded that the proposed twin-

gas-chamber strut design offers considerable potential for enhancing vehicle attitude 

control, roll stability, braking performance, handling and ride characteristics of road 

vehicles, due to its nearly symmetric vertical stiffness in compression and rebound, and 

progressively hardening roll/pitch stiffness property. Moreover, the proposed design 
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offers superior design flexibility and a light weight alternative to anti-roll bar. The 

fundamental pitch dynamics and suspension tuning of heavy vehicles were further 

explored, and a set of suspension tuning rules were established based on the analytical 

and simulation analyses (Appendix A). 
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CHAPTER 6 

ANALYSIS OF FULL-VEHICLE INTERCONNECTED 
SUSPENSION SYSTEM 

6.1 Introduction 

The potential benefits of in-plane interconnected hydro-pneumatic suspensions have 

been demonstrated in the previous chapters, based on either roll- or pitch-plane vehicle 

model. In these analyses, some of performance measures derived from the in-plane 

vehicle models could be treated as indirect indicators for vehicle handling quality and 

directional stability. A more effective evaluation of handling dynamics and directional 

stability of road vehicles, however, generally necessitates a relatively more 

comprehensive vehicle model, such as full-vehicle model with yaw and lateral DOF that 

strongly affect the handling [4, 6, 14, 15, 32, 53, 81]. Furthermore, a 3-D full-vehicle 

model is essential for investigating the effects of different suspension systems on the 

coupled vehicle roll, pitch, and directional responses. 

This chapter focuses on exploring interconnected hydro-pneumatic suspension 

systems in a full-vehicle arrangement that involves four suspension-strut units. A 14-

DOF full-vehicle model is analytically developed and validated using the measured data. 

The different suspension systems, either interconnected or unconnected, are subsequently 

evaluated using the validated model. The feasibilities of various full-vehicle 

interconnected suspensions involving the two previously-proposed hydro-pneumatic 

struts are analyzed based on a simplified measure for heavy vehicles. The fundamental 

suspension properties and vehicle dynamic responses of a hydraulically X-coupled 

suspension system are investigated and compared with an unconnected suspension 



system. The suspension stiffness and damping properties are evaluated in terms of four 

fundamental modes, namely bounce, roll, pitch and warp. The analytical formulations of 

strut forces and suspension properties due to both suspension systems connected and 

unconnected are derived and compared. The dynamic responses of the vehicle model 

with both suspensions are further evaluated under braking-in-a-turn and split-fj, straight-

line braking inputs. 

6.2 Development of a Generalized 3-D Full-Vehicle Model 

A generalized 14-DOF two-axle full-vehicle model is developed to investigate 

vehicle dynamic responses due to different interconnected or unconnected suspension 

systems under steering and braking inputs, as well as excitations arising from road 

roughness and crosswinds. The vehicle model, shown in Figure 6.1, includes six DOFs of 

the sprung mass, two DOFs (bounce and roll) of each unsprung mass, and one rotational 

DOF of each of the tire-wheel assembly, as summarized in Table 6.1. The sprung mass is 

assumed to rotate about its roll axis [1, 4, 21]. The vehicle attitude and position with 

respect to the inertial system XYZ are derived through successive coordinate-

transformations through Euler angles (roll 6, pitch (p, and yaw i//) [53, 81]. The identical 

front-wheel steering input (SJ) is assumed for both the front wheels, while the rear-wheel 

steering input (Sr) can also be conveniently included in the vehicle model, which permits 

the analyses of vehicles with four-wheel-steering [53, 81]. For analyses of front-wheel-

steering vehicles, the rear-wheel steering input is simply assumed to be zero. The 

excitations arising from crosswinds can be effectively modeled by an equivalent force 

(fwind) directly applied to the vehicle e.g. together with a yaw moment (Mwind) [164]. 
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Figure 6.1: (a) Representation of a 14-DOF two-axle vehicle model; and (b) forces and 
moments acting on a wheel and tire assembly under braking. 
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Table 6.1: The motions of the generalized two-axle vehicle model. 
Motion 
u 
V 

w 
p 
q 
r 
Zufi Zur 

duf, Qur 

COjJ, Oifr, 0)rl, COrr 

Description 
Longitudinal velocity of the sprung mass 
Lateral velocity of the sprung mass 
Bounce velocity of the sprung mass 
Roll velocity of the sprung mass 
Pitch velocity of the sprung mass 
Yaw velocity of the sprung mass 
Bounce displacements of the front and rear unsprung masses, 
respectively 
Roll angles of the front and rear unsprung masses, respectively 
Angular velocities of the front-left, front-right, rear-left and 
rear-right wheels, respectively 

The full vehicle model includes total forces developed by suspension struts, 

comprising the static as well as dynamic components of the front-left (fy), front-rear (/£.), 

rear-left (fr/) and rear-right (frr) struts. The vertical properties of tires are represented by 

linear stiffness and damping elements, assuming point-contact with the road surface. 

Assuming small motions, the equations of motion are developed using Lagrangian 

dynamics, which are summarized as: 

ms{u + wq-vr + wcp-vqO) = ~(fyfl + /^)sinS f -(f^ + fx/r)cosSf 

~ (fyr, + fyrr ) ^ &r ~ (fxrl + fxn )cOS 8, 

mXv + ur-wp-w0 + uq0)=(fxfl+fyfr)cosSf-(fXJ,+fxfr)smSf 

+ (fyrl + fyrr ) C 0 S Sr ~ {fxrl + fxn ) S m 5r + 

ms (w + vp- uq) = msg - [Ffl + Ffr + Frl + Frr)-ms(<-u<p + urO + v0 + vr<p) 
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+i B {r+pq)+(iyyq
20+i/e - iBpr0)+A [mlge+fwind ] 

+}h [~(fyfl +fyfr)C0SSf + (ffl +U)SinSf -(fyrl + fyrr)^SSr + (frl + frr ) ̂  8f ] 

lyA -{h-L)pr = Ffllf + Ffrlf - FJr - FJr + / , (r0 + rV) 

+fz (^2 - / + rqO-p0-rp</>)-lxpq0 

+ k [~(fyfl+ fyfr ) S i l 1 Sf ~ (ffl + ffr ) C 0 S 5f ~ (fyrl + fyrr ) s i n Sr ~ [fir, + frr ) COS 8, ] 

h r - { h -Jyy)pq = ( / t f + / J / , ) / / C 0 S ^ / " ( / ^ + / c / , ) ' / S i l 1 ^ / '(fyrl + fyrr)h ™sSr 

+ (fr,+frr)lr S i n ^ ~(fyfl ~ fyfr)l,f S™Sf ~(f^ ~ ffr)ltf ™S#f 

-(fyrl -fyn)hr s i n &r ~(fxri ~ frr)l,r COSdr+Mj, + Mfr + M r, + Mrr 

-f(prO-p(/>)-Iyyqe-Iyyqr<l)-Ixz(rq-p + f(l>-r2e)+Mwmd 

"-If \Z0fl + Z0fr ^Zuf ) + Clf \Z0fl + Z0fr ^Zuf ) 

murZur = ™ur§ + FH + Fn + 
*tr \Z0rl + Z0rr ^Zur ) + Ctr \Z0rl "^ Z0rr ^Zur / 

hAf = -Fflhf + Ffrlsf +kJhar(0-9uf)- klfllf (z0J1 - zofi + 2llf0uf ) 

~Ctf If \ZQf> ~ Z0fr + ^lf"uf ) 

lJur = -FrL + FJsr + krhar [0-0ur)-k,rltr (z0r! -z0rr + 2llr0ur) 

~Clf if \Z0fl — Z«fr + If"if ) 

hA=LA-Tbl (i = fl,fr,rl,rr) 

~0~ 

<P 

y 
= 

p + r(p 

q-r0 

r + q0 

where, fyi and Mt are cornering force and aligning moment developed by tire / (i=/I,fr, rl, 

rr), respectively. L is yaw mass moment of inertia of the vehicle, and Ixz is pitch-plane 

cross moment. ls/ and lsr are half lateral-spacings of the front and rear suspensions, 

respectively, and /,/ and ltr are half tire track-widths of the front and rear axles, 

respectively. 
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The Magic Formula tire model is used to derive braking and cornering forces and 

aligning moment developed by a tire, as a function of the longitudinal-slip ratio and/or 

slip angle, as well as normal tire load [147, 148]. The longitudinal slip ratio (ss,) and slip 

angle (a*) used in the tire model can be expressed as: 

ssfl = 

ssrl = 

f Rji<ofl *\ 
1 -

u + w<j) + llfy/ 
xl00%; ss, 1 — 

Rfra)fr 
\ 

U + W0 — ltj\j/ 
xl00% 

Kl^rl 

V 
U + W0 + llrl// 

( 
xl00%; ss„ = Rrvcon 

V 
u + w(f>—ltr\(/ 

x!00% 

v-w0 + l,y/ v-w0 + lft// 
afl=s/-„., , . , . . ; «fi.=sf — u + wq> + llfy/ u + wq>-llfi// 

v-wO -lr\j/ 
u + w<p + llry/ u + w(p-ltl\[/ 

(6.2) 

6.2.1 Model Validation 

The validatity of the formulated 14-DOF full-vehicle model was examined using the 

measured data reported in [20, 53] for a straight truck with wheelbase of 4.83 m. The 

model simulation results were obtained under steady-state turning and braking-in-a-turn 

maneuvers on a dry road surface with friction coefficient of 0.85, and compared with the 

field measured data. 

The reported field tests under steady turning maneuvers were performed under 

constant vehicle speed that was maintained until steady-state responses were achieved, 

while the drive torque was applied whenever it was necessary to maintain the constant 

vehicle speed [53]. However, the application of a drive torque was not considered for the 

model simulation. The vehicle speed in the simulation thus decreased slowly during the 

steady-state steering, which was partially attributed to dissipation of some of the kinetic 
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energy through the damping properties of the suspension and the tires. The initial vehicle 

speed in the simulation was thus selected to be slightly higher than that used in the field 

tests. The vehicle model would reach a steady-state turn status where the vehicle speed 

gradually decreased. The lateral acceleration and yaw rate responses of the model were 

considered when the vehicle speed approached the desired field-test speed. Moreover, an 

average steer angle was assumed in the simulation. 

Figures 6.2 and 6.3 illustrate comparisons of model results with the measured data 

under steady-state turning with two different vehicle speeds (12 m/s and 14.3 m/s), 

respectively. The simulation results in lateral acceleration and yaw rate show reasonably 

good agreements with the measured data for both the vehicle speeds, as a function of the 

steer angle. Under relatively high steer angle inputs, the results attained from simulation 

tend to be higher than the measured data, which may be attributed to the assumption of 

parallel steering and the differences in the assumed tire properties and the actual tire data, 

although the tire model parameters were identified from measured tire data. 

The braking-in-a-turn field tests were performed under an initial constant vehicle 

speed until the vehicle approached its steady-state, in terms of a steady lateral 

acceleration response. A quasi-step braking maneuver was subsequently applied, while 

the steer angle was held constant until the vehicle approached a full stop [53]. The 

braking input was applied at time t=2 s after the vehicle entered a steady turn, and the 

magnitude of braking pressure was held constant until the vehicle approached full stop. 

The measured steer angles were 7 and 8.5 degrees for the left- and right-wheels [53]. 
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of full-vehicle model responses with the measured data under 

steady-state turning maneuver with vehicle speed of 12 m/s: (a) lateral acceleration; and 
(b) yaw rate. 

The simulations were performed under an average steer angle of 7.7 degree, as shown 

in Figure 6.4(a). The simulated and measured speeds were identical (11.1 m/s) when 

applying braking. Figures 6.4(b), (c) and (d) present the comparisons of simulation 

responses of lateral acceleration, longitudinal acceleration and yaw rate with the 

measured data during the braking-in-a-turn maneuver, respectively. The comparisons 

revealed reasonably good agreements between the simulation results and the measured 

data. The observed differences between the two are partially attributed to assumption of 

parallel steering. On the basis of the comparisons (presented in Figures 6.2-6.4), it is 

concluded that the proposed model can predict the turning and braking-in-a-turn 

responses reasonably well. 
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of full-vehicle model responses with the measured data during 

steady-state turning maneuver with vehicle speed of 14.3 m/s: (a) lateral acceleration; and 
(b) yaw rate. 
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of full-vehicle model responses with the measured data during 

braking-in-a-turn maneuver: (a) braking-in-a-turn input; (b) lateral acceleration; (c) 
longitudinal acceleration; and (d) yaw rate. 

6.3 Feasibility Analysis of Full-Vehicle Interconnected Suspension Configurations 

Unlike the roll and pitch planes, the full-vehicle suspensions offer greater numbers of 

possible interconnections among the four wheels suspension struts. From the analyses of 

pitch- and roll-plane interconnections, it is evident that different interconnection 

configurations yield considerably different suspension stiffness and damping properties. 

The strong influence of the type of interconnection and the large number of possible 

interconnections necessitate classification of various full-vehicle interconnected 

suspension systems so as to identify feasible and desirable interconnection 

configurations. Figure 6.5 illustrates a full-vehicle interconnected suspension 

configuration, as an example, which involves eight interconnecting pipes among the four 

suspension struts in the roll- and pitch-planes. Such interconnected configuration, 

however, yields only two independent pressures, as evident in Figure 6.5, and could be 

infeasible when load variations are considered. 
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Figure 6.5: Representation of an interconnection configuration in the roll- and pitch-plane 
arrangement. 

Although many interconnection configurations could be conceived for the roll- and 

pitch-plane arrangement, only a small number of configurations could be considered 

feasible for applications to vehicles, particularly when significant variations in the 

payload may be encountered. In this dissertation research, a number of possible 

configurations were conceived and their feasibility was examined in view of the static 

equilibrium. The feasibility analysis was conducted based on the following proposed 

measures: 

Equivalent Static Interconnected Suspension (ESIS): 

For a given or conceived interconnected struts configuration, an alternative 

interconnected suspension could be obtained by adding/removing one or several 

interconnecting pipes. If the resulting configuration contributes to provide the same static 

equilibrium under varying load conditions, the configuration is called an Equivalent 

Static Interconnected Suspension (ESIS) of the original configuration. An interconnected 

suspension may have many ESIS configurations. Considerable differences, however, 
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might be expected between the properties and dynamic responses of the ESIS and the 

original configuration. 

Minimum Equivalent Static Interconnected Suspension (MESIS): 

Of all the equivalent static configurations of an interconnected suspension, those 

with minimum number of interconnections are referred to as Minimum Equivalent Static 

Interconnected Suspension (MESIS) of the original interconnected suspension 

configuration. An interconnected suspension configuration may have a number of MESIS 

configurations. 

Order of Minimum Equivalent Static Interconnected Suspension (OMESIS): 

The order of a MESIS is defined by the number of its interconnections. 

Degrees-of-Freedom (DOF) of Interconnected Suspension: 

The number of independent fluid pressures required to define the static equilibrium 

of an interconnected suspension is referred to as its DOF. For a full-vehicle suspension 

configuration involving the suspension struts proposed in Chapter 2, the maximum DOF 

of the interconnected suspension would be eight. 

The loads applied to the four suspension struts of an interconnected suspension in the 

roll- and pitch-plane arrangement could vary considerably, particularly for applications 

involving freight vehicles. In order to maximize the advantage of an interconnected 

suspension, the load should be fully supported by the interconnected suspension system 

[29]. At least four independent fluid-pressures are thus required to obtain the static 

equilibrium over a wide range of loading conditions, which defines the necessary 
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condition for a feasible full-vehicle interconnected suspension. The examples of feasible 

full-vehicle interconnected suspension configurations are presented below. 

Two different configurations of feasible 4-DOF interconnected suspensions with four 

single-gas-chamber struts, involving hydraulic couplings, are shown in Figure 6.6. Figure 

6.7 illustrates two examples of feasible 4-DOF interconnected suspensions with four 

twin-gas-chamber struts, involving pneumatic couplings. The examples of feasible 4-

DOF interconnected suspensions using both types of struts are shown in Figure 6.8, 

which involve hybrid fluidic couplings. Figure 6.9 illustrates a feasible 6-DOF full-

vehicle interconnected suspension involving pneumatic couplings. It can be seen that a 

number of feasible full-vehicle interconnected suspensions can be realized on the basis of 

the two previously proposed hydro-pneumatic struts. 

Figure 6.6: Two feasible 4-DOF full-vehicle interconnected suspensions involving single-
gas-chamber struts. 

Considering a large number of possible feasible configurations, a preliminary 

analysis was performed to select a few for comprehensive analyses of the suspension 

properties. It can also be observed that some of the full-vehicle interconnected suspension 

configurations are simply a combination of the in-plane interconnections, analyzed in 

Chapters 2~4. The knowledge and understanding obtained from the properties of in-plane 
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connected suspension is used to identify potentially beneficial and feasible 

configurations. 

(a) (b) 
Figure 6.7: Two feasible 4-DOF interconnected suspensions involving twin-gas-chamber 

struts. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 6.8: Two feasible 4-DOF interconnected suspensions involving both the struts. 

Figure 6.9: A 6-DOF interconnected suspension system using only twin-gas-chamber 
struts. 
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6.3.1 Identification of Feasible Full-Vehicle Interconnected Suspension Systems 

In this dissertation, a total of twenty-two full-vehicle suspension configurations, 

including four unconnected (U1~U4) and eighteen interconnected (C1~C18), are selected 

for the comparison of relative suspension properties. Figure 6.10 illustrates the four 

unconnected suspension configurations. Configuration Ul consists of four single-gas-

chamber struts, while configuration U2 includes four two-gas-chamber struts. Both the 

configurations U3 and U4 comprise two single-gas-chamber struts as well as two twin-

gas-chamber struts, respectively. 

I 
Rear 

JHI 
Rear 

Ul 

Front 

Front 

Rear 

Front 

U2 

Gas 

Front 

' ' - W W ! - - * — 

U3 U4 

Figure 6.10: Four full-vehicle unconnected suspension systems. 

Figure 6.11 presents the four 4-DOF full-vehicle interconnected suspension 

configurations that involve diagonal fluidic couplings (or X-couplings) among the 

different strut units. Configuration CI involves diagonal hydraulic-interconnections 

among the four single-gas-chamber struts, while configuration C2 includes diagonal 
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pneumatic-interconnections among the twin-gas-chamber strut units. Configurations C3 

and C4 involve hybrid fluidic-interconnections among the four struts. 

C3 C4 
Figure 6.11: Four 4-DOF full-vehicle interconnected suspension systems involving X-

couplings. 

Figure 6.12 presents the four 4-DOF full-vehicle interconnected suspension 

configurations that involve roll-plane fluidic couplings. Configuration C5 that consists of 

four single-gas-chamber struts includes the roll-plane hydraulic interconnections between 

the left- and right-struts of the front and rear suspensions, respectively. In a similar 

manner, configuration C6 involves roll-plane pneumatic interconnections. Configurations 

C7 and C8 are conceived through roll-plane hybrid fluidic couplings. 
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Figure 6.12: Four 4-DOF full-vehicle interconnected suspension systems involving roll-

plane couplings. 

Figure 6.13 illustrates four full-vehicle interconnected suspension configurations that 

involve pitch-plane pneumatic couplings. Configurations C9 and CIO are realized by two 

pitch-plane pneumatic interconnections between the chambers 4 and 3 of front- and rear-

struts, respectively. Configuration CI 1 includes two twin-gas-chamber struts in the front 

and two single-gas-chamber struts in the rear, while the pitch-plane pneumatic 

interconnections are realized between the chambers 4 of the front- and rear-struts. 

Configuration CI2 includes two single-gas-chamber struts in the front and two twin-gas-

chamber struts in the rear, while the pitch-plane pneumatic interconnections are also 

realized between the chambers 4 of the front- and rear-struts. 
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Cll C12 
Figure 6.13: Four full-vehicle interconnected suspension systems involving pitch-plane 

pneumatic couplings. 

Figure 6.14 illustrates two 6-DOF full-vehicle interconnected suspension 

configurations that involve pneumatic X-couplings. Figure 6.15 illustrates two 4-DOF 

full-vehicle interconnected suspension configurations that involve relatively more 

complex couplings among the four suspension struts. Figure 6.16 illustrates two 4-DOF 

full-vehicle interconnected suspension configurations that involve pitch-plane couplings. 

Configuration CI7 consists of pitch-plane hydraulic interconnections between the front 

and rear single-gas-chamber struts, while configuration CI8 involves pitch-plane 

pneumatic interconnections between the front and rear twin-gas-chamber struts. 
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C13 C14 
Figure 6.14: Two 6-DOF interconnected full-vehicle suspension systems involving X-

couplings. 
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Figure 6.15: Two 4-DOF interconnected full-vehicle suspension systems involving roll-

and pitch-plane couplings. 
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Figure 6.16: Two 4-DOF interconnected full-vehicle suspension systems involving pitch-

plane couplings. 

The design and tuning of a full-vehicle suspension system concerns four fundamental 

vibration modes, namely bounce, roll, pitch and warp [31, 32, 121-125]. The vertical ride 

quality generally necessitates soft bounce-mode, while the relatively stiff roll and pitch 
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modes would be beneficial for controlling vehicle attitude during steering and 

braking/traction maneuvers, and thus improved ride and handling qualities [5, 50, 165]. It 

is also generally accepted that the warp mode should be as soft as possible in order to 

improve the roadholding property and thus the handling quality [31, 32, 121-125]. In this 

dissertation, a simplified measure, vehicle property index (VPI), is defined as a weighted 

stiffness measure to facilitate the comparison of properties of the above selected full-

vehicle suspension configurations, such that: 

VPI = at\K,-Kv\ + aR\KR--Klio\ + aP\KP-KPo\ + av\K¥-K¥0\ (6.3) 

where Kvo, KR0, KR0 and Kvo represent desirable suspension bounce-, roll-, pitch- and 

warp-mode stiffness properties for a road vehicle, respectively. Kv, KR, KP and Kv 

represent actual suspension bounce-, roll-, pitch- and warp-mode stiffness properties, 

respectively, and av, O.R, ap and av are the corresponding weighting coefficients for the 

four modes. In order to simplify the comparison of different suspension systems, the 

suspension stiffness values are scaled from 1 (low) to 5(high). For a typical heavy road 

vehicle, Kvo, KR0, Kp0 and Kvo could be 3, 5, 5 and 1, respectively, while weighting 

coefficients a.b, ar, ap and aw are selected as 0.3, 0.5, 0.1 and 0.1, respectively. This set of 

desirable properties suggests a relatively soft vertical ride and enhanced roadholding and 

axle-articulation qualities, as well as improved anti-roll and anti-pitch properties. The 

selected weighting coefficients suggest a considerable weighting on roll stability of heavy 

vehicles. From Eq. (6.3), it can be seen that a lower VPI value would suggest a more 

desirable suspension configuration. 

Table 6.2 summarizes the vehicle property indices (VPI) of the selected full-vehicle 

suspension configurations, either interconnected or unconnected, based on the knowledge 
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and understanding obtained from the analyses of various in-plane interconnected 

suspensions in the previous chapters. The results clearly show that different suspension 

configurations could yield considerably different stiffness properties. Furthermore, the 

configurations C1-C4 involving fluidic X-couplings yield the lowest VPI and could be 

considered potentially beneficial for heavy vehicles. 

Table 6.2: Comparison of vehicle property index (VPI) of different suspension 
configurations for a heavy vehicle. 

Suspension 

Ul 
U2 
U3 
U4 
Ulbar* 
U2bar 
U3bar 
U4bar 
CI 
C2 
C3 
C4 
C5 
C6 
C7 
C8 
C9 
CIO 
Cll 
C12 
C13 
C14 
C15 
C16 
C17 
C18 

Static Stiffness Properties 
Bounce Roll Pitch Warp 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

3 
3 
3 
3 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
5 
5 
3 
3 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
5 
5 
5 
5 
3 
3 
3 
3 

4 
4 
5 
5 

3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
4.5 
4.5 
4 
4 

VPI 

1.4 
1.4 
1.4 
1.4 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
2.4 
2.4 
0.45 
0.45 
1.3 
1.3 

*: Ulbar means that configuration Ul together with anti-roll bars. 

It has been shown that the hydraulic interconnections yield enhanced roll- or pitch-

mode damping for roll- or pitch-interconnected suspension, respectively. The 
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configuration CI is thus expected to provide improved roll- and pitch-mode properties. In 

the following sections, the properties of the X-coupled suspension configuration CI 

(Figure 6.10) will be analyzed and compared with those of the unconnected suspension 

configuration Ul (Figure 6.11), in terms of suspension stiffness and damping properties, 

as well as vehicle dynamic responses during steering and braking inputs. The analyses in 

the following sections are also used to validate the effectiveness of the proposed 

simplified measure VPI used for preliminarily evaluations of the full-vehicle suspension 

designs. 

6.4 Analytical Formulations of Selected Full-Vehicle Suspension Configurations 

In order to be consistent with the previous chapters, the hydraulically X-coupled 

suspension configuration CI is referred to as Bx, while the unconnected suspension 

configuration Ul is referred to as Bu- The mathematical formulations of strut forces and 

suspension properties of both the suspension configurations are derived, based on which 

the stiffness and damping properties, and vehicle dynamic responses are analyzed and 

compared. 

6.4.1 Strut Forces 

Although the X-coupled suspension Bx involves complex fluid flows across front and 

rear as well as left and right suspension struts, the forces developed by each strut can be 

conveniently derived using the generalized model presented in Section 2.6, which permits 

the evaluation of restoring and dissipative suspension forces due to hydro-pneumatic 

struts in an in-plane arrangement, irrespective of unconnected or interconnected. In a 

similar manner to the pitch-interconnected suspension configuration BJP (Section 2.6), the 
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forces developed by the front-left (fl) and -right iff) struts of the hydraulically X-coupled 

suspension Bx are derived as: 

Ff=PAj 
Y 

vWf 

^40/+A/X/~ArXr) 
~PoA> 

T 

Vmr +\xr Aifxj <rf J 

nspL^fX rf 
nlf (6.4a) 

PAf \AfXf ~ArXr\(AfXf ~ArXr) PAf \ArXr ~AfXf\(ArXr ~AfXj) 

2CV 2Cd<^2r 

where r=rr for the front-left strut (f=fl), and r=rl for the front-right strut (f=fr). The 

forces developed by the rear struts are also expressed in a similar manner, as: 

K=PAr 
Y 

Kor+ArXr AfXf 

- 1 ~°oAr 
Y 

r40f 

*40/ +AfXf ^hrXr ywf^^f-*/ 

-1 
mjuL4rxr 

7t, If (6.4b) 

PAr \ArXr ~ A/Xf\(ArXr ~AfXf) PAr \AfXf ~ArXr\\AfXf ~ArX
r) 

2CX 2r 2C; 'iflxif 

where f=fl for the rear-right strut (r=rr), and f=fr for the rear-left strut (r=rl). 

In the above formulations, F,is the dynamic force developed by strut /' (i=fl,fr, rl, 

rr), Xj and xj are the relative displacement and velocity across the strut /, respectively, 

assuming small motions with positive direction being upward. 

The dynamic strut forces due to the unconnected single-gas-chamber strut suspension 

Bu are also developed in a similar manner, such that: 

F,=P0A, 
V 

Vm+Aixi 
- 1 

PAW> P4HX, (i=fl,fr,rl,rr) (6.5) 

6.4.2 Suspension Properties — Method of Analysis 

The fundamental properties of vehicle suspension systems can be effectively 

evaluated using two different approaches [8, 166, 167]. An analytical approach based 

upon coupled vibration-modes of a vehicle, e.g. coupled roll and bounce modes, in an 
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ideal manner that neglects the influence of structural-deflection modes and suspension 

kinematics, has been used to determine the stiffness and damping characteristics of the 

suspension [166]. This approach considers the entire vehicle motions and is quite 

sensitive to variations in vehicle inertial and geometry parameters. An alternative 

approach assumes a fixed vehicle body (sprung mass) to appropriately reduce the 

contributions of couplings among various vibrations-modes of the vehicle body and thus 

facilitate the characterization of stiffness properties of suspension system in individual 

modes [8, 167]. This method can be considered to be more suspension-oriented, and less 

sensitive to variations in vehicle inertial parameters. Moreover, this approach is far 

simpler than the former method, due to the absence or reduction in coupling of the 

vehicle vibration-modes. 

The first evaluation method based upon the coupled vehicle dynamics and modes may 

be more theoretically accurate, considering the fact that the strong coupling effects of 

vibration-modes of a vehicle with nonlinear suspension system [92]. Such method has 

been used to develop and analyze properties of either the roll- or pitch-plane 

interconnected suspension arrangement, also as evident from the formulations in Chapter 

2. However, this method may not be efficient for evaluating a full-vehicle suspension 

system, which involves very complex couplings among the bounce-, roll-, pitch- and 

warp-modes. Therefore, the second method that assumes a fixed sprung mass is used in 

this chapter to evaluate the properties of the unconnected and X-coupled suspension 

configurations. 

Figure 6.17 illustrates the simplified model for evaluating the properties of full-

vehicle suspension configurations, where the sprung mass is held fixed. Four independent 
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excitations (Xfl, X/r, Xr\, Xrr) are applied to the bottoms of the four suspension units as 

shown, respectively, which represent the compression/extension motions of the 

suspension units. 

Figure 6.17: Simplified model representation for evaluating the properties of unconnected 
as well as coupled full-vehicle suspension systems. 

The bounce-mode stiffness properties (suspension rate) of the unconnected and 

interconnected suspensions are evaluated by letting xfl = Xfr = xrl = Xrr = x- The suspension 

rates (£v/and kvr) of front and rear suspensions are expressed as: 

k - d(F"+F^:k d(F"+F*) 
'f dx " dx 

(6.6) 
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The bounce-mode stiffness of a vehicle is simply the sum of the suspension rates of 

its front and rear suspensions. 

The roll-mode stiffness properties of a full-vehicle suspension, whether unconnected 

or interconnected, are evaluated by letting x„ =-Xfr = Xrl =-xrr=x • The roll-mode 

stiffness properties (kjy and kRr) of the front and rear suspensions are expressed as: 

=_*JL=j(r,-*,)e t > = _ j £ , _ " f t - J a c (6.7) 
dOf dx d0r dx 

The roll stiffness of a vehicle is the sum of the roll stiffnesses of the front and rear 

suspensions. 

The pitch-mode stiffness property (kp) of a full-vehicle suspension, whether 

unconnected or interconnected, is evaluated by letting x„ = xfr = -xrl = -x^ = x, such that: 

k= JMj, = ^(fe+^)M^+^K)('/H) (6>g) 
p dip dx 2 

The warp-mode stiffness property (&w) of a full-vehicle suspension are assessed by 

letting x„ = -xfr = -xrl = xrr=x- The warp-mode stiffness can be simply expressed as the 

front and rear suspension stiffness in series, such that [168]: 

k = dMf= d(Ffl~Ffrh2;k ^ dM<= d(Fr'~Frrh2;kw= ^ (6.9) 

Suspension stiffness properties: 

The above generalized formulations are applied to derive the properties of both the 

suspension configurations (Bx and Bu) in different modes. The formulations of the 

bounce-mode stiffness properties of the X-coupled suspension Bx are derived from Eqs. 

(6.4) and (6.6), such that: 
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k =2nPV" Al/ AlfA'r + 2nPV" A'f ^ 3 / 

r -in+1 or Mr r- -,„ 

lV40f + 4 / * - 4 , * J I/40 ' + ̂ r* ~ AVX J 

i 2 

* . - 2 n W o r ^ " ^ + 2 < F ; 0 / 4 , ~ 4 / 4 , (6.10) 
\VWr + AXrx - Avx\ [F4o/ + A/x - Arx] 

The formulations of the bounce-mode stiffness properties of the suspension By are 

derived in a similar manner, such that: 

K=2nP0v; 4, {i = U ) ( 6 J 1 ) 

[VA0I+A2lx] 

The roll-mode stiffness properties of the X-coupled suspension Bx are derived from 

Eqs. (6.4) and (6.7), such that: 

k - „p v" i2 ^f + AvAir i „p y f Av + A]rAv 
nRf - nrari0fisf + nroy40rl

sf r -,„+i 

LF4o/ + Afx+Axj \ymr - A r
x - A / x \ 

, A?f+A,fA . A2+A,Af 

+nPV I2 J- f I nPV I f J ' 0 ' 4 0 / V r - -i«+l T " J O r 4 0 r V r -i«+l 

[V40f-AfX-ArXj lV40r+Ar
X + AfXj 

k =nPV" I2 4+4,4/ + nPV" I2 4+4/4, 
r -in+] u wj-sr r -in 

LF40, + 4,* + 4 /* J LF40/ - 4 /* - 4,* J 
+„i>K" /2 4 + 4 , 4 / pv„ /2 4-+4/4, 

(6.12) 

LF40r - ArX ~ 4 /*J [V40f + AfX + 4 , * J 

The roll-mode stiffness properties of the suspension Bu are also derived as: 

t = „ D F » ;2 4 / + nPV" I2 4 (i=fr) (6 13) 
[V40,+A2IX] [^0,-4,^] 

The formulation of the pitch-mode stiffness property of the X-coupled suspension Bx 

is derived from Eqs. (6.4) and (6.8), such that: 
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kP = np0if(if+ir) \v;0f 
Af + AfAr 

- + V" 
-in+1 T # 4 0 r 

Af + ArAf 

+nP0lr(lf+lr) V" 
' 4 0 

V40f + AXfx + A3rxj [F40r - A]rx - A3fxj 

Ar + ArAf 
•+v" -

Ar + A/Ar 
r r- -i»+l WJ •- - .« 

lV40r ~ ArX-AfXJ \_V4»f + AfX + ArX \ 

(6.14) 

The formulation of the pitch-mode stiffness property of the suspension By is derived 

in a similar manner, such that: 

kP = «WoA (/, + /,) r „ 4 f ,„+, + « « A ('/ + /,) i A*r t -tn+\ 

Kof+A/x\ [V40r-ArXJ 
(6.15) 

The formulations of the warp-mode stiffness properties of the X-coupled suspension 

Bx are derived in a similar manner from Eqs. (6.4) and (6.9), such that: 

Atf-AfA Ait-A A 
I =nPV" I2 lf ]f 3f + nPV I2 3 / 'r 3 / 

\f UrV 40/V r -,„+! ^ n r Q r 4 0 r V r _ , _ -,„+! |_̂ 40/ + AfX ArX\ 

+nPV" I2 Axf AlfAlr +nPV" I2 Ai/ A]rA'f 
^"r0r40flsf r _ _ _ -m+1 ^nr0y40rlsf 

[V40f-AfX + ArX] [V40r-ArX + AfX] 

\ r "r0y40r'sr 

+nPV" I 
^r'-r0y40rtsr 

Ar ArAf 

[V40r+ArX-AfX] 
+ nPV I2 Ar AfAr 

Ar ArAf 

[V40r-ArX + AfX] 
+ nPV" I2 

„+I ^"ray40flsr 

\_V40f + AfX ~ ArXj 

Ar ~ AfAr 

[̂ 40/ _ AfX + ArX\ 

£,., = • 
KA 

' « / * * • 

Vf + W 

(6.16) 

The formulations of the warp-mode stiffness properties of the suspension By are 

derived in a similar manner, such that: 

K,="PoKj2 A n ;2 

[V40,+A2ix] 
+ nPV" I 

[V40i-A2ix]" 
(i = f,r) 
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^ = _VV_ (6.17) 

Suspension damping properties: 

The damping properties of the two full-vehicle suspension configurations (Bx and Bu) 

are determined using the method employed for evaluating the stiffness properties, where 

the displacement inputs are replaced by the velocity inputs. Unlike the stiffness properties, 

the damping properties are expressed in a relatively simpler manner. The damping 

properties of the two selected full-vehicle suspension systems are expressed by the 

dissipative components of the strut forces in each mode, as evident in Eqs. (6.4 and 6.5). 

The bounce mode damping forces, developed by the struts in the X-coupled 

arrangement are directly extracted from Eq. (6.4) by letting x = Xfr = Xrl = Xrr=x, such 

that: 

pAiy\A]fx-A3rx\(A]yX-A3rx) pA3f\Airx — A3fxUAlrx-A3fx) 
FM* H T-\ (6.18a) 

^ 2C a • 2C a 

where r=rr for the front-left strut (f=fl), and r=rl for the front-right strut (f=fr). 

„ PAr M i r * ~ Af* \(Ar* ~ Af*) PAr\Af^~Ar^\iAA~AA) , . , o n 

Fjvr « ! ^ L_ ^ (6.18b) 

where f=fl for the rear-right strut (r=rr), andf=fr for the rear-left strut (r=rl). The 

formulations of warp-mode damping property of the suspension Bx are identical to those 

of bounce-mode damping, as presented in Eq. (6.18). 

The roll mode damping forces, developed by the struts in the X-coupled arrangement 

are also deducted from Eq. (6.4)by letting x„ = -Xfr = xrl = -xrr = x, such that: 
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M / \A/X + AA (A/* + ArX) PAf \ArX + AfX\ (ArX + AfX) 
rjRf~ T~i + ~^ri (6.19a) 

f 2C2a2 2C2a2 

where r=rr for the front-left strut (f=fl), and r=rl for the front-right strut (f=fr). 

PA, \A rx + A A (AXrx + A, fx) pA%r \A. rx + A,rx\ (A, fx + A i ) 
p « • ^L + ! --L (6.1 y D) 

2C a 2C a 

where f=fl for the rear-right strut (r=rr), and /=_/?• for the rear-left strut (r=rl). The 

formulations of pitch-mode damping property of the suspension Bx are identical to those 

of roll-mode damping, as presented in Eq. (6.19). 

The formulations of bounce-mode damping property of the unconnected suspension 

Bu are derived, such that: 

pAlAxUx) 
F^ * * | 2 ('• = ft,fr,rl,rr) (6.20) 

zcdanj 

The formulations of other mode damping properties (roll, pitch and warp) of the 

unconnected suspension Bu are identical to those of bounce-mode damping, as presented 

in Eq. (6.20), due to the fact that there is no coupling among different suspension struts. 
6.5 Properties of the Full-Vehicle Suspension Configurations 

The design parameters of both the configurations are selected, upon consideration of 

identical load carrying capacity for the heavy vehicle model presented in Section 3.2 with 

parameters described in (Tables 3.1 and 4.1). The selected design parameters for the X-

coupled (Bx) and unconnected (Bu) configurations resulted in identical bounce mode 

natural frequencies of the front and rear suspensions at the static design ride height, in the 

order of 1.5 Hz. The bleed and damping valves flow areas, and interconnecting pipe sizes 

are further chosen to achieve nearly identical bounce mode damping properties of the 
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front and rear struts of both the suspensions (Bu and Bx). The simulation results 

describing the properties of both the configurations are presented and discussed below. 

6.5.1 Bounce Mode Properties 

Figures 6.18(a) and (b) present the bounce mode stiffness and damping properties of 

the two suspension configurations Bu and Bx, respectively. Under the in-phase bounce-

mode excitations, both the suspensions yield identical front and rear suspension rates 

throughout the deflection range considered. The front suspension rate of both the 

configurations is lower than that of the rear suspension due to the larger load supported 

by the rear axle. Both the front and rear suspensions exhibit progressively hardening 

property in bump, but softening effect in rebound, as evident in Figure 6.18(a), which is 

attributed to the force-deflection property of the gas. 

Both the suspension configurations also reveal identical bounce mode damping 

property of the front- and rear-axle suspensions, as shown in Figure 6.18 (b), expressed in 

terms of force-velocity relationships. It should be noted that both configurations are 

evaluated assuming the symmetric damping in compression and rebound, although the 

asymmetric damping properties can also be easily realized in a similar manner. The flows 

through the valves are initiated, when the strut velocity approaches or exceeds 0.08 m/s, 

and the valves become fully open at 1.5 m/s. The results in Figures 6.18(a) and (b) show 

that the uncoupled and X-coupled suspensions possess identical suspension rate and 

damping properties in the bounce mode, and the X-coupled suspension (Bx) would thus 

be expected to retain the same vertical ride quality as the unconnected suspension Bu. 
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Figure 6.18: Bounce-mode properties of the full-vehicle suspension configurations (Bu 

and Bx): (a) suspension rate; and (b) bounce-mode damping. 

6.5.2 Roll Mode Properties 

Figures 6.19(a) and (b) illustrate the roll-mode properties of both the suspension 

configurations Bu and Bx in terms of roll stiffness and roll-mode damping, respectively. 

Unlike the bounce-mode properties, the X-coupled suspension Bx exhibits significantly 
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different roll mode properties, when compared to the uncoupled suspension configuration 

By, as it was realized for the roll-plane interconnection. The X-coupled configuration Bx 

yields considerably higher roll stiffness than the unconnected suspension BJJ. The use of 

passive anti-roll bars generally yields an upward parallel shift of the effective roll 

stiffness of the unconnected suspension, as it was shown in Figure 3.5, while it cannot 

augment the roll mode damping. An X-coupled suspension configuration yields 

considerably enhanced roll-mode damping, as evident in Figure 6.19(b), which would be 

very beneficial for controlling the transient roll motions during steering maneuvers. 

Roll stiffness property of a suspension system strongly affects not only the roll 

stability of vehicles, but also the vehicle handling quality and directional stability [3, 6]. 

Roll stiffness distribution is known to influence the handling balance 

(understeer/oversteer behavior). A vehicle with greater roll stiffness distributed over the 

front axle would exhibit greater understeer tendency. The static roll stiffnesses of the 

front and rear suspensions can thus be tuned to help achieve a desirable understeer 

characteristic. 
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Figure 6.19: Roll-mode properties of the full-vehicle suspension configurations (Bu and 
Bx): (a) roll stiffness; and (b) roll-mode damping. 

A conventional nonlinear suspension system may induce considerable variations in 

the roll stiffness distribution over the range of vehicle roll deflections during steering, 

which may contribute to variations in the understeer coefficient. It is therefore highly 

desirable to investigate the dynamic roll stiffness distribution characteristics of a 

suspension with varying roll deflections. The relative roll stiffness distribution ratio 
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(RSDR), defined as the ratio of front suspension roll stiffness per unit sprung mass 

supported by the front suspension to that of the rear suspenion (k^/m^/fk^/m), is used 

as a measure of the dynamic roll stiffness distribution property, which may be applied to 

study the variations in understeer behavior under a directional maneuver. Figure 6.20 

illustrates variations in the RSDR characteristics of both the suspension configurations 

(By and Bx) as a function of the roll deflection. The results show constant roll stiffness 

distribution for the unconnected suspension configuration B\j over the entire range of roll 

deflection considered, while the RSDR of the X-coupled suspension Bx increases 

progressively with an increase in roll deflection. Such progressive increase in RSDR with 

increasing roll deflection would indicate a greater understeer tendency during relatively 

high lateral-acceleration steering maneuvers. 

Some studies have stated the understeer coefficient increasing with an increase in 

lateral acceleration (or during the nonlinear operating range of the tires) would be 

desirable for improving vehicle yaw or directional stability during tight or emergency 

steering maneuvers [3, 6, 58, 73]. These indicate that the proposed X-coupled suspension 

configuration would have considerable potential in enhancing both the roll as well as 

directional stabilities of the heavy vehicles. 
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Figure 6.20: A comparison of the RSDR characteristics of the full-vehicle suspension 
configurations {By and Bx). 

6.5.3 Pitch Mode Properties 

Figure 6.21 illustrates the pitch stiffness properties of the two suspension 

configurations (Bu and Bx). Similar to the roll stiffness property, the X-coupled 

configuration Bx yields considerably higher pitch stiffness than the uncoupled suspension 

By. The suspension damping in the pitch mode varies identical to that in the roll mode, as 

observed in Figure 6.19(b), for each of the configurations. The X-coupled suspension Bx 

thus yields considerably enhanced pitch-mode damping characteristics due to additional 

flows through the connecting pipes. The significantly higher pitch stiffness and pitch-

mode damping of the X-coupled suspension would help reduce the vehicle pitch motion 

and thus the longitudinal load transfer during maneuvers involving braking or 

acceleration, and therefore improved braking and handling performance. 
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Figure 6.21: Variations in pitch stiffness of the full-vehicle uncoupled (Bu) and X-
coupled (Bx) suspension configurations. 

6.5.4 Warp Mode Properties 

The road-holding and traction performances of a vehicle are greatly influenced by the 

warp stiffness of the suspension. A relatively low suspension warp stiffness is desirable 

for improved road-holding and traction performance. The use of anti-roll bars, however, 

tends to increase the effective suspension warp stiffness, due to the corresponding greater 

coupling between the roll and warp modes. Figure 6.22 illustrates comparison of the warp 

stiffness of both the suspension configurations Bu and Bx, while the warp-mode damping 

was found to be identical to that of bounce-mode for each configuration, shown in Figure 

6.18(b). Both the configurations yield identical warp stiffness over the entire range of 

warp deflection considered, as in the case of bounce mode stiffness. This suggests that 

the fluidic X-coupling does not alter the warp property of the suspension, while it yields 

significant gains in the roll as well as pitch mode stiffness and damping properties. This 

is also consistent with the VPI measure described in Table 6.2. 
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Figure 6.22: Variations in warp stiffness of the full-vehicle uncoupled (By) and X-
coupled (Bx) suspension configurations. 

6.5.5 Design Flexibility and Tuning of the X-Coupled Suspension 

The properties of the X-coupled suspension configuration presented in Figures 6.18 

to 6.22, clearly show that X-coupling of the individual wheel struts could considerably 

increase the roll- and pitch-mode stiffness and damping, while maintaining relatively low 

bounce- and warp-mode properties compared to those of an unconnected suspension. 

This suggests that the proposed X-coupled suspension configuration could help realize 

greater decoupling between the roll/pitch and bounce/warp modes, so as to achieve an 

enhanced design compromise among the four vehicle vibration-modes. Such improved 

decoupling characteristics of the X-coupled suspension can help achieve improved roll 

and directional stabilities, pitch attitude control and handling performance, without 

affecting the primary vertical ride and roadholding qualities. The higher roll and pitch 

mode stiffnesses were reflected in the VPI values presented in Table 6.2. The Table 

further anticipated minimal changes in the bounce and warp stiffness properties 
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compared to those of the unconnected configuration. This confirms the effectiveness of 

the simplified VPI measure for preliminary assessments and feasibility analyses of 

alternative suspension interconnections. 

Apart from the desirable stiffness and damping properties, the X-coupled hydro-

pneumatic suspension offers greater design flexibility. The suspension properties could 

be conveniently varied through variations in the strut geometry. The design flexibility 

through variations in the annular piston areas (^3) of the struts, connected either in the 

roll-plane or pitch-plane, was demonstrated in Sections 3.3.4 and 4.4. The results reveal 

that variations in AT, affect the suspension properties most significantly, without 

influencing the load carrying capacity and the operating pressure requirements. The 

influence of variations in the annular piston area (Ay) of the front suspension struts on the 

resulting stiffness properties of the X-coupled suspension configuration Bx is thus 

investigated through variations of ± 20% about the nominal value, while maintaining 

identical load carrying capacity and static gas pressure. 

Figures 6.23(a) and (b) present the influence of variations in the annular piston area 

of the front struts on the front and rear suspension rates, respectively. The results show 

that the variations in Ay cause only minimal changes in the front and rear suspension 

rates in the rebound mode, which the effect is relatively large on both the suspension 

rates in the compression mode. It is further observed that an increase in Ay yields a 

higher front suspension rate, but a lower rear suspension rate, which is attributed to the 

coupling effect between the front and rear suspension struts. The influence of variations 

in Ay on the front and rear suspension roll stiffness properties is presented in Figure 6.24, 

while the influence on the roll stiffness distribution ratio (RSDR) is presented in Figure 
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6.25. An increase in ^3/not only yields higher roll mode stiffness of both the front and 

rear suspensions, but also a higher RSDR of the full-vehicle X-coupled suspension 

system. An increase in Ay would thus yield a more understeer tendency with increasing 

roll deflection of the suspension. 

-0.02 0 0.02 
Deflection(m) 

(a) 

0.06 

3500 

-0°06 -0.04 -0.02 6 0X>2 0.04 0.06 
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(b) 
Figure 6.23: Influence of variations in front-strut annular a r e a ^ o n bounce mode 

stiffness properties of the X-coupled suspension: (a) front suspension rate; and (b) rear 
suspension rate. 
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Figure 6.24: Influence of variations in front-strut annular area A3/ on the roll mode 

stiffness properties of the X-coupled suspension: (a) front suspension roll stiffness; and 
(b) rear suspension roll stiffness. 

Figure 6.26 presents the influence of variations in Ay on the pitch stiffness of the X-

coupled suspension Bx. The results show that an increase in Ay yields higher suspension 

pitch stiffness, suggesting a stronger coupling between the front and rear suspensions. 

The influence of variations in Ay on the suspension warp stiffness is illustrated in Figure 
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6.27. The results suggest that a decrease in Ay would reduce the warp stiffness of the X-

coupled suspension. 
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Figure 6.27: Influence of variations in front-strut annular area^/on warp stiffness of the 
X-coupled suspension. 

6.6 Dynamics Responses of the Vehicle 

The performance potentials of the proposed X-coupled suspension configuration Bx 

are further evaluated in terms of dynamic responses of the vehicle, subject to braking and 

steering inputs, compared to the unconnected configuration By. The equations of motion 

for the full-vehicle model (Figure 6.1) equipped with different suspension configurations 

are analyzed through simultaneous solutions of Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2), combined with 

dynamic strut forces presented in Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5). 

The nonlinear roll- and pitch-plane vehicle models formulated in Chapter 2, served as 

effective means in evaluating the ride, and roll or pitch performance characteristics of 

road vehicles with different suspension designs. These models, however, are not adequate 

in evaluating the handling and directional performance of road vehicles, particularly 

under combined steering and braking inputs. The 14-DOF full-vehicle model developed 

and validated in this chapter can be applied to evaluate the coupled roll, pitch and 
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directional dynamic responses of the vehicle with the two suspension configurations (Bx 

and Bu). 

Two critical handling maneuvers, braking-in-a-turn and split-p. straight-line braking, 

are used for the relative analyses of handling dynamic response and directional stability 

of the vehicle [4, 5, 53, 61, 169, 170]. Two road surfaces with different friction 

characteristics are considered for the dynamic analyses: (i) a dry road with friction 

coefficient of 0.9, referred to as 'dry surface'; and (ii) a wet road with friction coefficient 

of 0.5, referred to as 'wet surface'' [158]. The initial vehicle speed for the analyses is set 

as 28 m/s, while the braking torque distribution is selected to be proportional to the static 

weight distribution between the two axles of the vehicle [4, 100]. The braking model (Eq. 

(4.1)) developed in Chapter 4 is used in the analysis. The braking torque and steer angle 

inputs applied during a braking-in-a-turn maneuver are presented in Figure 6.28. Figure 

6.29 illustrates the front and rear braking-torque inputs for the split-|i straight-line 

braking maneuver, where the left- and right-vehicle tracks are assumed to have road 

friction coefficients of 0.9 and 0.5, respectively. 

Vehicle dynamic performance during braking-in-a-turn can be effectively evaluated 

in terms of: (a) roll performance measures: sprung mass roll angle and rate; (b) pitch 

performance measures: sprung mass pitch angle and rate; and (c) handling or directional 

performance measures: yaw rate, lateral acceleration and vehicle path [1-6, 15, 40, 53]. 

Vehicle dynamic performance during the split-u straight-line braking is further evaluated 

in terms of the above roll and pitch performance measures. 
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Figure 6.28: Representations of the braking-in-a-turn inputs: (a) braking torques; and (b) 

steer angle. 
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Figure 6.29: Representations of the split-|u straight-line braking inputs. 

6.6.1 Responses to a Braking-in-a-Turn Maneuver 

Figure 6.30 presents the sprung mass roll dynamic responses (roll angle and rate) of 

the vehicle with the two different suspension configurations (Bx and By) under the 

defined braking-in-a-turn inputs on the dry surface. The results show that the X-coupled 

suspension configuration Bx yields considerably lower sprung mass roll angle as well as 

velocity compared to the unconnected suspension B\j. Furthermore, the roll responses due 

to configuration Bx decay more rapidly, as seen in Figures 6.30(a) and (b). These are 

attributed to the enhanced roll stiffness and roll-mode damping properties of the X-

coupled suspension, as evident in Figures 6.19(a) and (b). The responses on the wet 

surface exhibit similar trends and are thus not presented. 
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Time (s) 

(b) 
Figure 6.30: Dynamic roll responses of the heavy vehicle with two different suspension 
configurations (By and Bx) during a braking-in-a-turn maneuver on the dry surface: (a) 

sprung mass roll angle; and (b) sprung mass roll velocity. 

Figure 6.31 presents the sprung mass pitch angle and velocity responses of the 

vehicle with the two suspension configurations under the defined braking-in-a-turn inputs 

on the dry surface. Similar to the roll responses, the X-coupled suspension Bx yields 

significantly lower pitch angle and velocity when compared to those of the vehicle with 
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suspension configuration Bu, which is attributed to the enhanced pitch stiffness and pitch-

mode damping of the X-coupled suspension. The results in Figures 6.30 and 6.31 suggest 

the considerably enhanced anti-roll and anti-pitch properties of the vehicle comprising X-

couplings among different suspension strut units. 

,x10 

0.03 

4 6 
Time (s) 

(b) 
Figure 6.31: Dynamic pitch responses of the heavy vehicle with two different suspension 
configurations (Bu and Bx) during a braking-in-a-turn maneuver on the dry surface: (a) 

sprung mass pitch angle; and (b) sprung mass pitch velocity. 
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Figures 6.32(a), (b) and (c) present the relative handling and directional responses of 

the vehicle with two suspensions in terms of yaw rate, lateral acceleration and vehicle 

path during the defined braking-in-a-turn maneuver on the dry surface, respectively. The 

results show that the X-coupled suspension Bx yields slightly lower yaw rate and lateral 

acceleration, which leads to a slightly larger turning radius, compared to the unconnected 

suspension By. These are mostly attributed to the relatively higher RSDR and roll-mode 

damping of the X-coupled suspension Bx, as evident in Figure 6.20. The results suggest a 

slightly improved understeer tendency, which is beneficial for enhancing vehicle yaw or 

directional stability during tight or emergent steering maneuvers [3, 6, 58, 73]. 

Owing to the identical bounce-mode stiffness and damping properties, The X-

coupled suspension (Bx) and unconnected suspension (Bx) are expected to yield 

comparable vertical ride performance, as observed from the responses of roll- and pitch-

connected suspensions. It can thus be deduce that the proposed X-coupled hydro-

pneumatic suspension configuration offers considerable potential benefits in realizing 

enhanced anti-roll and anti-pitch properties, handling performance, and roll and 

directional stabilities, without deteriorating the vertical ride and roadholding qualities of 

the vehicle. 
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Figure 6.32: Directional responses of the heavy vehicle with two different suspension 
configurations (By and Bx) during a braking-in-a-turn maneuver on the dry surface: (a) 

yaw rate; (b) lateral acceleration; and (c) vehicle path. 

6.6.2 Responses under a Split-u. Straight-Line Braking 

Figures 6.33 and 6.34 present the sprung mass roll and pitch responses of the vehicle 

during the defined split-jj straight-line braking inputs (Figure 6.29), respectively. The 

results show that the X-coupled suspension Bx yields lower magnitudes of roll and pitch 

deflections and velocities of the sprung mass, as those were observed under the braking-

in-a-turn maneuver. The results thus further confirm the improved anti-roll and anti-pitch 

properties of the X-coupled suspension, and thereby enhanced directional stability and 

control performance [50]. 
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Figure 6.33: Dynamic roll responses of the heavy vehicle with two different suspension 
configurations (Bu and Bx) during split-fj. straight-line braking: (a) sprung mass roll 

angle; and (b) sprung mass roll velocity. 
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Figure 6.34: Dynamic pitch responses of the heavy vehicle with two different suspension 
configurations (Bu and Bx) during split-p. straight-line braking: (a) sprung mass pitch 

angle; and (b) sprung mass pitch velocity. 

6.7 Summary 

In this chapter, a number of feasible configurations of full-vehicle interconnected 

suspensions were conceived and investigated, in terms of their feasibility and anticipated 

suspension property. The relative properties of the selected X-coupled configuration are 
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evaluated and compared to those of the unconnected suspension. The design flexibility 

and vehicle dynamic responses are further evaluated under split-p, straight-line braking 

and braking-in-a-turn maneuvers. A 14-DOF nonlinear two-axle vehicle model was 

developed to study the directional dynamic responses, and was validated using the 

available measured data. A number of feasible full-vehicle interconnected suspensions 

were identified and preliminarily evaluated based on a proposed simplified measure, 

vehicle property index (VPI), which demonstrated that different interconnected 

suspension configurations could yield quite different properties. A full-vehicle X-coupled 

suspension configuration that involves diagonal hydraulic-interconnections among the 

suspension strut units was selected for further investigation compared to an unconnected 

hydro-pneumatic suspension. 

The analytical formulations of strut forces and suspension properties of the selected 

full-vehicle X-coupled suspension configuration were derived based on the previously 

formulated generalized model. The suspension stiffness and damping properties were 

evaluated and compared with those of an unconnected full-vehicle suspension 

configuration in the bounce-, roll-, pitch- and warp-modes. The suspension design 

flexibility of the X-coupled suspension was also investigated using parametric studies. 

Vehicle dynamic responses, in terms of roll, pitch and directional performance measures, 

were further assessed under two critical handling maneuvers: braking-in-a-turn and split-

H straight-line braking. The results demonstrated that the proposed X-coupled suspension 

could yield considerably enhanced anti-roll and anti-pitch properties, handling 

performance, and roll and directional stabilities, without deteriorating the vertical ride 

and roadholding qualities of road vehicles. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.1 Highlights of the Dissertation Research 

This dissertation research has systematically explored two advanced passive vehicle 

suspension design concepts, interconnected hydro-pneumatic suspension and twin-gas-

chamber strut suspension, which have considerable potential applications to heavy 

vehicles, SUVs, military vehicles, and racing cars. Both the suspension concepts offer 

substantial flexibility for realizing variable stiffness and damping properties. The 

proposed struts designs, including single- and twin-gas-chamber struts, also offer larger 

working area and thus lower pressure requirements, and integrated damping components. 

The studies of the these advanced passive suspension design concepts have been 

performed through comprehensive analytical formulations of the compressible and 

incompressible hydraulic fluids and analyses under various excitations arising from 

vehicle-road interactions, steering and braking maneuvers, and crosswinds. The analytical 

models and the methodologies were validated on the basis of the available experimental 

data. Apart from these advanced suspension design concepts, fundamental pitch 

dynamics of heavy vehicles have also been explored so as to establish a set of suspension 

tuning rules in the vehicle pitch plane. 

The major highlights of the dissertation work are described below: 

• Two hydro-pneumatic strut design concepts, single- and twin-gas-chamber struts, 
were proposed to obtain a compact deign with considerably larger effective 
operating area. These struts designs integrate gas chamber(s) and damping valves 
within the same units, based on which various fluidic interconnections can be 
conveniently conceived. The novel twin-gas-chamber strut design further 
provides potential benefits in realizing nearly symmetric suspension rates in 
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compression and rebound, and considerably improved roll- and pitch-mode 
stiffnesses. 

• The nonlinear in-plane (roll- and pitch-plane) vehicle models have been 
developed for facilitating the investigation of fundamental properties of different 
unconnected and interconnected suspension configurations, as well as vehicle 
dynamic responses under a variety of excitations arising from road roughness 
profiles, steering and braking maneuvers, and crosswinds. A number of roll- or 
pitch-interconnected and unconnected suspension configurations, based on the 
two proposed strut designs, were analyzed to develop the strut forces and 
suspension properties, which incorporate hydraulic fluid compressibility, floating 
piston dynamics, and variable symmetric and asymmetric damping valves. 

• A generalized model of strut forces of various interconnected and unconnected 
suspension configurations was formulated to unify different suspension 
configurations in an integrated frame, which may further provide a foundation for 
exploring common characteristics of various suspension configurations in a 
theoretical manner. 

• The roll plane suspension properties and dynamic responses of a vehicle were 
analyzed and compared for five different suspension configurations, based on the 
formulated nonlinear roll-plane vehicle model. These included four 
configurations with symmetric damping: unconnected with and without an anti-
roll bar, hydraulically interconnected, and pneumatically interconnected. An 
additional hydraulically interconnected configuration with asymmetric damping 
and increased roll stiffness is also considered. The relative vertical and roll 
responses of the vehicle model with different suspension configurations were 
evaluated under excitations arising from tire interactions with random road 
profiles and discrete road bumps, and centrifugal accelerations corresponding to 
steady turning and lane-change maneuvers, as well as crosswinds. 

• The pitch-plane suspension properties and dynamic responses of the nonlinear 
pitch-plane vehicle model with different pitch-interconnected suspensions 
configurations were investigated, under the braking inputs and random road 
roughness excitations. These interconnected suspension configurations involved 
pneumatic, hydraulic and hybrid fluidic interconnections between the front and 
rear struts. The essential properties of the pitch-connected configurations were 
evaluated in terms of front and rear suspension rates, pitch stiffness, and bounce 
and pitch mode damping characteristics, and compared with those of the 
unconnected suspension. The pitch-plane dynamic responses of a heavy vehicle 
with proposed suspension configurations were also evaluated under braking 
inputs and random road roughness excitations. A novel braking torque model was 
proposed to characterize the brake-fade effects. The ride height control ability of 
pitch-interconnected suspensions was also analytically proven. The effects of 
load variations on the performance of the vehicle with different suspensions as 
well as ride height leveling system were further investigated. 
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• In a similar manner to the study of interconnected suspensions, the analyses of 
the proposed twin-gas-chamber strut suspension were also performed in terms of 
roll- as well as pitch-plane suspension properties and dynamic responses of the 
vehicle, based on the two formulated in-plane vehicle models. The responses are 
compared with those of an unconnected single-gas-chamber strut suspension. 

• The full-vehicle interconnected suspensions were investigated, in terms of the 
feasibility, suspension property, design flexibility and vehicle dynamic responses. 
A 14-DOF nonlinear two-axle vehicle model was developed and validated using 
the available measured data. A number of feasible full-vehicle interconnected 
suspensions were identified and preliminarily evaluated based on a simplified 
measure, vehicle property index (VPI), which demonstrated that different 
interconnected suspension configurations could yield quite different suspension 
properties. 

• A full-vehicle X-coupled suspension configuration that involves diagonal 
hydraulic-interconnections among the suspension strut units was selected for 
further investigation compared to an unconnected hydro-pneumatic suspension. 
The suspension stiffness and damping properties were evaluated and compared, 
in terms of bounce-, roll-, pitch- and warp-modes. The design flexibility of the X-
coupled suspension was also investigated using parametric studies. Vehicle 
dynamic responses, in terms of roll, pitch and directional performance measures, 
were further assessed under two critical handling maneuvers: braking-in-a-turn 
and split-jj, straight-line braking. 

• The front/rear suspension stiffness tunings of two-axle heavy vehicles with 
unconnected suspensions were systematically explored, under a wide range of 
random road inputs and driving speeds, as well as braking inputs. Upon 
considerations of the mathematical formulations of two pitch plane models of a 
two-axle heavy vehicle with unconnected and coupled suspensions, three 
dimensionless measures of suspension properties, namely the pitch margin (PM), 
pitch stiffness ratio (PSR) and coupled pitch stiffness ratio (CPSR), were 
proposed and analyzed for different unconnected suspension tunings and load 
conditions. The simulation results were explored in an attempt to derive 
influences of suspension tunings and measures on the responses, and for 
establishing some basic suspension timing rules of heavy vehicles with 
conventional unconnected suspensions. 

7.2 Conclusions 

Based upon the studies carried out in the dissertation, the following major 

conclusions are drawn: 

• The analytical formulations of strut forces and stiffness and damping properties 
of the various in-plane (roll- or pitch-plane) interconnected suspension 
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configurations clearly demonstrated the coupling effects of springing forces 
between the different suspension struts. These formulations further showed that 
the hydraulically and hybrid-fiuidically interconnected suspension configurations 
involve the coupled damping forces. 

• The generalized model of strut forces of various in-plane interconnected and 
unconnected suspension configurations provides an integrated frame for different 
suspension configurations, as well as a theoretical foundation for exploring 
fundamental characteristics of various coupled suspension configurations. 

• Comparisons of roll-plane properties of different suspension configurations 
demonstrated that both hydraulically and pneumatically interconnected 
suspensions yield enhanced roll stiffness while maintaining soft vertical ride. The 
hydraulic interconnections further offer improved roll-mode damping attributed 
to the hydraulic-coupling effect. The results attained from the parametric studies 
showed the superior design flexibility of the fluidic-interconnections. The roll 
stiffness of the connected struts could be conveniently improved by varying the 
design parameters of the struts, which is unlike the use of anti-roll bar that would 
add weight and also pose a challenge in view of the chassis design space. 

• The results of the roll dynamic responses showed that fluidic interconnections 
yield improved roll response, with only negligible influence on the vertical ride 
performance, irrespective of driving speed and road roughness. For the 
centrifugal acceleration excitations, the roll responses of the vehicle evaluated in 
terms of the sprung mass roll angle and LTR are nearly identical with pneumatic 
interconnection and unconnected suspension with anti-roll bar. The hydraulic 
interconnections yield much lower roll angle responses, which tend to decay 
more rapidly and can be attributed to its enhanced roll-mode damping and 
stiffness properties. The asymmetric damping coupled with hydraulic 
interconnections also yields improved shock and roll motion isolation 
performance under the deterministic road inputs considered. 

• The analyses of the pitch-plane suspension properties suggested that the pitch-
interconnections, either hydraulic or pneumatic, can yield significantly higher 
pitch stiffness without affecting the vertical suspension rates and bounce 
damping, which could thus achieve improved vehicle anti-dive performance and 
reduce dynamic longitudinal load transfers under braking maneuvers. The 
hydraulic interconnections further permit considerably higher pitch-mode 
damping compared to the unconnected suspension, pneumatically and hybrid-
fluidically interconnected configurations. The most significant benefits of pitch-
connected suspension arise from its design flexibility. The results attained from 
parametric analyses revealed that the proposed struts and interconnections can be 
easily tuned to achieve desired pitch properties with negligible influence on the 
bounce properties. The improved anti-dive performance could thus be realized 
with soft vertical ride. 

• The results of the vehicle dynamic responses of the pitch-plane interconnected 
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suspensions demonstrated that the proposed pitch-interconnected suspensions 
could considerably inhibit vehicle attitude and suspension travels during straight-
line braking maneuvers. The interconnected suspensions also revealed reduced 
suspension travel without greatly affecting the vertical ride under excitations 
arising from random roads of varying surface roughness. The braking and ride 
responses showed only little sensitivity to load variations. The results suggested 
that pitch-connected suspension offers significant potential for enhancing the 
vehicle pitch performance, irrespective of various operating and load conditions 
considered. Moreover, these offer greater design flexibility for realizing desired 
pitch-mode stiffness and damping without affecting the bounce properties. 

• The property analyses of the twin-gas-chamber strut suspension showed that the 
proposed twin-gas-chamber struts yield nearly symmetric but progressively 
hardening suspension rates in both the compression and extension, as opposed to 
the conventional air suspensions and single-gas-chamber strut suspension that 
generally cause softening in rebound. Unlike conventional suspensions, the roll 
or pitch stiffness of the proposed twin-gas-chamber struts also revealed 
progressively hardening effect with increasing roll or pitch deflections, 
respectively, attributed to the novel twin-gas-chamber design. 

• The results of the vehicle dynamic responses demonstrated that the proposed 
twin-gas-chamber strut design offers considerable potential for enhancing vehicle 
attitude control, roll stability, braking performance, handling and ride 
characteristics of road vehicles, due to its nearly symmetric vertical stiffness in 
compression and rebound, and progressively hardening roll/pitch stiffness 
property. Moreover, the proposed design offers superior design flexibility and a 
light weight alternative to anti-roll bar. 

• A set of terms was defined, based on which the feasibility analysis of various 
full-vehicle interconnected suspension systems could be conveniently performed, 
and feasible interconnected suspension configurations could be easily identified. 
A simplified measure, vehicle property index (VPI), was further proposed to 
preliminarily evaluate different feasible full-vehicle interconnected suspension 
systems. The effectiveness of the proposed measure was also validated using the 
analyses of the property and vehicle dynamic responses of the selected X-coupled 
and unconnected suspensions. 

• The full-vehicle model analyses showed that the proposed hydraulically X-
coupled suspension could yield considerably enhanced anti-roll and anti-pitch 
properties, handling performance, and roll and directional stabilities, without 
deteriorating vertical ride and roadholding qualities of road vehicles. Moreover, 
the parametric studies also suggested the superior design flexibility of the 
proposed X-coupled suspension in suspension property tuning. 

• Maintaining a constant value of sum of the front and rear suspension spring rates 
would still induce variations in vertical acceleration responses, irrespective of the 
load distribution, which is attributed to the coupling effect between the bounce 
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and pitch modes of the sprung mass. For a vehicle with a particular load 
distribution, the use of an unconnected suspension yields a definite relationship 
between the dimensionless suspension property measures, namely the pitch 
margin (PM) and pitch stiffness ratio (PSR). 

• A positive value of PM could considerably improve pitch ride, irrespective of the 
load distribution. It, however, generally deteriorates vertical ride, particularly for 
vehicles with even load distribution or greater load on the front axle. The PM and 
PSR show coupled effects on both vertical and pitch ride. A lower value of PSR 
together with a positive PM value could yield considerable improvement in the 
pitch ride. 

• The peak pitch angle and peak suspension travel responses during braking are 
directly related to PSR. A higher PSR would be desirable for reducing both the 
peak pitch angle and peak suspension travel responses during braking maneuvers. 

• For typical heavy vehicles with greater load on the rear axle, a positive PM tuning 
that yields a relatively lower PSR could considerably enhance the pitch ride with 
only negligible influence on vertical ride response. Such suspension tuning, 
however, would significantly deteriorate the pitch attitude control and suspension 
travel responses of the vehicles during braking maneuvers. 

• A positive PM tuning also represents a relatively lower front suspension natural 
frequency, which indicates a lower roll stiffness of the front suspension. The use 
of anti-roll bar or roll plane coupled suspension would thus be helpful for 
increasing the roll stiffness without affecting vertical stiffness property. 

• For vehicles with even load distribution or greater load on the front axle, an 
appropriate negative PM tuning could considerably improve vertical ride with 
only slight increase in pitch acceleration response. 

• The suspension tuning could help reduce DLC due to forces developed by tires at 
one of the axles with an increase in DLC due to the other axle tire forces. A 
negative PM tuning tends to deteriorate the DLC responses of vehicles, 
irrespective of the load distribution and road roughness. A positive tuning, 
however, could generally yield slightly lower DLC. 

• The suspension tuning could improve the rms travel response of suspension at one 
of the axles, while that of the suspension at the other axle would generally 
deteriorate. Suspension tuning with a positive PM tends to slightly deteriorate 
suspension travel responses of the vehicles with even or more load on the rear 
axle. A negative PM tuning, however, could slightly improve suspension travel 
responses of the vehicles with even or more load on the rear axle. 

• Unlike unconnected suspension, pitch plane coupled suspension, could permit 
independent tunings of the vertical and pitch stiffness rates, and thus the PM and 
PSR. A pitch-connected suspension could thus offer significant potential for 
improving both the ride and handling qualities of vehicles. 
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7.3 Recommendations for Future Studies 

The fluidically-coupled vehicle suspension systems offer significant potentials as the 

future suspensions for their passive principles and enhanced tuning flexibility. Moreover, 

the twin-gas-chamber strut suspension can also provide extensive tuning flexibility for 

heavy vehicle applications. It would be desirable to translate the fundamental and 

conceptual design studies of these suspension designs into analyses for specific vehicles 

as well as laboratory prototype developments. It would also be desirable to explore the 

semi-active fluidically-coupled suspension and alternative compressible fluids to attain 

variable stiffness suspension. These research efforts would attract interests from the 

commercial vehicle, military vehicle and motorsport sectors, which have either employed 

or are planning to employ such design concepts. Particular topics of future work may 

include the following: 

• Semi-active and active interconnected hydro-pneumatic suspensions; 

• Suspension designs with road- and bridge-friendliness, and driver-friendliness; 

• Further extensive studies on the applications to SUVs, military vehicles, heavy 
vehicles and racing cars; 

• Experimental study and field test of various interconnected suspensions; 

• Experimental study and field test of twin-gas-chamber strut suspension; 
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APPENDIX A 

FUNDAMENTAL PITCH DYNAMICS AND SUSPENSION TUNING OF HEAVY 
VHEICLES 

A.1 Introduction 

The performance characteristics of a heavy vehicle are strongly related to its pitch 

motion, which include the ride, handling, suspension stroke and dynamic tire loads. This 

is partially attributed to the relatively large wheelbase and coupling between the vertical 

and pitch motions of heavy vehicles. Moreover, heavy vehicles are generally 

characterized by highly variable gross vehicle weight (GVW) and load distributions, 

compared with passenger cars. Passenger cars are generally designed to achieve front/rear 

load distribution ratio and dynamic index (tflab) close to unity [1, 2], where k is the 

radius of gyration of the sprung mass in pitch, and a and b are the longitudinal distances 

from the center of gravity (e.g.) to the front and rear wheel centers, respectively. These 

ratios are significantly different for heavy vehicles, where the dynamic index may assume 

a value greater than 1 for two-axle vehicles, leading to pitch mode natural frequency 

lower than the bounce mode frequency [3]. The dynamic characteristics of heavy vehicle 

systems are therefore considerably different from those of the passenger cars [2]. 

Suspension design of road vehicles necessities a complex compromise among 

different performance measures related to ride and handling qualities. Unlike 

automobiles, the transport productivity and efficiency are generally prioritized for heavy 

vehicles, particularly the directional and roll dynamic performance [4-6]. The ride 

properties of heavy vehicles concern the preservation of health, safety and comfort of the 

drivers and/or passengers, and protection of the cargoes, while the suspension design is 
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subject to the constraints imposed by requirements on productivity and functional 

efficiency [4]. Considering the long exposure duration of professional drivers of 

commercial vehicles, the driver fatigue arising from ride vibration environment may also 

affect the safety and efficiency of vehicle operations in an adverse manner [7]. The ride 

comfort performance of heavy vehicles are generally dominated by the pitch plane 

motions, while the lateral and roll vibrations have been considered to be relatively less 

important [4]. The heave vibration arises from combined bounce and pitch motions, while 

the longitudinal vibration at the driver location is predominated only by pitch motions. 

Furthermore, the pitch motions are generally considered 'objectionable' and annoying, as 

they encourage pitch oscillation of the seat backrest and thus 'head nod' [1, 8]. The 

suppression of pitch vibration is therefore very important for enhancement of ride 

comfort of heavy vehicles. 

The vehicle braking or acceleration maneuvers induce pitch motions and longitudinal 

load transfers among different axles, and thus variations in normal tire load [9, 10]. 

Considerably larger load transfers may be anticipated in heavy vehicles with floating 

cargoes, such as partly-filled tank trucks [11]. Such variations in normal load can 

influence the longitudinal, and cornering forces, and self-aligning torque developed by a 

tire. The directional and braking control performance of heavy vehicles can therefore be 

influenced by the pitch-induced normal load variations. 

The road-friendliness of heavy vehicles has been one of the important design and 

regulation objectives. The variations in dynamic tire load have been known to accelerate 

road-damage [12]. The road damaging potential of an articulated vehicle combination is 
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influenced by interactions between the vehicle units, which are strongly coupled by their 

respective pitch motions [13]. 

Studies on coupled bounce and pitch motions of automobiles have resulted in some 

guidelines on suspension design in order to achieve pitch ride control. A few studies have 

investigated the effects of suspension tuning for passenger cars on ride performance 

enhancement. The simulation results obtained for a 4-DOF pitch plane model suggested 

that the front/rear suspension stiffness ratio significantly affects pitch displacement 

responses [14], while the well-known 'Olley's tuning' is beneficial at higher speeds [15, 

16]. Odhams and Cebon [17] developed a pitch plane vehicle model with coupling 

between the front and rear suspensions, where the conventional unconnected suspension 

was shown to be a special case of coupled suspension. The study presented that pitch 

plane formulations leaded to a relation between the bump and pitch response of an 

automobile, which was similar to the concept of Static Margin used in vehicle handling 

analysis. The study concluded that for the unconnected suspensions, the 'Olley's tuning' 

provided a nearly optimal solution for minimizing horizontal acceleration at the chest. 

The resulting vertical chest acceleration, however, could not be considered optimal. The 

study also demonstrated that an interconnected suspension with lower pitch stiffness, 

opposed to the conventional unconnected suspension, could offer benefits for improving 

dynamic tire force and body acceleration responses of a passenger car. 

The tuning methodologies and design guidance provided in above-mentioned studies 

are applicable for passenger car suspensions, and may not be valid for heavy vehicle 

suspensions. Similar design rules for heavy vehicles have not yet been established, which 

may in part be attributed to vast variations in loading conditions. Furthermore, the 
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validity of the recommended design rules has not been investigated in view of responses 

under braking and acceleration inputs. Cole [2] also pointed out that optimal suspension 

tunings achieved under certain driving velocities may not work well for other speeds, 

since heavy vehicles operate in a wide range of speeds. This assertion would also be 

applicable for passenger cars. Odhams and Cebon [17] showed that minimizing the front 

and rear tire force responses of a passenger car yields different suspension design 

parameters, which would necessitate a design compromise. Moreover, control of 

suspension travel that influences both the ride and handling qualities of vehicles is 

another important design task. The minimization of suspension travel could also improve 

the productivity of heavy vehicles, considering the regulations on the heavy vehicle 

dimensions [2]. The study also suggested that the power dissipations due to alternative 

suspension designs should be assessed in future studies. Carruthers [18] stated that for a 

particular passenger car, the power dissipation of the suspension system is approximately 

80 W and 100 W at 50 km/h and 100 km/h, respectively. 

Heavy vehicle pitch-coupled suspension systems have been investigated in a few 

studies [19, 20]. A generalized model for a class of interconnected hydro-pneumatic 

suspensions was developed and analyzed under braking and road roughness inputs. The 

results of the studies demonstrated that the pitch-connected suspension configurations 

could help realize tuning of suspension pitch stiffness and damping properties 

independent of the front and rear vertical suspension rates. The heavy vehicle integrating 

pitch-connected suspensions with enhanced pitch stiffness and/or damping could inhibit 

braking dive and improve straight-line braking performance. 
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Pitch dynamics and suspension tuning of a two-axle heavy vehicle with unconnected 

suspension are explored in this Appendix, in an attempt to establish a relationship 

between the performance characteristics of the vehicle and suspension properties. The 

analysis provides valuable information for heavy vehicle suspension tuning and design. 

The effects of coupling between the front and rear suspensions on the resulting pitch 

properties are further investigated using a generalized pitch plane model of a two-axle 

heavy vehicle. Three performance measures are proposed to describe suspension 

properties in a dimensionless manner, namely the pitch margin (PM), pitch stiffness ratio 

(PSR) and coupled pitch stiffness ratio (CPSR). These measures are defined and analyzed 

for different suspension tuning and load conditions. The effects of suspension tuning on 

the dynamic responses of the vehicle are evaluated under braking inputs, and excitations 

arising from different road roughness conditions and driving speeds. Some basic 

suspension tuning rules of heavy vehicles with unconnected suspensions are proposed on 

the basis of analytical and simulation results. 

A.2 Pitch Plane Modeling and Formulations 

A simplified linear pitch plane model of a two-axle heavy vehicle, involving either 

unconnected or coupled suspension, is formulated in order to investigate the effect of 

suspension tuning on the dynamic responses of heavy vehicles. Figure 1 presents the 

pitch plane vehicle model involving unconnected or coupled suspension. The vehicle 

model with unconnected suspension, shown in Fig. 1(a), has been widely used in a 

number of studies for analysis of vehicle ride [14, 17]. The vehicle model with coupled 

suspension has also been proposed in a recent study [17], where the front and rear 

unsprung masses are assumed to be coupled through a massless beam. A generalized 
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pitch-plane vehicle model was formulated comprising an equivalent bump stiffness (fa) 

and damping (c*) with coordinates a* and ac, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The 

effective pitch stiffness and damping due to the coupled suspension are represented by 

rotational spring kp and damping constant cp. Each tire is represented by a linear spring 

assuming point-contact with the road and negligible damping. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 1: Pitch plane model of a two-axle heavy vehicle: (a) unconnected suspension; and 

(b) coupled suspension. 

Assuming linear suspension properties, the equations of motion for the model with 

uncoupled suspension are derived as: 

*,'*, ~ Csf (Zuf _ i> + Lf<Ps ) - C» for _ *> -Lr<P>)~ ksf for ~ Zs + Lf9i)~ K (Zur ~ Zs ~ Lr9s ) = 0 

l*9, + CsfLf for - Zs + Lf9s h C
Sr

Lr (Zur - Zs ~ Lr9s ) 

+ ksf
Lf fo ~ zs + Lfps)- kxrLr (z„ -zs- Lr<ps) = 0 

m„fzuf + ctffor - z s + L
f<Ps)+ k,fzuf + ksf fo/ - z s + L

f9s) = k</zof 

m,Jur + c„{z„ - z, - Lr<ps)+ k„z„ + k„ (z„r - z, - Lrq>,) = k,rz0r (1) 

m. 

where ms and Is are mass and pitch mass moment of inertia of the sprung mass, muf and 

mur are the front and rear unsprung masses, respectively. z„/and zlir are vertical motions of 

the front and rear unsprung masses, respectively, and zs and <ps are vertical and pitch 
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motions of the sprung mass, respectively. L/ and Lr define the longitudinal distances 

between the sprung mass e.g. and the front and rear axles, respectively, and L is the 

wheelbase. kti is vertical stiffness of tires on axle / (i=f,r), and ksi and csi (i=f,r) are the 

vertical stiffness and damping coefficients of suspension at axle i, respectively, zq/-and z<y 

represent the road inputs in the vicinity of the front and rear tire-road contacts, 

respectively. 

The equations of motion for the vehicle model with coupled suspension are derived 

in a similar manner and expressed as: 

mtzs-Fcb-FU)=0 

!S9S + Tcp - Fcbac + Tkp - Fkhak = 0 

m z | (Lr~ac)F +UT +T )+&-"*)F -k L _ z ) 

m i ALf+ac)F _UT +T )[i
Lf + a*)F _k (. __ \ 

mmZur + J tcb y\1cp+1kp)+ J rkb - Klr \Z0r Zm) 
(2) 

where Fcb = ch 
. ( . . \(Lf+aL) . 

Z,+\Z —Zf)1-^ -— Z 
"uf Vur uf/ T 

Fkb = K \ +(z _z iLf+a«} 
Zuf+\Zur Zuf) T 

L 

-Zs-akVs 

z
s~ac<ps 

TCP=CP <Ps~ 
[Zur-Kf) 

and Tkp=kp <P> 
(Zur-ZufJ The 

equations of motions of the two models can be analyzed to develop relationships between 

the parameters of coupled and unconnected suspensions. The stiffness matrices for the 

unconnected (Ku) and coupled (Kc) suspension models can be expressed as: 

(3) Klt = 

ksf ksr 

symmetric 

KfLf ~ksrLr 

-k I2 -k T2 

Kf 

— ksf - klf 

K 
k L 

sr r 

0 
_ ksr ~ klr 
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Kr 

-ku -kbak 

-Kal-k. 

k L'~ak Lf+ak 

L bi 

~E--k -k 
L2 * " 1} 

^ + hak
Lf+ak 

{Lr-Okf K \&-<>>&+*>) 

symmetric 

L2 k" I2 T 

L2 " " L2 

(4) 

Odhams and Cebon [17] established a number of important relations for the two 

suspension models by comparing the stiffness matrices in Eqs. (3) and (4). From Eq. (4), 

it is apparent that ak = 0 yields uncoupled bounce and pitch modes of the sprung mass. 

The position coordinate ak is thus termed as the stiffness coupling factor between the 

bounce and pitch modes. Furthermore, both stiffness matrices are identical under 

uncoupled bounce and pitch modes, when 

Kf
Lf - *<A = 0;kb = kf + ksr; kp = ks/l}f + k,rL

2
r; and _JL = LL 

K 

The matrices Ku and Kc are generally identical under all conditions, when 

k =k +k • ' ' \ . kn i v J k„Lr-k,fL, 

(5) 

sf sr 
*, hfL

2 K£ h l / tKr k) k k,+k„ 
(6) 

The above suggests that the vehicle model with unconnected suspension can be 

considered as a special case of the model with coupled suspension. Moreover, it was 

k L -k L 
shown that the relation ak = -̂ —^ ^—^- is similar to the static margin (SM) defined in 

Kf + K 

vehicle handling analysis, which may be expressed as SM — — , where 

carLr — CtfLf 
S - ^LJL ^ Qr and c^ are cornering stiffnesses of the front and rear tires, 

Caf+Car 

respectively. 
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For the above relations, it can be further deduced that pitch stiffness of the coupled 

suspension kp is equal to two equivalent rotational springs (kxfL
2
f and ksrl}r) connected 

in parallel, when bounce and pitch modes are uncoupled. In all the other situations, kp is 

equal to the two rotational springs in series. In all conditions, the bump stiffness kf, is 

invariably equal to the sum of the front and rear spring rates ( k^ + ksr). 

A.2.1 Dimensionless Measures of Suspension Properties 

The above relations and discussions can provide a basic understanding of vehicle 

suspension properties in pitch plane, including uncoupled and coupled. In order to more 

clearly understand and investigate relationships between suspension tunings of 

unconnected suspensions and dynamic responses of the heavy vehicles, three 

dimensionless measures of suspension properties are defined and analyzed in this study, 

namely pitch margin (PM), pitch stiffness ratio (PSR) and coupled pitch stiffness ratio 

(CPSR). 

PITCH MARGIN (PM) 

From the above analysis, it is shown that the bounce spring stiffness is equal to the 

sum of front and rear suspension spring rates (kh - ksf + ksr), when the two stiffness 

matrices Ku and Kc are identical. The relations ks/ =kbs'm2 0 and ksr = kh cos2 0 can 

k L -k L 
therefore be obtained by introducing a variable 0, based on which a = sr r If •' m 

Eq. (6) can be rewritten as: 

ak = Lr cos2 9-lf sin 2d (7) 
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By setting Lf = Lcos2y and Lr = Ls'm2 y , the pitch margin (PM) can be defined from 

Eq.(7): 

PM = 
ak cos 20 - cos 2y 

(8) 

where §<6<nl2 and 0</<;z72, and / is a constant for a given load distribution. 

Equation (8) would yield a positive value of pitch margin (PM) for 6 < y. The pitch 

margin (PM) of a vehicle suspension can also be described from the dimensionless pitch 

margin diagram, shown in Fig. 2, where the positive direction of PM is considered to be 

pointing right. In this diagram, the upper semi-circle of diameter equal to unity scribing 

AACB represents the load distribution, while the lower-semi-circle scribing A.4DB 

describes the suspension spring rate tuning. 

Figure 2: Dimensionless pitch margin diagram. 

For a particular load distribution, Equation (8) can be simplified as: 

„ w cos26-D 
PM = (9) 
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where D - cos 2y is a constant. The above equation suggests that the PM of a vehicle 

with a particular load distribution is only a function of 6 alone, which itself is related to 

front/rear suspension stiffness ratio. From the dimensionless pitch margin diagram, it is 

(OE - OF) 
evident that PM = = EF, where R is the radius. Considering 0 < 6 < n 12, 

zR 

the bounds of PM can be derived as: 

\ + D \-D 
< PM < (10) 

The above formulation indicates the range of PM corresponding to a given load 

distribution, which can be varied through tuning of front and rear suspension spring rates. 

PITCH STIFFNESS RATIO (PSR) 

The pitch stiffness ratio (PSR) is defined as the maximum ratio of pitch to bump rate 

(kp/kb) of a suspension system in a dimensionless manner. From Eq. (6), it can be 

Lr-Lf 
shown that peak kp lkb ratio is obtained for ak = , which yields: 

PSR = —-L— (11) 

kb(L/2f 

Using ksf =khs\n2 0 and ksr =kbcos2&, and the relationship between kp and ksf and 

ksr in Eq. (6), the PSR can be obtained as: 

PSR-V2™20™2?--™* 20 (12) 
Kim)2 
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The above formulation indicates that pitch stiffness ratio (PSR) is only related to the 

front/rear suspension stiffness ratio or 6, irrespective of load distribution. A relation 

between PM and PSR can also be derived from Eqs. (9) and (12) as: 

PSR = l-(2PM + Df (13) 

The above equation suggests that for a vehicle involving unconnected suspension 

with a particular load distribution, a definite relation exists between the pitch margin 

(PM) and pitch stiffness ratio (PSR). Equations (12) and (13) further show that for an 

unconnected suspension, 0 < PSR < 1 and 0 < kp < 0.25kbP?. 

COUPLED PITCH STIFFNESS RATIO (CPSR) 

Alternatively, coupled pitch stiffness ratio (CPSR) of an unconnected suspension is 

also defined upon consideration of the coupling factor ak between the pitch and bounce 

modes, such that: 

CPSR = k^kbi (14) 

Kim) 

The above can be simplified using Eqs. (6) and (7), such that: 

C7>S/? = l-2cos2#cos2/ + cos227 (15) 

The above relation suggests that unlike PSR, CPSR is also dependent upon the load 

distribution. Eqs. (8), (12) and (15) further yield a relation among PM, PSR and CPSR: 

CPSR = PSR + 4PM2 (16) 

The above indicates that for PM = 0, which implies ak = 0 , the pitch and bounce 

modes are decoupled (PSR = CPSR ), as observed from the two stiffness matrices Ku 

and Kc. 
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For a vehicle with a particular load distribution, / is a constant, Equation (15) 

reduces to: 

CPSR = l-2Dcos20 + D2 (17) 

where D = cos 2/. The CPSR reduces to a function of the front/rear suspension stiffness 

ratio, as in the case of PSR. Considering the limits of suspension stiffness ratio 

0 < 6 < n 12, and those of load distribution 0 < y < n 12 , Equation (17) can be solved to 

yield following limiting values of CPSR for different load distributions. 

(l-Df <CPSR<{\ + Df D>0 

(18) 

(\ + D)2 <CPSR<(\-Df D<0 

Equations (9) and (17) further yield a relationship between PM and CPSR for an 

unconnected suspension, under a particular load condition: 

CPSR = \-4D*PM-D2 (19) 

The above equation indicates that for D > 0 , when a relatively lower load is 

supported by the front axle, an increase in the pitch margin (PM) would yield lower 

CPSR, and vice versa. For D = 0 , CPSR = 1. 

A.2.2 Analysis of the Three Measures of Suspension Properties 

From Eqs. (8), (12) and (15), it is evident that PM and CPSR are functions of both y 

and 8 , while PSR is a function of 0 alone, where y = arctan JLr/L^ , and 

6 = axcian Jksf jksr . Figures 3(a) and (c) illustrate variations in PM and CPSR as 

functions of y and 0, while variations in PSR are presented in Fig. 3(b), as a function of 

6. The variations in these measures are presented over a wide range of y and 0 
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(0 < y < n 12 and 0 <9 <n 12). The results indicate that an increase in ratio LrjLf 

increases the pitch margin (PM), while an increase in ratio ksj- Jksr causes a decrease in 

the PM, for a particular load distribution. The PSR achieves a maximum value of 1, for 

ksf Jksr -1, where increasing or decreasing the ratio ksf jksr would decrease the PSR, 

irrespective of the load distribution condition. For the coupled pitch stiffness ratio 

(CPSR), an increase in the ratio k^jk^ yields an increase in CPSR for LrjLf <1 

(0<y<7i/4). The CPSR assumes a constant unity value, irrespective of the ratio 

ksfjksr, when Lf-Lr (y = nl4). The condition of Lr/Lf>\ {n14<y <nl2) yields 

an opposite trend in CPSR, where an increase in ratio ksf jksr causes a decrease in the 

CPSR. 

The results suggest that the load distribution and front/rear suspension stiffness ratio 

strongly affect the proposed dimensionless measures of suspension properties. The load 

condition and front/rear suspension tuning are also known to significantly influence 

vehicle dynamic responses. Some relations may therefore exist between the proposed 

dimensionless measures of suspension pitch properties and vehicle performance 

characteristics. The following sections will explore the performance characteristics of 

heavy vehicles under random road excitations as well as braking inputs, for different load 

conditions and suspension stiffness tunings, in an attempt to establish such relations. 
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Figure 3: Variations in measures of suspension properties as functions of y and 0: 

PM; (b) PSR; and (c) CPSR. 

A.3 Vertical and Pitch Ride under Random Road Excitations 

(a) 

Random road roughness is known to be the major excitation for evaluating vehicle 

ride performance characteristics of alternative suspension designs, which are generally 

measured in terms of acceleration responses of the vehicles [2, 4, 21]. The vertical and 

pitch ride performance of heavy vehicles with different suspension configurations can be 

conveniently assessed using the pitch plane ride model of road vehicles (Fig. 1), subject 

to excitations arising from random road elevations. The ride performance is evaluated in 

terms of: (a) rms vertical acceleration of the sprung mass, measured at five different 
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positions that are evenly distributed along the wheelbase, including the front and rear 

suspension mountings; and (b) rms pitch acceleration of the sprung mass. The former 

measure accounts for coupling between the vertical and pitch modes of vibration. The 

ride analysis are performed under different road roughness inputs, which have been 

designated as 'smooth', 'medium' and 'rough' on the basis of their relative spatial power 

spectral densities (PSD) of vertical displacement [22, 23]. Figure 4 illustrates the 

displacement PSD of the three road profiles considered in the study. A relatively wide 

range of vehicle speeds are also chosen for the analysis (30, 50, 70, 90 and 110 km/h), 

considering the wheelbase filtering. 

|—smooth 
i — medium 
I — rough 

°- -in"8 

CO 1 0 

.-10; 

10 
10" 10" 

Spatial frequency (cycle/m) 

Figure 4: Displacement PSD of the three road profiles. 

Three heavy vehicle configurations that represent different load distributions are 

considered for the analysis. The inertial and bounce stiffness parameters are chosen to 

yield identical bounce mode frequency in the order of 1.2 Hz. The selected model 

parameters for the three configurations are: (I) ms =15753 kg, Is = 175034 kgm2, 

£,=900 kN/m, and Lf/Lr = \M ; (II) ms =10932.6 kg, Is =116689 kgm2, 
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*,= 624.6 kN/m, and Lf/Lr = \ ; and (III) w, = 10932.6 kg, /, =116689 kgm2, 

kb = 624.6 kN/m, and Lf/L =0.67. The chosen load distributions yield D, = 0.306 , 

D„ = 0 and Dm = -0.2 , respectively. The analyses are performed to derive the 

suspension property measures and dynamic responses of the selected vehicle 

configurations. 

VEHICLE CONFIGURATION I 

The heavy vehicle configuration I involves greater load distributed on the rear axle, 

which yields y - 0.63 rad. The variations in PM of the suspension are evaluated as a 

function of 0, ranging from 0 to n 12, and shown in Fig. 5(a). The pitch stiffness ratio 

(PSR) and coupled pitch stiffness ratio (CPSR) are evaluated as a function of the pitch 

margin (PM), as illustrated in Figs. 5(b) and (c), respectively. The results show that an 

increase in 9 (or ratio ksj-jksr ) reduces the PM, while the CPSR decreases with an 

increase in PM in a linear manner. The PSR increases with increasing PM, and achieves 

the maximum value of 1, when PM = -D/2. A further increase in PM yields a reduction 

in PSR, as evident in Fig. 5(b). 
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Figure 5: Variations in suspension property measures of different vehicle configurations: 
(a) PM vs 0; (b) PSR as a function of PM; and (c) CPSR as a function of PM. 

The above results show that the proposed pitch measures are strongly dependent 

upon the front to rear suspension spring rate ratio. The influence of front and rear 

suspension rates on the resulting properties are evaluated for five different stiffness 

tunings of the linear unconnected suspension, which are summarized in Table 1. The sum 

of the front and rear suspension spring rates is held constant (kh =900kN/m) for all the 

five stiffness tunings considered, so as to maintain the total bounce stiffness of the 

vehicle unaffected [14]. For the selected distributions, tuning SI results in nearly 

identical natural frequencies for both the front and rear suspensions, while S3 and S5 
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cause lowest and highest front suspension natural frequencies, respectively. The tuning 

SI provides identical values of PSR and CPSR, while S3 and S5 cause lowest and highest 

values of PSR and CPSR, respectively, as illustrated in Table 1. The tuning SI that yields 

PM - 0 suggests decoupled front and rear suspensions, often considered as theoretically 

ideal suspension tuning for ride comfort [10]. A relatively lower value of front 

suspension rate (S2 and S3) yields PM>0, while higher front suspension rate (S4 and 

S5) results in PM<0. 

Table 1: Influence of front and rear suspension spring rate ratio on the suspension 
property measures of vehicle configuration I. 

Tuning 
SI 
S2 
S3 
S4 
S5 

As/(kN/m) 
312.3 
222.3 
132.3 
402.3 
492.3 

ksr (kN/m) 
587.7 
677.7 
767.7 
497.7 
407.7 

9 (ra 
0.63 
0.52 
0.39 
0.73 
0.83 

id) PM 
0 
0.1 
0.2 
-0.1 
-0.2 

PSR 
0.906 
0.744 
0.502 
0.989 
0.991 

CPSR 
0.906 
0.784 
0.661 
1.029 
1.151 

The vertical and pitch acceleration responses to random road excitations are 

evaluated for different suspension tunings and vehicle speeds. The damping ratios of the 

front and rear suspensions are tuned to achieve a value of 0.2 for all the suspension 

tunings considered in the analysis. The vertical responses assessed at five selected 

locations, and pitch responses are expressed in terms of rms accelerations. The vertical 

ride is then expressed as the root mean value of the rms accelerations evaluated at the five 

positions (J2_jZrmsn/5 ). Figure 6 presents comparisons of rms vertical and pitch 

acceleration responses of different tunings, under the three random road inputs and a 

range of vehicle speeds. The results generally show comparable vertical responses of 

different suspension tunings under given road roughness and vehicle speed conditions, 
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although slight variations are also evident, which may be partly attributed to wheelbase 

filtering effect. The rms vertical acceleration generally tends to increase with increasing 

speed and road roughness. Unlike the vertical acceleration response, the pitch 

acceleration response is strongly influenced by the suspension stiffness tunings, except at 

the low speed of 30 km/h. The suspension tunings S2 and S3 with positive PM and 

relatively lower PSR and CPSR yield considerably lower pitch acceleration, irrespective 

of the road roughness and vehicle speed above 30 km/h, as seen in Fig. 6. The S4 and S5 

tunings with negative PM and higher PSR and CPSR, on the other hand, result in 

considerably larger pitch acceleration responses, compared to S2 and S3 at the speeds 

above 30 km/h. 

= ' O '! 1 : • 
54 S 5 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 

(a) 
- „ 0.4 

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 

(c) 
Figure 6: Comparisons of rms vertical and pitch acceleration responses of vehicle 

configuration I with different suspension tunings under random road inputs: (a) smooth; 
(b) medium; and (c) rough. 
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VEHICLE CONFIGURATION II 

Unlike the vehicle configuration I, the vehicle configuration II exhibits an identical 

load distribution on each axle, which yields y - nj^k rad. The variations in PM with 6 

(0<$<ir/2)]s presented in Fig. 5(a). The corresponding variations in PSR and CPSR 

as a function of PM are illustrated in Figs. 5(b) and (c), respectively. The results indicate 

that the PM decreases with an increase in 0, as observed for vehicle configuration I. The 

CPSR maintains a constant value of 1, irrespective of the PM. The PSR, however, 

achieves the maximum value of 1 for PM=0, and decreases with increasing PM in both 

directions in a symmetric manner, as evident in Fig. 5(b). 

Table 2 summarizes the influence of various suspension stiffness tunings (S1 to S5) 

of the linear unconnected suspension on the suspension property measures of the vehicle 

configuration. In this case, the front and rear suspension rates are varied to attain total 

suspension spring rate (kh = ksf +ksr) of 624.6 kN/m for all the five tunings. For the even 

load condition, tuning SI yields identical natural frequencies of the front and rear 

suspensions, while S3 and S5 tunings would yield lowest and highest front suspension 

natural frequencies, respectively. The tuning SI yields a PM of 0, indicating decoupled 

bounce and pitch vibration modes. The tunings S2 and S3 with relatively lower front 

suspension rates have positive PMs of 0.144 and 0.288, respectively. The S4 and S5 

tunings with relatively higher front suspension rates, on the other hand, yield negative 

PM. Owing to the symmetric variations in PSR, the tunings S2 and S4 yield identical 

values of PSR, which are lower than that of SI tuning, while tunings S3 and S5 yield 

lowest PSR. Unlike the PSR, the value of CPSR remains 1 for all the tunings. 
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Table 2: Influence of front and rear suspension spring rate ratio on the suspension 
property measures of vehicle configuration II. 

Tuning 
SI 
S2 
S3 
S4 
S5 

*,/(kN/m) 
312.3 
222.3 
132.3 
402.3 
492.3 

ksr (kN/m) 
312.3 
402.3 
492.3 
222.3 
132.3 

<9(ra 
0.79 
0.64 
0.48 
0.93 
1.09 

id) PM 
0 
0.144 
0.288 
-0.144 
-0.288 

PSR 
1 
0.917 
0.668 
0.917 
0.668 

CPSR 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

The relative ride responses of the vehicle configuration II with different suspension 

tunings are also evaluated under the three random road excitations and different vehicle 

speeds. The damping ratios of the front and rear suspension are tuned to realize identical 

value of 0.2 for all the suspension tunings. Figure 7 presents comparisons of rms vertical 

and pitch acceleration responses of the vehicle involving different suspension tunings and 

operating conditions (speed and road roughness). Unlike the configuration I, the 

suspension tunings seem to have a strong effect on the vertical rms acceleration response 

of the vehicle configuration II, particularly at higher speeds and rougher road. Reducing 

the front suspension spring rate (S2 and S3) yields higher vertical acceleration responses. 

The rms pitch acceleration responses of the sprung mass are significantly different due to 

different tunings, as observed for configuration I. Compared to SI tuning, the tunings S2 

and S3 with positive PM and relatively lower PSR and ksj, could significantly reduce 

pitch acceleration responses of the vehicle at speeds above 30 km/h, irrespective of the 

road roughness. These two tunings, however, tend to slightly increase the pitch 

acceleration responses at the low speed of 30 km/h, which has also been observed in the 

reported studies [15, 16]. Tunings S4 and S5 with negative PM, relatively lower PSR and 

higher ksf, however, exhibit considerably higher pitch acceleration responses, compared 

to those of S2 and S3 at speeds above 30 km/h. 
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Figure 7: Comparisons of rms vertical and pitch acceleration responses of vehicle 
configuration II with different suspension tunings under random road inputs: (a) smooth; 

(b) medium; and (c) rough. 

VEHICLE CONFIGURATION III 

The vehicle configuration III involves relatively larger load on the front axle 

(L//L = 0.67 ) with y = 0.89 rad. Figure 5(a) presents the variations in PM as a function 

of 0, while the variations in PSR and CPSR are illustrated in Figs. 5(b) and (c), as a 

function of PM. The results show that the PM decreases with increasing 6 (or ratio 

ks/ksr), as in case of configurations I and II. While the CPSR increases linearly with an 

increase in PM, the PSR achieves its peak value of I for PM=0.1, where PSR decreases 

with increasing PM in both directions. 

The dimensionless measures of suspension properties of configuration III are 

evaluated for the five different spring rate tunings, in a similar manner, where the total 
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spring rate h is held as 624.6 kN/m, as summarized in Table 3. Tuning SI yields nearly 

identical natural frequencies for both front and rear suspensions, while S3 and S5 tunings 

would yield lowest and highest front suspension natural frequencies, respectively. Tuning 

SI that yields a PM of 0, suggests decoupling between the bounce and pitch vibration 

modes of the sprung mass, while tunings S2 and S3 yield positive values of PM. The 

tunings S4 and S5, on the other hand, exhibit negative PM values. The tuning S2 with 

identical front and rear suspension rates yields higher PSR than SI and S3 tunings, which 

show identical PSR. Tunings S4 and S5 with relatively lower rear suspension rates 

exhibit relatively lower PSR. Unlike the PSR, the CPSR of S3 tuning is highest among 

the five tunings considered. 

Table 3: Influence of front and rear suspension spring rate ratio on the suspension 
property measures of vehicle configuration III. 

Tuning 
SI 
S2 
S3 
S4 
S5 

V(kN/m) 
374.76 
312.3 
249.84 
437.22 
499.68 

*,, (kN/m) 
249.84 
312.3 
374.76 
187.38 
124.92 

0(ra 
0.89 
0.79 
0.67 
0.99 
1.11 

id) PM 
0 
0.1 
0.2 
-0.1 
-0.2 

PSR 
0.96 
1 
0.96 
0.84 
0.64 

CPSR 
0.96 
1.04 
1.12 
0.88 
0.8 

The rms vertical and pitch acceleration responses of the vehicle configuration III 

involving different suspension tunings are also evaluated under different random road 

inputs and vehicle speeds, while the damping ratios of the front and rear suspension for 

each tuning are selected as 0.2. Figure 8 illustrates comparisons of rms vertical and pitch 

acceleration responses of different tunings for different road roughness and speed inputs. 

The results show that the vehicle with all the five different suspension tunings exhibits 

similar vertical acceleration responses for the low speed of 30 km/h, as it was observed 

for configurations I and II. A relatively softer front suspension (S2 and S3), however, 
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yields higher rms vertical acceleration at speeds above 30 km/h. This trend is similar to 

that observed for configuration II. The pitch acceleration responses of S4 and S5 tunings 

with negative PM, and relatively higher ^/and lower PSR, are comparable with those of 

SI, but considerably larger than those of S2 and S3 tunings with positive PM, for vehicle 

speeds above 30 km/h. For the low speed of 30 km/h, the rms pitch acceleration 

responses of S2 and S3, however, are higher than those of SI, S4 and S5 tunings. 

: , : U.U£ -t 

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 

(c) 
Figure 8: Comparisons of rms vertical and pitch acceleration responses of vehicle 

configuration III with different suspension tunings under random road inputs: (a) smooth; 
(b) medium; and (c) rough. 

A.3.1 Discussions 

From the above results attained under a wide range of random road roughness inputs 

and vehicle speeds, it is evident that the suspension stiffness tunings could strongly affect 

the pitch acceleration responses, while their influence on vertical acceleration responses 
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is strongly dependent upon road roughness characteristics. The above analyses, however, 

do not reveal clear relationships between the vertical and pitch ride responses and the 

proposed dimensionless measures (PM, PSR and CPSR). This is mainly due to different 

wheelbase filtering effects under various speeds and variations in load distributions 

considered in the study. An alternative simplified quantitative measure, based on the sum 

of acceleration responses of a particular suspension tuning under different speeds and 

road roughness inputs normalized with respect to that of tuning SI, is explored in an 

attempt to establish a more definite relationship. This measure is referred to as 

normalized cumulative acceleration (NCA), which is expected to reduce the contribution 

due to wheelbase filtering, while it imposes equal weighting for various road roughness 

inputs. The effect of load variations may thus be observed more clearly from the 

proposed alternative measure. 

Table 4 summarizes the NCA measures of vertical and pitch acceleration responses of 

the three vehicle configurations with different suspension tunings (SI to S5) together 

with the corresponding values of PM, PSR and CPSR. An NCA value of a particular 

tuning below 1 implies lower cumulative acceleration response than the baseline tuning 

SI that yields identical front and rear suspension frequencies. The NCA>1 would imply 

larger cumulative acceleration response than that of the SI tuning. The variations in VCA 

measures do not show a clear trend with CPSR. From the results, following relations of 

the vertical and pitch mode NCA with the dimensionless measures of the suspension 

could be obtained: 

• Maintaining a constant value of sum of the front and rear suspension spring rates 
would still induce variations in vertical acceleration responses, irrespective of the 
load distribution, which is attributed to coupling between the bounce and pitch modes 
of the sprung mass. 
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• A positive value of PM generally yields a higher value of vertical NCA, suggesting 
deterioration of vertical ride, particularly when Lf/L = 1 (configuration II) and 

LffL < I (configuration III). 

• A positive value of PM, however, generally yields considerably lower values of pitch 
NCA, irrespective of the load distribution. 

• The PM and PSR show coupled effects on both vertical and pitch NCA. A lower 
value of PSR coupled with a positive PM yields a considerable reduction in pitch 
NCA. 

• For typical heavy vehicles (Lf/L > 1), a positive PM tuning would yield a lower 

value of PSR and thus significant improvement in the pitch ride performance. The 
corresponding change in vertical ride is very small. 

• For vehicles with either even or greater load on the front axle, a positive PM tuning is 
beneficial for pitch ride performance. An appropriate negative PM tuning, on the 
other hand, could yield considerable vertical ride improvement with only slight 
increase in pitch NCA. 

Table 4: Comparisons of NCA of vehicle configurations with different suspension 
tunings. 

Configuration I 

Tuning 

SI 
S2 
S3 
S4 
S5 

PM 

0 
0.1 
0.2 
-0.1 
-0.2 

PSR 

0.906 
0.744 
0.502 
0.989 
0.991 

CPSR 

0.906 
0.784 
0.661 
1.029 
1.151 

Vertical 
NCA 
1 
1.016 
0.983 
0.989 
1.048 

Pitch NCA 

1 
0.794 
0.735 
1.142 
1.156 

Configuration II 
SI 
S2 
S3 
S4 
S5 

0 
0.144 
0.288 
-0.144 
-0.288 

1 
0.917 
0.668 
0.917 
0.668 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1.072 
1.027 
0.901 
1.061 

1 
0.846 
0.853 
1.05 
0.993 

Configuration III 
SI 
S2 
S3 
S4 
S5 

0 
0.1 
0.2 
-0.1 
-0.2 

0.96 
1 
0.96 
0.84 
0.64 

0.96 
1.04 
1.12 
0.88 
0.8 

1 
1.079 
1.053 
0.849 
1.024 

1 
0.906 
0.891 
1.03 
0.967 
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A.4 Dynamic Tire Load Responses 

Dynamic tire loads of road vehicles, especially heavy vehicles, are known to 

accelerate road damages. The relative dynamic tire load responses of different vehicle 

configurations involving different suspension tunings are therefore assessed under 

different random road inputs and vehicle speeds, as a measure of road-friendliness 

characteristics of the vehicles. For a given speed, the dynamic tire load responses of the 

vehicle with a particular tuning revealed similar trends under excitations arising from 

different road roughness. As an example, Figure 10 illustrates the dynamic load 

coefficients (DLC) due to front and rear wheels of the three vehicle configurations with 

different suspension tunings (described in Tables 1 to 3), subject to the excitations from 

medium road. The DLC due to tire force is evaluated as the ratio of rms dynamic tire 

force to the static tire force [12]. The front or rear tire force DLC responses exhibit very 

similar trends, for the three vehicle configurations considered. The results show that the 

influence of suspension tuning on the DLC is relatively insignificant at the low speed of 

30 km/h, irrespective of the load distribution. The suspension tuning, however, strongly 

influence the DLC responses at higher speeds. The S2 and S3 tunings with relatively 

lower front suspension rate and thus positive PM yield lower magnitudes of DLC at the 

front wheel, but higher magnitudes of DLC at the rear. As expected, the tunings S4 and 

S5 with relatively higher front suspension stiffness exhibit opposite trends, as seen in Fig. 

9. The results also suggest that a relatively soft suspension is helpful for improving 

dynamic tire load performance of a heavy vehicle, which is consistent with the results 

reported in many studies [12, 24]. 
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Figure 9: DLC responses of different vehicle configurations with different suspension 

tunings under medium road inputs: (a) configuration I; (b) configuration II; and (c) 
configuration III. 

In order to further compare the effects of different suspension tunings on the overall 

dynamic tire load characteristics of the vehicles, a simplified quantitative measure is 

formulated on the basis of normalized cumulative DLC (NCD). This measure of a vehicle 

with a particular suspension tuning is derived upon summing the DLC values due to the 

front and rear tire forces attained for different road roughness and speed conditions 

considered in this study. The resulting cumulative DLC is normalized with respect to that 

of the vehicle with tuning S1. 

Table 5 summarizes the NCD responses of the three vehicle configurations with five 

different suspension tunings, together with the corresponding PM values. The results 

suggest that suspension tuning with a negative value of PM tends to deteriorate the 

cumulative DLC of vehicle, irrespective of the load distribution and road roughness. A 
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positive tuning, however, could yield slightly lower values of cumulative DLC, except 

when LfjL = 1. The results indicate that positive PM tuning is desirable for improved 

pitch ride and dynamic tire load performance. 

Table 5: Comparisons of normalized cumulative DLC (NCD) responses of vehicle 
configurations with different suspension tunings. 

Tuning 

SI 
S2 
S3 
S4 
S5 

Configuration I 
PM 
0 
0.1 
0.2 
-0.1 
-0.2 

NCD 
1 
0.972 
0.992 
1.03 
1.062 

Configuration II 
PM 
0 
0.144 
0.288 
-0.144 
-0.288 

NCD 
1 
0.995 
1.056 
1.016 
1.064 

Configuration III 
PM 
0 
0.1 
0.2 
-0.1 
-0.2 

NCD 
1 
0.982 
0.98 
1.032 
1.086 

A.5 Suspension Travel Responses 

Suspension designs and tunings of road vehicles are subjected to the constraints posed 

by rattle space. Although a very soft suspension is known to be beneficial for ride 

comfort and road friendliness of vehicles, it could induce significantly larger suspension 

travel. The suspension travel responses of the three vehicle configurations with different 

suspension tunings are assessed under different random road excitations and speeds. The 

rms travel responses of a suspension with a particular tuning were observed to depend 

upon the road roughness in a manner similar to that observed for dynamic tire loads. The 

influences of the suspension tuning on the rms suspension travel, however, are relatively 

smaller when compared to those on DLC. Figure 10, as an example, presents the front 

and rear suspension travel responses of the three vehicle configurations involving 

different suspension tunings under the medium-rough road input at various speeds. 

Suspension tunings with PM<0 (S4 and S5) yield lower front suspension travel but higher 

rear suspension travel, which is attributed to relatively stiffer and softer front and rear 

suspensions, respectively. The responses under the higher speed of 100 km/h, however, 
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form an exception, which may be partly due to greater contribution of wheelbase 

filtering. With the exception of responses at 110 km/h, the tunings S2 and S3 with PM>0 

yield only minimal influences on the travel responses. The rms magnitudes tend to be 

slightly larger at the front and lower at the rear, when compared to those of tuning SI. 
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Figure 10: Suspension travel responses of vehicle configurations with different 
suspension tunings under medium road inputs: (a) configuration I; (b) configuration II; 

and (c) configuration III. 

The effect of suspension tuning on the overall suspension travel performance of the 

vehicles is further evaluated, on the basis of a simplified quantitative measure, namely 

normalized cumulative suspension travel (NCST). For a vehicle configuration with a 

particular suspension tuning, NCST is formulated as the sum of the front and rear 

suspension travels for different speeds and road inputs normalized with respect to that of 

the SI. Table 6 summarizes the NCST responses of the three vehicle configurations with 

different suspension tunings, as well as the PM values. From the results, it is apparent 
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that influences on the NCST are very small for the range of tunings considered. The 

results shown in Fig. 10 and Table 6 suggest that a particular tuning may yield slightly 

lower travel of suspension at one of the axles, while the response at the other axle may be 

slightly higher. Suspension tuning with PM>0 tends to slightly deteriorate the cumulative 

suspension travel response of the vehicles, when Lf/L > 1. A negative PM tuning, 

however, could slightly improve the cumulative suspension travel response, when 

Lf/Lr>\. 

Table 6: Comparisons of normalized cumulative suspension travel (NCST) responses of 
vehicle configurations with different suspension tunings. 

Tuning 

SI 
S2 
S3 
S4 
S5 

Confi 
PM 
0 
0.1 
0.2 
-0.1 
-0.2 

guration I 
NCST 
1 
1.022 
1.019 
0.972 
0.949 

Configuration II 
PM 
0 
0.144 
0.288 
-0.144 
-0.288 

NCST 
1 
1.007 
1.006 
0.997 
0.996 

Configuration III 
PM 
0 
0.1 
0.2 
-0.1 
-0.2 

NCST 
1 
0.998 
0.997 
1.013 
1.027 

A.6 Pitch Attitude Responses under Braking Inputs 

The variations in vehicle pitch attitude induced by braking maneuvers could induce 

the variations in normal tire loads and thus affect the handling quality of vehicles [9-11]. 

The influence of suspension tuning on the vehicle response to braking inputs are further 

investigated using a pitch and vertical dynamics model of the vehicle. A pitch plane 

braking model of a heavy vehicle, shown in Fig. 11 [20], is used to investigate the 

braking responses of the three vehicle configuration coupled with different suspension 

tunings in terms of peak pitch angle and suspension travel. The model is sufficiently 

generalized for investigating coupled as well as unconnected suspension systems, and it 
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incorporates: longitudinal motion (x) of the vehicle, vertical motions of the front and rear 

unsprung masses (zu/, zur), vertical (zs) and pitch (<ps) motions of the sprung mass, and 

angular velocities of the front and rear wheels (co/, o)r). The vertical properties of tires are 

represented by linear stiffness and damping elements, assuming point-contact with the 

road surface. Figure 11(b) illustrates the forces and moments considered to act on a wheel 

and tire assembly under braking. The equations of motion for the pitch plane vehicle 

model are formulated under excitations arising from the vehicle-road interactions and the 

braking torque. The formulations include total suspension forces, comprising the static 

and dynamic forces developed by the front (Jj) and rear (fr) suspensions. Assuming small 

pitch motions, the equations of motion are summarized below: 

f"szs=-ff-fr+msg 

™„fZ»f =ff+ ktJ (zof - z,if) + clf (z0/ - zuf) + mN/g 

muAr =fr+ K (Z0r ~Zur) + C,r(Z0r ~Zur) + m
urg 

(ms + muf + mur)x = ~(fxf +fxr)- msg<ps 

hA=f„-r,-Tb, (/ = / , r ) (20) 
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Figure 11: (a) Pitch plane braking model of a two-axle heavy vehicle; and (b) forces and 

moments acting on a wheel and tire assembly under braking. 

where c„ (i=f,r) is vertical damping coefficient of tire, fx/ and fxr are braking efforts 

developed by the front- and rear-axle tires, respectively, and f:j and fzr are the respective 

normal forces applied to the road surface, h is vehicle e.g. height from the ground, Tbt is 

applied braking torque, r, is effective radius of tire /, and /,„, is polar mass moment of 

inertia of wheel /. The Magic Formula tire model was utilized to derive the braking forces 

developed by the tires, as a function of slip and normal load [25, 26]. The validation of 

the vehicle model was investigated in view of the measured data reported by Murphy et 

al. [27], under different load conditions and braking inputs. Comparisons of results 

attained from the model with the reported measured data showed reasonably good 

agreement between them. 

The vehicle model is analyzed for the three configurations and five suspension 

tunings under a braking input. The total braking gain was chosen as 98.2 Nm/kPa for all 

the three configurations [20, 28]. The sum of the driver's reaction time and the braking 
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system time lag was set as 0.75 s, while the rise time of the braking system was set as 

0.25 s [28, 29]. The initial vehicle speed for the analyses was set as 100 km/h, while the 

braking input was selected as 172 kPa for all the three vehicle configurations considered. 

Figure 12 presents the peak pitch angle and peak suspension travel responses of the three 

vehicle configurations with different suspension tunings under the selected braking input. 

The results show that both the peak pitch angle and suspension travel responses are 

strongly influenced by suspension tuning, and exhibit similar trends for a particular load 

distribution. The peak pitch angle and peak suspension travel responses during braking 

are directly related to the suspension PSR, defined in Eq. (11). An examination of the 

PSR values of different suspension tunings, presented in Table 4, and the peak responses 

suggests that an increase in suspension PSR would yield considerably lower peak pitch 

angle and suspension travel responses under braking inputs. 

=o 0.018 

<? 0.014 
OJ 

I 0.01 
(O 

£ 0.006 
config. I config. it conftg. 

B S1 B S2 D S3 D S4 • S5 ; 

config. I config. ill config. II 

(b) 
Fig. 12: Dynamic responses of different vehicle configurations with different suspension 

tunings under braking inputs: (a) peak pitch angle responses; and (b) peak suspension 
travel responses. 
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The results attained from Section 3 and Fig. 12 indicate that for typical heavy 

vehicles with greater load on the rear axle, a positive PM tuning that yields a relatively 

lower PSR could considerably enhance pitch ride with insignificant influence on vertical 

ride. Such suspension tuning, however, would significantly deteriorate the pitch attitude 

control and suspension travel performance during braking maneuvers. This is attributed 

to the definite relationship between PM and PSR of an unconnected suspension for a 

given load distribution. Pitch plane coupled suspensions, however, could offer 

considerable potential for independent tuning of PM and PSR, to achieve improved ride 

and handling performance of heavy vehicles. 

A.7 Conclusions 

The front/rear suspension stiffness tunings of two-axle heavy vehicles with 

unconnected suspensions were systematically explored in this study, under a wide range 

of random road inputs and driving speeds, as well as braking inputs. Upon considerations 

of the mathematical formulations of two pitch plane models of a two-axle heavy vehicle 

with unconnected and coupled suspensions, three dimensionless measures of suspension 

properties, namely the pitch margin (PM), pitch stiffness ratio (PSR) and coupled pitch 

stiffness ratio (CPSR), were proposed and analyzed for different unconnected suspension 

tunings and load conditions. The simulation results were explored in an attempt to derive 

influences of suspension tunings and measures on the responses, and for establishing 

some basic suspension tuning rules of heavy vehicles with conventional unconnected 

suspensions. The major findings of the study are summarized below. 

• Maintaining a constant value of sum of the front and rear suspension spring rates 
would still induce variations in vertical acceleration responses, irrespective of the 
load distribution, which is attributed to the coupling effect between the bounce and 
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• For a vehicle with a particular load distribution, the use of an unconnected suspension 
yields a definite relationship between the dimensionless suspension property 
measures, namely the pitch margin (PM) and pitch stiffness ratio (PSR). 

• A positive value of PM could considerably improve pitch ride, irrespective of the load 
distribution. It, however, generally deteriorates vertical ride, particularly for vehicles 
with even load distribution or greater load on the front axle. 

• The PM and PSR show coupled effects on both vertical and pitch ride. A lower value 
of PSR together with a positive PM value could yield considerable improvement in 
the pitch ride. 

• The peak pitch angle and peak suspension travel responses during braking are directly 
related to PSR. A higher PSR would be desirable for reducing both the peak pitch 
angle and peak suspension travel responses during braking maneuvers. 

• For typical heavy vehicles with greater load on the rear axle, a positive PM tuning 
that yields a relatively lower PSR could considerably enhance the pitch ride with only 
negligible influence on vertical ride response. Such suspension tuning, however, 
would significantly deteriorate the pitch attitude control and suspension travel 
responses of the vehicles during braking maneuvers. 

• A positive PM tuning also represents a relatively lower front suspension natural 
frequency, which indicates a lower roll stiffness of the front suspension. The use of 
anti-roll bar or roll plane coupled suspension would thus be helpful for increasing the 
roll stiffness without affecting vertical stiffness property. 

• For vehicles with even load distribution or greater load on the front axle, an 
appropriate negative PM tuning could considerably improve vertical ride with only 
slight increase in pitch acceleration response. 

• The suspension tuning could help reduce DLC due to forces developed by tires at one 
of the axles with an increase in DLC due to the other axle tire forces. A negative PM 
tuning tends to deteriorate the DLC responses of vehicles, irrespective of the load 
distribution and road roughness. A positive tuning, however, could generally yield 
slightly lower DLC. 

• The suspension tuning could improve the rms travel response of suspension at one of 
the axles, while that of the suspension at the other axle would generally deteriorate. 
Suspension tuning with a positive PM tends to slightly deteriorate suspension travel 
responses of the vehicles with even or more load on the rear axle. A negative PM 
tuning, however, could slightly improve suspension travel responses of the vehicles 
with even or more load on the rear axle. 

• Unlike unconnected suspension, pitch plane coupled suspension, could permit 
independent tunings of the vertical and pitch stiffness rates, and thus the PM and 
PSR. A pitch-connected suspension could thus offer significant potential for 
improving both the ride and handling qualities of vehicles. 
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